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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this work is to improve understanding of existing and proposed decision systems,
ideally to improve the design of future systems. A "decision system" is defined as a collection of
information-processing components-often involving humans and automation (e.g., computers)-that
interact towards a common set of objectives. Since a key issue in the design of decision systems is the
division of work between humans and machines (a task known as "function allocation"), this thesis is
primarily intended to help designers incorporate automation more appropriately within these systems.
This thesis does not provide a design methodology, but introduces a way to qualitatively analyze
potential designs early in the system design process. A novel analytical framework is presented, based on
the concept of "semi-Structured" decision processes. It is believed that many decisions involve both well-
defined "Structured" parts (e.g., formal procedures, traditional algorithms) and ill-defined "Unstructured"
parts (e.g., intuition, judgment, neural networks) that interact in a known manner. While Structured
processes are often desired because they fully prescribe how a future decision (during "operation") will be
made, they are limited by what is explicitly understood prior to operation. A system designer who
incorporates Unstructured processes into a decision system understands which parts are not understood
sufficiently, and relinquishes control by deferring decision-making from design to operation. Among other
things, this design choice tends to add flexibility and robustness. The value of the semi-Structured
framework is that it forces people to consider system design concepts as operational decision processes in
which both well-defined and ill-defined components are made explicit. This may provide more insight into
decision systems, and improve understanding of the implications of design choices.
The first part of this thesis defines the semi-Structured process and introduces a diagrammatic
notation for decision process models. In the second part, the semi-Structured framework is used to
understand and explain highly evolved decision system designs (these are assumed to be representative of
"good" designs) whose components include feedback controllers, alerts, decision aids, and displays.
Lastly, the semi-Structured framework is applied to a decision system design for a mobile robot.
Thesis Supervisor: R. John Hansman
Professor of Aeronautics and AstronauticsTitle:
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 MOTIVATION
An important issue in the design of decision systems is the manner in which work is divided
between people and machines. This design task is known as function allocation. While it is often
recognized that there is potential system value to some mix of human and automation, there is no
single accepted strategy that determines this mix [139].
Many researchers agree that at the formal extreme of allocation methods, a purely
algorithmic design process is not likely to be effective [116], [129]. Yet on the informal extreme,
function allocation can be improved beyond the intuitive, ad hoc approaches that are often taken
in the absence of formal methods.
It is desired to improve function allocation process by reducing the ad hoc component of
design, and without resorting to a prescriptive design methodology.
1.2 SCOPE
The concepts in this thesis are not directed towards a single specific system. Because of its
generality, it may be helpful to define some common terms and typical applications.
In this thesis, "automation" or "machine" is implied to be for information processing within
a decision systemn--typically with a digital computer-and not for performing physical work. A
few example uses of automation within a human-automation system are:
Displays
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. Alerts
· Decision aids
. Failure diagnosis
. Control of physical systems
A "decision system" means a collection of distinct parts-generally humans and/or
machines-that interact to make decisions in the pursuit of a common objective, as defined by the
system function. In this thesis, a decision system is not limited to any particular application,
although specific representative systems are analyzed. Typical applications of human-automation
decision systems are vehicles (e.g., aircraft, spacecraft, automobiles), manufacturing systems,
power generation plants (e.g., nuclea-), military command and control, urban planning, corporate
management, and engineering design.
1.3 BACKGROUND
1.3.1 Prescriptive Methods for Function Allocation
The allocation of functions between humans and machines by formula, algorithms, or other
prescriptive methods has shown little success in practice. Various prescriptive methods for
function allocation between humans and machines have been proposed [69]. After mandatory
allocation (e.g., based on physical limitations or policy), Bailey [10] categorizes these into three
groups:
* Comparison allocation
* Leftover allocation
· Economic allocation
In comparison allocation, humans and machines are directly compared based on a particular
sub-function. The designer judges whether a human or machine is superior at a given task,
assisted by pre-defined lists of similar functions in which this evaluation has already been made.
The "Fitts list" [44] seems to be the most cited, but many similar "MABA" ("men are better at /
machines are better at") lists have since been made [ 116].
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In leftover allocation, the strategy is to automate what functions can be automated, and
allocate the remaining functions to the human.
In economic allocation, functions are divided between human and machine based on the
maximization of some utility. Utility can be based on a single attribute, such as economic profit,
or it can be the aggregation of many attributes (e.g., performance, reliability, safety), subjective
evaluations, weights, etc. [91].
Why Have Prescriptive Allocation Methods Failed?
Each of the three general strategies seem reasonable, but researchers have long been trying
to understand why they are rarely successful in real allocation tasks. There are differing opinions
on this, but three reasons are frequently identified:
1. "Best" is not definable - Determining the "best" allocation assumes that "best" is definable,
but this is rarely the case for the entire system. Jordan [67] argued that it is often wrong
to compare humans and machines in the same terms (as Craik [25] suggested), and Price
[ 116] claims that such context-dependent information is rarely available. Furthermore,
when an overall metric for system "goodness" (such as a mathematical objective
function) does not exist, an a priori optimal allocation strategy is not definable [139]. In
fact, humans are often needed in decision systems precisely when explicit decision
metrics are not available [125]. Lastly, defining what is best a priori (during system
design) assumes knowledge of what is best during operation, but this is difficult when
considering that designers have limited information about the specific operational
situation [55].
2. It is difficult to model the human operator - When a human is part of a decision system,
many complex issues arise in determining how automation is to support him or her
because cognition is poorly understood. While cognitive models are valuable for
predicting or understanding certain aspects of human behavior, their value in assisting
function allocation has been limited. Price [115] claims that psychomotor and cognitive
performances differ-the latter resisting analysis because cognitive tasks are not often
overtly visible. Mental models for even slightly complex tasks remain elusive [137], and
are often misused [129] and developed ad hoc [162].
3. System implications of allocation are complex - Allocation can have many system
consequences that are difficult to understand. Even when a decision system can be
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decomposed into multiple tasks for which a "best" can be individually determined, what
is best for each part is not necessarily what is best for the system. This was recognized
even by Fitts [43], who claimed that comparison lists are often misleading due to system
effects. For example, automation may control a physical system more effectively, but
humans that monitor automation can suffer a loss of situational awareness-an
understanding of what is happening-which can be critical when human intervention is
required. When humans get the "leftover" tasks, such as monitoring, they often become
bored and feel alienated. These are just a few of the many system implications that may
need to be considered in an allocation decision. Sheridan [138] provides a more thorough
review of these issues.
The prescriptive methods-comparison, leftover, and economic allocation-can be useful
for guiding function allocation once it is first determined where it makes sense to automate, since
the allocation problem only arises when the human and machine can perform the same function
[54]. However, among these functions allocation is not necessarily straightforward.
A proposed improvement to prescriptive allocation is to allow the human operator or
automation to dynamically allocate functions [55]. This is common in many systems, such as
cruise control in an automobile. However, this is often only a small part of a system in which the
majority of functions need to be allocated during design. In addition, dynamic allocation often
increases system and interface complexity [5].
Another common argument against prescriptive allocation is based on the principles of
general design. Rouse & Cody [129] and Price [116] state that allocation can be systematized,
but not to the extent of design prescriptions. Like other system engineering design processes,
they claim that it is critical to retain human expertise and judgment in function allocation. Given
that judgment is valuable for function allocation, the issue, then, is to determine how to improve
function allocation in the absence or limited use of prescriptive methods.
1.3.2 Difficulties with Full Autonomy
It has been suggested, at times, to remove humans altogether from some decision systems.
Proponents of fully automated decision systems argue that humans are unreliable and inefficient
and that advances in technology makes this option feasible. It is informative to briefly review the
past few decades of research in certain disciplines that have attempted to fully automate decision-
making: Artificial Intelligence (Al), Operations Research (OR), and Management Science (MS).
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Evidence from Artificial Intelligence - Expert systems (one of the most popular early AI
techniques), which attempt to capture the knowledge of experts in the form of rules, have
fallen short of their initial claims: to surpass the abilities of humans [38], [162]. It is now
often recognized that, in most practical settings, the primary value of expert systems is in
supporting human decision-making [156], [167].
Evidence from Operations Research - The early success of optimization algorithms for
military purposes has led to applications in other complex systems, including civilian
enterprises. The extension of traditional OR to these domains, such as social systems, has
been generally unsuccessful [1], which has led to a new OR paradigm [126]. This paradigm
incorporates the human as an active element in the decision system, in which traditional OR
tools are still valuable components [22], [145], [166], [167].
Evidence from Management Science - Managers, who are often faced with problems of
maximizing profit under conditions of uncertainty, attempted to extend their standard
analytical techniques to broader situations. It was discovered that the quality of decisions
often degraded, which was explained as overly rational decision-making that intruded on the
intuition of managers [38], [72] [131]. It is becoming more accepted that analytical tools are
most valuable in management decisions when combined with expert judgment [58], [82].
This is evident in the designs of decision support systems for managers [70], [168].
The three fields discussed above-Artificial Intelligence, Operations Research, and
Management Science-can provide lessons for the future design of human-automation decision
systems. All have demonstrated success-particularly as computational resource limits have
decreased-but have also been criticized for using algorithms inappropriately: as a replacement
for humans. Today, it is recognized that in most reasonably complex decision systems, a human
is an essential element.
1.3.3 Human Centered Automation
In recent years, engineers have supported the use of human-centered automation (HCA) for
guiding system designs. HCA means "automation designed to work cooperatively with human
operators in the pursuit of stated common objectives " [15]. It is a design philosophy that
recognizes (early in the design process) the unique attributes and requirements of humans as a
functional component of the decision system [49].
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HCA is valuable in that it directs design attention towards humans, but it has not
significantly altered the manner in which functions are allocated. Sheridan identified problems
associated with the interpretation of HCA, which can help to explain its limited use in the
allocation of functions [136]. He claimed that at various times and in various contexts HCA is
purported to mean:
. Allocating to the human the tasks best suited
to the human, allocating to the automation
the tasks best suited to it.
. Keeping the human operator in the decision
and control loop.
. Maintaining the human operator as the final
authority over the automation.
· Making the human operator's job easier, more
enjoyable, or more satisfying through
friendly automation.
. Empowering or enhancing the human
operator to the greatest extent possible
through automation.
. Generating trust in the automation by the
human operator.
* Giving the operator computer-based advice
about everything he or she might want to
know.
· Engineering the automation to reduce human
error and keep response variability to a
minimum.
. Casting the operator in the role of supervisor
of subordinate automatic control system(s).
* Achieving the best combination of human and
automatic control, where best is defined by
explicit system objectives.
These definitions of human-centered automation (some of which were discussed earlier as
prescriptive methods) are not only problematic because they differ, but also because they are
often undesirable and/or in conflict. For example, reducing human variability is in conflict with
empowering the human. Similarly, there are cases when humans are not reliable or fast enough to
be the final authority over automation. Other issues such as misplaced trust in automation and
information overload are also discussed. One of Sheridan's conclusions was, while HCA is an
appealing idea, the problem is that neither automation nor HCA is a singular idea.
In summary, given that humans are components in a decision system, even simple design
philosophies do not lead to clear function allocation strategies.
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1.3.4 Function Analysis
It is assumed that function allocation takes place at the higher levels of a design process
(e.g., system architecture), before detailed decisions are made about the actual implementation. A
common way to understand a system in terms of defined functions is through function analysis.
Function analysis is a design technique that allows designers to think abstractly about a
potential design during the concept stage. It provides a way to express what the future product
should do in terms of a set of functions that collectively satisfy the system function [16]. The
main benefit of function analysis is that it helps designers concentrate on the "whats" before
diving into the "hows" [86], [146]. In this thesis, a function describes "what," and a process
describes "how." Generally, there are many processes that can satisfy a function, and hence,
many ways to use humans and automation within a system.
Level I Function ("what")
Level I Process ("how")
Level II
Function
("what")
') Level II Process ("how")/ / I \\\\
Level III
Function
("what")
Level IIl Process
Ie ("how")
Figure 1-1 System representation for multiple levels of abstraction
For reasonably complex systems, function analysis may require multiple levels of
abstraction. Figure 1-1 illustrates a functional hierarchy in which three levels are shown, the
highest (level 1) being the system function. Each level has a function ("what") and a process
("how"). The process may be described by "sub-functions" which can be further reduced, and the
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"hows" become "whats" as one moves down the hierarchy. Decomposition may continue to
arbitrary levels of detail. However, at some level of detail the process cannot be further described
(due to a lack of understanding) or is described so elementally that its further analysis is of little
relevance. Such "elemental" processes are the conceptual building blocks of decision systems.
Function allocation takes place when a set of sub-functions has been defined that satisfies a
system function, but their elemental process has not yet been determined. Therefore, function
allocation is performed with a limited understanding of what the decision process will finally be.
1.4 THESIS OVERVIEW
1.4.1 Thesis Goal
The goal of this thesis is to provide insight into decision systems-particularly those which
involve a mix of humans and automation. This insight may ultimately improve system designs
by helping designers better-understand the implications of design choices, so that they use
automation more appropriately within a system.
1.4.2 Approach
This thesis provides a novel way to analyze decision systems. The concept of a "semi-
Structured" process is introduced, which recognizes both the well-defined "Structured" and ill-
defined "Unstructured" parts of decision processes. The term "semi-Structure" describes how
decisions are made, and therefore describes a process and not a problem. The semi-Structured
framework can be used to qualitatively analyze systems by modeling their decision process,
which distinguishes the parts of the system that are not completely prescribed prior to operation.
1.4.3 Chapter Descriptions
The body of this thesis has three main chapters. Chapter Two introduces the semi-Structured
framework, while Chapters Three and Four apply the framework to example systems.
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Chapter Two: The Semi-Structured Process
Chapter Two describes the semi-Structured framework for analyzing decision systems.
After a semi-Structured process is defined, its properties and implications in decision systems are
discussed. A significant portion of this chapter describes possible limitations of Structured
processes, suggesting that there is value to Unstructured processes. Included in this chapter is a
diagram notation that allows decision systems to be graphically modeled.
Chapter Three: Analysis of Example Decision Systems
Chapter Three uses the concepts developed in Chapter Two to understand and explain the
designs of highly evolved decision systems. The purpose of Chapter Three is primarily to explore
the utility of the semi-Structured framework for providing insight into decision systems.
The following example decision systems are analyzed in Chapter Three:
· 'Temperature control
Aircraft control
Alerts and decision aids for aircraft collision avoidance
Diagnostics and Procedures in aircraft and in medicine
Multi-attribute decisions
· Engineering design
Chapter 4: The Design of a Decision System for a Mobile Robot
Chapter Four is an exercise that illustrates how the semi-Structured framework might be
applied to a design problem. Given a mission scenario for scouting a hostile urban environment,
six sub-functions are defined for a robotic system. Based on these sub-functions, the design
problem is to consider different operational decision processes that involve computers and a
remotely located human operator. The goal is not to determine an "optimal" design, which is not
definable, but to use the semi-Structured framework to understand the trades associated with
design choices.
Chapter 5: Conclusions
19
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CHAPTER Two
THE SEMI-STRUCTURED PROCESS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter is primarily about decision processes. In the last chapter, it was mentioned that
there often are many processes ("how") that can satisfy a specific function ("what"), and
therefore many ways that humans and automation can interact in a decision system. Here, a
paradigm is introduced for analyzing human-automation decision systems in terms of their
processes.
2.1.1 Background: The Problem with "Problems"
Research in decision-making tends to focus on situations that are amenable to formal
analysis. Many decisions, however, are believed to be in domains that are "ill-structured" [122]
For these situations, it is often inappropriate to artificially structure a problem in order to apply
formal decision methods, as in [164].
It can be difficult to determine, a priori, the conditions in which a problem can be solved
solely by formal methods. Attempts have been made to classify problems based on formal
criteria, but these have been unsuccessful. An example is Simon's analysis of "well-structured"
and "ill-structured" problems [142]. The characteristics of a "well-structured" problem include:
* a definite criterion for testing any proposed solution can be
defined
* a problem space exists that can represent the initial state, a
goal state, and all potential transitions
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* calculations are computationally practicable
Despite the apparent simplicity of the above characteristics, Simon made clear that a formal
definition of a "well-structured" problem is impossible, such that there is no clear boundary
between what is "well-structured" and "ill-structured." Reitman [123] describes problem
structure as a continuum.
It is perhaps the vagueness of problem classification that deters people from formally
determining when a function is fit for automation. However, problem attributes can still be
valuable for making an informed allocation decision. It is often observed that humans are better
than machines for "ill-structured" problems. These are the types of problems that are studied in
"naturalistic" decision making, which are characterized by ambiguous information, incomplete
and imperfect information, ill-defined and competing goals, high stakes, etc. [109]. Similarly, it
is observed that automation tends to be better than humans for "well-structured" problems.
However, many problems seem to fall in between the two extremes, making it more difficult to
formally use problem characteristics to determine when a function should be automated.
2.1.2 Attributing "Structure" to a Process
Assuming that judgment is needed to help determine the appropriateness of automation, a
more useful approach to decision system design is to focus on understanding the strategies used
to make decisions, opposed to classifying the decision situation. Hence, this thesis uses
"Structure" (vs. "structure") to describe processes, and not problems, as in [52] and [145].
Capitalization will be used to identify "Structure" accordingly. While the characteristics of a
problem will be shown to influence the choice of process, there is no need here to formally
classify problems in order to analyze decision systems for function allocation. That design task
may be best left to the judgment of the analyst.
This thesis introduces the concept of a "semi-Structured" process. A semi-Structured
process consists of both well-defined "Structured" processes, and ill-defined "Unstructured"
processes, which interact in a known way. It is believed that many decision processes are semi-
Structured, and that this concept can help to understand human-automation decision systems. For
example, when a human acts as a supervisory controller, (e.g., giving commands to an aircraft
autopilot and monitoring its behavior), the Structured process is allocated to automation (e.g.,
controlling the actuators), while the human's decision process as a supervisor may be poorly
understood in certain situations, and hence Unstructured. Collectively, the semi-Structured
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decision process satisfies the system function (e.g., flying the aircraft). Semi-Structured decision
processes are also observed in many other human-automation systems, as well as in human
decisions and fully autonomous systems [90].
The semi-Structured framework provides a means for analyzing decision systems in terms of
well-defined and ill-defined process components. Analysis can be performed somewhat
independently of allocation. By first understanding a system decision process as semi-Structured,
it may be possible to improve function allocation and hence the design of human-automation
decision systems.
2.2 DECISION-MAKING AS A PROCESS
In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that the allocation of functions is often done during
design, with limited knowledge of the process that would ultimately be used during operation.
This section defines some characteristics of an operational decision process and its interaction
with other systems.
2.2.1 Model of a Decision Process
During operation, a decision process transforms information, referred to as "inputs," and
produces decision "outputs" (Figure 2-1). A decision process can be characterized by this input-
output (I/O) transformation.
Figure 2-1 Generic notation for a "process"
In a decision system, processes are realized using humans and/or automation. In some cases,
the decision process used by humans and automation are conceptually identical, despite
differences in their respective internal machinery. For example, a human and a machine can use
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the same decision logic, obviously with different physical resources. In other cases, the decision
process is also different. A process may be limited or constrained by the internal machinery of its
(human or machine) host, but is not fully determined by it. For this reason, processes can be
analyzed somewhat independently of their allocation.
2.2.2 Interaction with the Environment
A decision process is only one part of a larger system with which it interacts. During
operation, a decision process is modeled to interact only through its inputs and outputs (I/O).
This I/O represents information transfer to and from elements that are external to the process of
interest-external in the sense that these elements can be represented as separate diagrammatic
elements. External elements may be other sub-processes within the same decision system, but are
often physically separate (such as a controlled plant). Collectively, these external elements are
referred to as the "environment." Figure 2-2 illustrates a decision process interacting with an
external element, which is one element within the environment (shaded area).
Figure 2-2 Process interaction with the environment
For the purpose of this research, it is assumed that decisions apply to controlling some
system-intentionally altering its physical or informational state. Such "controlled systems" are
represented in diagrams as triangles, as shown in Figure 2-2. A physical controlled system may
be a vehicle, manufacturing plant, architectural design, etc. An informational controlled system
may be an image, sensor data, computer model, database, etc. It is believed that the controlled
system and the rest of the environment should be sufficiently understood in order for a decision
system to satisfy its intended function.
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Matching a Process with its Environment
In order for a decision process to satisfy a function, it needs to be appropriately "matched"
with its operational environment. The interaction between a decision process and its environment
is assumed to occur only through its I/O. Simon [141] identifies the I/O as the point of
interaction between what he calls an "inner environment" (decision process) and an "outer
environment." With this notation, he comments on the interaction of process and environment in
satisfying a function:
"...we often find quite different inner environments accomplishing
identical or similar goals in identical or similar outer environments."
In other words, it is possible for different decision processes to satisfy the same function.
Simon also writes:
"If the inner environment is appropriate to the outer environment, or
vice versa, the artifact will serve its intended purpose."
That is, a decision process (the "inner environment") can only satisfy a given function if it is
"appropriate"' to the environment with which it interacts. When a decision process is prescribed
prior to operation, the assumptions about the environment are critical to satisfying a function.
2.3 THE SEMI-STRUCTURED PROCESS
2.3.1 Definition
Decisions often involve two types of processes, defined as follows: a Structured process is a
process that can be reduced to well-defined rules, while an Unstructured process is not reducible
to well-defined rules. A process is semi-Structured" when it contains both "Structured" and
"Unstructured" sub-processes. This process distinction has many implications in decision system
design, including the allocation of processes to humans and automation.
I The use of the word "appropriate" in Simon's quote suggests that formal criteria for satisfying a function may not be definable
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Semi-Structured process - A system of Structured and
Unstructured sub-processes
* Structured process - A process that can be reduced
to well-defined rules
* Unstructured process - A process that cannot be
reduced to well-defined rules
It is observed that semi-Structured processes are common in decisions. For example,
automated processes are often governed by the formal language of computer code, and human
decisions may be based on intuition or judgment that is poorly understood. In the context of
function allocation, Structure does not imply allocation to automation, nor does Unstructure
strictly imply allocation to humans. However, it will later be shown that a semi-Structured
decomposition is an insightful foundation for making allocation decisions.
An inherent property of a semi-Structured process is that a decision system is decomposable
into sub-processes whose interaction is understood. In fact, decomposability is a property that is
fundamental to also defining the sub-processes. The primary difference between a Structured and
Unstructured sub-process is the extent to which it is decomposable. Considering that a process
can be characterized by its input-output transformation, further decomposition of a process
implies further defining or constraining how this transformation occurs.
2.3.2 The Structured Process
A Structured process has been defined as a process that can be reduced to well-defined rules.
A rule is a special type input-output transformation that can be represented or described.
Furthermore, when a rule is "well-defined," the transformation can be unambiguously
represented-for example, in the language of formal logic or mathematics. In this sense, a
Structured process is completely decomposable: reducible to a set of primitive transformations
whose further decomposition is unnecessary. In the diagramnmatic notation of this thesis, a
Structured process is represented as a rectangle (Figure 2-3).
Structured
Process "
Figure 2-3 Diagrammatic notation for a Structured process
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Some Implications of Representation
Inherent to the definition of a Structured process is that it is understood sufficiently to be
represented with well-defined rules. This has important implications in its decision-making
properties. For example, since a Structured process is completely defined prior to operation, it
tends to be relatively inflexible. Furthermore, there are important implications in regards to its
inputs and outputs. Recalling that a decision process should be analyzed in the context of the
environment in which it will operate, a Structured process implies that the interaction with the
environment can be explicitly represented. In other words, an implication of well-defined rules is
that the decision process has an explicit representation of inputs and outputs, which requires a
sufficient understanding of not only the rules, but also the environment with which they interact.
This last point can be further explained by recognizing that a Structured process is a
symbolic process: one that maps input symbols to output symbols. It is not necessary that this
process be a representation of any other system, such as a model of a physical system. A
symbolic process is only a means for satisfying a function through its inputs and outputs. Just as
a word is a symbol that exists only for its meaning, a Structured process is a symbolic process
that exists only for its intended function. The concept of Structured process as a language is
explained by Winograd [162]:
"The very notion of 'symbol system' is inherently linguistic, and what
we duplicate in our programs with their rules and propositions is really
a form of verbal argument..."
Using this verbal analogy, it should be clearer to understand the importance of assumptions
about the environment. Just as a word may have an intended meaning only in certain contexts, a
process may satisfy a function only in certain environments. A Structured process operates on
symbols independently of its function. Hence, inappropriate assumptions, made during design,
can lead to unanticipated behavior [160].
Computer Code: A Testfor Structure
The concept of treating decision processes as well-defined rules is founded in mathematics
and formal logic: the principles behind calculating machines. In fact, this idea was extended as a
model of cognition, as described by the physical symbol systems hypothesis [102]. For this
research, computational metaphors are recognized as useful for describing rules.
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While it is not necessary for a Structured process to be articulated in computer code, or
implemented on machines, computer code serves as a sufficient condition for Structure:
A test for Structure is when a process can be reduced to a
traditional computer algorithm.
A computer algorithm is defined as "traditional" when it can be represented by production
rules (in the form of IF...THEN statements) or mathematical functions. These rules are often in
one of two forms: the imperative rule, and the functional rule [149]. The former views
computation as steps or actions, while the latter emphasizes the computation of values. In either
case, the rules are unambiguous and explicit.
Non-deterministic Issues
Well-defined rules are not restricted to deterministic operations. In fact, deterministic ru!es
can be considered a special, limiting case of a more general probabilistic rule. When the output is
a random variable, it is still generated by a well-defined rule because the process can be
unambiguously represented. For example, if the process is a coin flip, there is no ambiguity in
how the output is generated, only uncertainty in the result. Hence, a Structured process does not
imply that the output can be predicted precisely from the input, but that the rules for generating
the output are precisely known.
2.3.3 The Unstructured Process
By definition, an Unstructured process cannot be reduced to well-defined rules. Simply put,
an Unstructured process is like a "black box": its inputs and outputs may be definable, but the
process that governs their relationship is ill-defined. A process is Unstructured because it is not
sufficiently understood to the extent that it can be represented with well-defined rules. In the
diagrammatic notation of this thesis, an Unstructured process is represented by an oval (Figure
2-4).
Unstructured
Process
Figure 2-4 Diagrammatic otation for an Unstructured process
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Since an Unstructured process is not necessarily constrained by well-defined rules, it may
have properties that differ significantly from those of a Structured process. Some important
implications of Unstructured processes include:
* Inputs may not be completely definable - Since an implication of rules is that
the inputs are definable, Unstructured processes may not have definable
inputs. Conversely, if the inputs cannot be clearly defined, this suggests that
the process is Unstructured.
* A priori optimization is not definable - Since optimization implies the use of
rules (e.g., maximizing an objective function), decisions made with an
Unstructured process cannot be a priori optimal. One can argue that if an
objective function is definable, then the rules for deciding are definable, and
therefore the process can be Structured.
* Increased Flexibility - Since an Unstructured process cannot be fully
decomposed, there are fewer known constraints. Therefore, an Unstructured
process may be more flexible, adaptive and unpredictable than a Structured
process, which is fully determined prior to operation.
* Decision-making without Representation - An Unstructured process may
develop decision-making capabilities without any symbolic representation.
Therefore, an Urstructured process is not limited by what can be explicitly
articulated.
In summary, a seemingly simple process distinction based on well-defined rules has far-
reaching consequences in decision-making. By relaxing the constraints on the extent to which a
process is defined, an Unstructured process can be based on principles that are fundamentally
different from those associated with Structured processes.
2.3.4 Structured vs. Unstructured: A Modeling Choice
Ambiguous Process Classifications
The Structured/Unstructured dichotomy forms a simple classification of processes that can
be useful for understanding decision-making. Part of the value of the semi-Structured model of
decision-making is its simplicity. However, a question such as "Is this Structured?" can arise
during analysis if the classification is ambiguous.
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In order to consider such questions, it is important to understand that Structure is not
necessarily an objective property. Structure reflects the degree to which a process is explicitly
understood, and is therefore, to a certain extent, subjective. The concept of semi-Structure
illuminates the fact that decisions can be made with and without an explicit understanding of the
.. .......
underlying process. If a model of a process provides useful insight, then it is a valuable tool for
understanding. Rather than asking "Is this Structured?" a more relevant question is "What can be
learned from each (Structured or Unstructured) model?"
The Dynamic Property of Structure
Structure can also be considered dynamic. A process that is initially Unstructured can
evolve towards Structured as the process is better understood. Hence, Structure can sometimes be
"discovered" with sufficient analysis.
The discovery of Structure can be illustrated by assuming, for the time being, that every
process is composed of well-defined parts that have yet to be uncovered. Like a complex
machine, a decision process at first may be treated like a black box whose inner workings are
poorly understood. After some analysis, it is often possible to identify some Structured
component within the process, as well as its associated inputs and outputs. The result is a semi-
Structured process with a defined sub-process interaction.
The dynamic property of Structure is relevant primarily over long periods. Since the
evolution of processes generally moves in one direction-towards Structure-system designs
tend to become more automated over multiple design generations. Structured processes may be
considered the final evolutionary state of Unstructured processes, in which the mechanism for
evolution is analysis. In the mean time, semi-Structured processes provide a way to distinguish
those parts that are not yet explicitly understood.
2.4 STRUCTURE AS A DESIGN PRESCRIPTION
The difference between Structured and Unstructured processes has been defined primarily
based on the extent to which it can be represented. A Structured process can be explicitly
represented, such that its specification is complete and unambiguous. In the context of decision
system design, the Structured/Unstructured process distinction is related to the distinction
between the period of "design" and the (future) period of "operation."
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Decision system designs are different from many engineering system designs because it is
not necessary to completely specify the operational process-the means for satisfying a set of
design objectives. Only the Structured parts of a decision process are those that are completely
specified prior to operation, thereby eliminating these decision choices from the operator.
Structure therefore can be viewed as constraints imposed on the operational decision process,
which gives the designer explicit control over how these future decisions will be made.
Unstructured processes can be viewed as those parts of a system that a designer has deferred
explicit decision control until operation. At first, this may seem irrational since it imposes a
greater degree of uncertainty in how operational decisions will be made, which limits the degree
to which a designer can exploit what is explicitly known prior to operation. In a sense,
relinquishing control of the operational process limits the ability to "optimize" the system within
a certain operational domain. However, Unstructured processes may be more appropriate
because they are not limited by what is explicitly known prior to operation, which, among other
things, may add flexibility and robustness.
2.5 DIAGRAMMATIC NOTATION
In this work, decision systems will be illustrated using a diagrammatic notation, shown in
Figure 2-5. As mentioned, Structured processes are represented by a rectangle, Unstructured
processes by an oval, and external systems by a triangle. Other symbols are also introduced.
This notation helps to understand decision systems and the implications of allocation strategies.
In particular, the notation allows for the explicit representation of the ill-defined parts of a
decision process, which may otherwise be overlooked because they are not well-understood.
As mentioned earlier, it is assumed that in this work decisions apply to controlling some
external system (represented by a triangle) in order to intentionally alter its physical or
informational state. In the control paradigm, this system often represents a physical plant. A
controlled external system may also be an information system such as a database.
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II _ _ _ _ _ _ _
)
Structured Process:
a process that can be reduced to well-
defined rules
Unstructured Process:
a process that cannot be reduced to
well-defined rules
Controlled System:
a physical or informational system whose
state is intentionally altered
Human or Automation Boundary:%
the boundary that identifies the processes
/I allocated to human or automation, as labeled
Interface:
where process interaction explicitly
occurs
Figure 2-5 Diagrammatic notation for modeling decision processes
In order to identify which components are allocated to humans or automation, a dashed line
is used as a boundary. Interfaces are implicit to communication between any of the decision
processes and other elements in the environment. However, they are explicitly represented when
there is value to identifying a means for communicating specific I/O. These conceptual interfaces
tend to be particularly important when realized as physical human-automation interfaces.
Information flow between processes is represented by black and gray arrows (Figure 2-6).
The distinction between well-defined information (black arrows) and ill-defined information
(gray arrows) allows diagrams to capture this dimension of decision-making. Well-defined
information often includes mathematical symbols, sensor measurements, or any descriptions that
are unambiguous. Ill-defined information often includes words in natural language or any
representation that has multiple or ambiguous meanings. The ambiguity of information is
generally dependent on the context of its use.
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Well-defined information:
information whose representation is
unambiguous
Ill-defined information:
information whose representation is
am biguous
Figure 2-6 Diagrammatic notation for information: the inputs and outputs of a process
Although humans are not always able to unambiguously describe information, this may not
be a hindrance since ambiguous information can sometimes be processed effectively for decision-
making. However, ambiguous information affects Structured and Unstructured processes
differently. In particular, a Structured process operates independently of ambiguity, so when the
symbols are ill-defined, the decision process may not be effective. Since the allocation decision
may be influenced by the ambiguity of information, and diagram representations can be important
in open-ended design tasks [50], distinguishing the ill-defined components of a decision process
can be valuable.
2.5.1 An Example Diagram: Supervisory Control
In order to illustrate how a typical decision system might be graphically represented,
consider the generic human supervisory control system shown in Figure 2-7. In this model,
commands are provided by a human's Unstructured decision process. The supervisory control
decision is often given to the human because there are aspects of the decision that cannot be fully
captured in a set of rules. However, human commands are processed by automation, which
controls the plant using well-defined rules. This allocation strategy is typical of semi-Structured
processes: there exists a portion of the system decision that is well-understood, which in this case
is automated. Here, the flow of information is generally from left to right, which characterizes
the topology of the semi-Structured decision process as Unstructured into Structured.
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human human-automation
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Goals 
other
information
Figure 2-7 Generic supervisory control system
Structured and Unstructured Processes
The roles of the human supervisor and the automated low-level controller can be explained
based on their respective processes. First, consider the Structured process. Its function is often to
control the plant to the commanded states provided by the human. Through sensor
measurements, it closes the loop on this state using well-defined rules, which are typically
developed using feedback control theory. In contrast, the human is not merely a rule follower.
The supervisory controller may use procedures for portions of his or her task, but is valuable for
being able to resort to more complex, ill-defined processes. Humans are able to use experience
effectively, adapt to changes, achieve ill-defined Goals, and serve as an effective monitor of
automation. In addition, people are assigned responsibility, and are expected to use other
resources, beyond standard procedures, to maintain system operation and safety.
By decomposing the decision system in this manner, both processes are exploited in a
mutually constructive manner. Automation typically handles one or more well-defined tasks,
usually at a high bandwidth, based on commands from the human. This allows humans to
concentrate the ill-defined parts of the decision, requiring interaction with automation at less
frequent intervals.
Supporting Information Requirements
Both well-defined and Ill-defined information is involved in the generic supervisory control
decision system. It is important that the system is designed to support the information
requirements of each process. The diagram in Figure 2-7 allows designers to understand these
information components.
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The information requirements for the Structured and Unstructured process differ. Note that
automation is associated with well-defined information, which is often required for proper
functioning. Note also that the human uses both well-defined and ill-defined information. While
the system cannot be designed to prescribe how the human makes an Unstructured decision, the
system can be designed to make the human's decision process more informed.
Well-defined Information
Well-defined information starts with commands from the human, which often represent
controllable target states or goals for the automated controller. The computer translates this
information, using well-defined rules, into outputs that control the plant through an actuator. Due
to uncertainty in the plant dynamics, noise, etc., automation also uses well-defined feedback from
the plant, as measured by one or more sensors. As Figure 2-7 shows, automation is often used to
control certain aspects of a plant, characterized by well-defined states that are controllable and
observable.
Ill-defined Information
In contrast, ill-defined information can play an important role in the human's Unstructured
decision process. First, there is feedback from the controlled plant, which involves information
that has both well-defined and ill-defined aspects. Whereas well-defined information may be a
physical state that can often be easily measured with sensors or human senses, ambiguous
information can be any other characteristic of the controlled plant that is observable but not easily
describable. Both are observed by the human directly through his or her senses, which can
provide additional and/or redundant information for monitoring.
The Goals represented in Figure 2-7 are shown as information coming from an external
source: outside the human boundary. This is the generic representation, an example of which is
receiving orders from a co-worker. Goals may also be internally generated, but are shown here as
external to the Unstructured process so that their representation is explicit in the diagram.
Furthermore, since goals associated with the purposeful behavior of humans can have many
different interpretations [96], it will be capitalized (i.e., "Goals" vs. "goals") to distinguish it from
the target state of automation, which is often explicitly provided by a human.
Since information from experience and training can affect Unstructured decision processes,
it is also represented as an ill-defined input. Experience is also shown internal to the human, but
external to the Unstructured process, so that the representation is explicit.
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Finally, "other information" is a generic representation that includes any information that
may be used by an Unstructured process during operation. Since the Unstructured process and its
operational environment may not be well known a priori, "other information" covers
unanticipated information, or information that is not explicitly prescribed as part of the decision
process. This information might be well-defined during operation, but is not prescribed prior to
operation.
The ill-defined information associated with the human's Unstructured decision process
varies greatly in its type. Each can be critical to an operational decision, and collectively
illustrate the different information which are often inaccessible by Structured processes.
Interfaces
Five types of interfaces are shown Figure 2-7. These include the sensor and actuator, which
are interfaces between the automation and the plant. Human senses are also represented as an
interface, in this case to identify information that is directly perceived from the controlled plant.
As mentioned, an interface is always implied to exist at the boundary of the human, but is not
always valuable to represent in diagrams.
A particularly important interface is that between the human and automation. This human-
automation interface accommodates the well-defined controls from the human, and also provides
feedback to the human through information displays. This feedback to the human is different
from that sensed directly, since it is transformed to another representation that often provides
added value. Certain information (and its representation) may be known to make the human's
Unstructured decision more informed, and the human-automation interface is often the means by
which this information is provided.
2.6 ALLOCATION TO HUMANS AND AUTOMATION
This section discusses various issues associated with the allocation of Structured and
Unstructured sub-processes to humans and automation. The purpose is not to define which
allocation is best, but rather to examine the ways in which Structured and Unstructured processes
are often realized in decision systems, and to understand some implications of allocation
decisions.
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2.6.1 Humans and Unstructured Processes
Tacit Knowledge
From the previous discussion of Unstructured processes, their dominant role in human
decision-making may not yet be apparent. It is generally accepted that many of the seemingly
simple things people do-pattern recognition, judgment, language understanding, reasoning,
etc.-are, in fact, poorly understood. In some sense, it may seem contradictory that good
decisions can be made without understanding how they are made. However, this observed
situation is often explained based on the type of knowledge stored in long-term memory, known
as "tacit" knowledge [114].
Tacit knowledge is believed to be used in decisions in which the underlying logic cannot be
verbalized, including some types of expert decision-making [72]. Together with "declarative"
knowledge, which is used in Structured processes, this dichotomy forms one of the most accepted
taxonomies of long-term memory [40]. It is believed that tacit knowledge cannot be clearly
articulated, which leads to the difficulty in eliciting knowledge from experts in the development
of "Expert Systems" [36], [38], [59], [65]. In particular, experts often have difficulty identifying
the information that drives their decisions, as this information sometimes takes the form of subtle
cues or complex patterns. Nevertheless, experts demonstrate that quality decisions can be made
using Unstructured processes.
Unfamiliar Situations
Unstructured decision processes often apply to unfamiliar situations. When humans are
faced with an unanticipated decision situation, they often need to formulate new goals and create
novel decision strategies. In such cases, it is not possible to resort to successful procedures from
the past, since these are formulated for specific situations. Human decision-making for
unfamiliar tasks is classified as knowledge-based behavior in Rasmussen's skill-rules-knowledge
taxonomy of human behavior [120]. This class of decision-making behavior is poorly
understood.
Knowledge Transfer
Lastly, humans can communicate decision-making knowledge without an explicit
representation (language). For example, tacit or non-verbal knowledge can be obtained through
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observations and practice, (although it may be initially obtained through language and rules [38]).
Tacit knowledge-transfer has been demonstrated in learning situations, in which neither "teacher"
nor "student" ever articulates their decision process. On the other hand, good teachers often excel
at communication-articulating how to make decisions-and not necessarily performing the
decision-making act themselves. The two different ways of transferring knowledge-with and
without explicit articulation-has important implications communicating knowledge to other
agents-human or machine-in a decision system.
2.6.2 Humans and Structured Processes
Structured processes are also common in human decision-making. Unlike Unstructured
decision processes, the use of rules is often a figment of some degree of analysis, in which case
humans are consciously aware of the logic underlying their decisions [32]. However, even when
a decision is not self-analyzable, the decision process may be inferred to be Structured from the
view of an observer.
Verbal Language as a Representation
A common (but not exclusive) medium of rule articulation is with verbal language. Verbal
language provides a representation that can be used to capture declarative knowledge, opposed to
tacit knowledge. Despite the fact that human language is largely imprecise [162], rules can
sometimes be well-defined---especially within a limited context or domain. These special well-
defined cases allow natural language to be sufficient for representing Structured decision
processes.
Benefits of Structure
Humans find value in well-defined rules for various reasons. First, rules can be easy to
memorize and recall [106]. For example, it is valuable to have a checklist before travelling, rather
than develop a list from scratch. Rules can also lead to repeatable behavior in the appropriate
environment. For example, there is value to saving a rule that is discovered through inefficient
trial-and-error, assuming it can be applied successfully in future similar situations. As a social
example, scientific theories often depend on a clear description of the experimental procedure in
order to repeat the experiment for verification and acceptance within the scientific community.
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Furthermore, rules allow knowledge to be transferred among people--to be
communicated-without the need for direct experience. Just as a child may be verbally taught to
"look both ways before crossing a street," rules allow less-experienced people to obtain
knowledge from those with more experience. In fact, rules provide a means for multiple people
to explicitly represent their collective wisdom. Well-defined rules are an unambiguous
description of a decision process, providing a common representation for their designers to share
knowledge, to modify or evolve as knowledge is accumulated over time, and ultimately to
communicate this knowledge for others to use in the future. The benefits of this manner of
knowledge-transfer are perhaps most apparent in societies and organizations, where rules or laws
provide orderly, goal-oriented behavior at social scales. In the context of system design,
Structured processes are a means for completely prescribing how operational decisions are to be
made.
Robustness Issues in "Analytical" Thinking
When humans are executing Structured processes, their decision-making is sometimes
classified as "analytical" (other adjectives include verbal, or logical) versus "perceptual"
(nonverbal, intuitive) [130]. These two modes are often attributed to "left brain" and "right
brain" thinking, respectively. Analytical and perceptual styles of decision-making have been
shown to be influenced by the presentation of information (e.g., symbolic vs. perceptual), as well
as the type of problem and the level of expertise of the decision-maker. While one cannot
generalize so far as to say which mode is better (in fact, they are often recognized as
complementary [106]) it appears that the decision "errors" in analytical thinking tend to be much
more severe, while intuitive decisions are less precise but more robust [29], [53].
Standard Operating Procedures
Standard operating procedures are an important application of Structured processes in
human decision-making. They are a set of experienced guides to behavior, sometimes executed
without an understanding of the underlying rationale that led to the procedure [130]. For
example, checklists provide a consistent way to ensure that certain criteria are met, such as the
proper configuration of an aircraft prior to take-off [107]. Emergency procedures provide a way
to make quick yet adequate decisions under time pressure [17]. Medical procedures provide
society with more consistent medical treatments. Repair manuals allow inexperienced people to
apply some of the knowledge of experts. When people use procedures, their behavior is rule-
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based within Rasmussen's skill-rules-knowledge taxonomy of human behavior [120]. Procedures
can be formulated in any number of ways, and may not even be justified as superior to other
methods. However, they are deemed appropriate by one or more people, often after some degree
of evolution in which the procedures are refined over time.
2.6.3 Automation and Structured Processes
The automation of traditional algorithms--those articulated explicitly in forms such as
mathematical functions and production rules-has become ubiquitous. It is not necessary to
elaborate on this, except to point out that the common use of automation is primarily a
consequence of Structure. There may be value to the Structured process itself, but often there is
separate or additional value to its automation, for reasons such as cost, repeatability, safety, and
performance.
Given a Structured process, the primary difference between humans and machines are the
resources available to implement the process. Craik 25] had stated that machines could replace
humans in tasks where the human is understood as a machine-that is, for Structured processes.
In such cases, when humans face sensing or cognitive "limits" in information processing
(memory, attention, etc.), machines are generally able to implement the same Structured process
with higher speed, and with greater precision and repeatability. Hence, while Structured
processes often produce, for example, repeatable and predictable behavior within certain
environments, these attributes can often be further exploited when the Structured process is
automated.
2.6.4 Automation and Unstructured Processes
Automated Unstructured processes are not yet common in decision systems, but represent a
growing class of decision-making algorithms that are fundamentally different from traditional
algorithms. This difference lies not in its primitive logic, but in the conceptual level in which the
algorithm is developed: with less emphasis on explicit representation [87].
The concept of an automated Unstructured process is based on the degree to which the
operational decision process reflects the declarative knowledge of the designer. Essentially all
computer code is ultimately composed of well-defined elements. However, some algorithms are
not designed in a completely specified manner. Instead, knowledge is incorporated at a
conceptual level that is different from the conceptual level of traditional code. The resulting
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operational decision process is not completely specified by the designer, but only constrained.
For example, a designer may only specify how an algorithm learns or adapts. Under some
situations, evolution between design and operation may produce an operational decision process
that is essentially unknown, and therefore Unstructured. Since this can occur in varying degrees,
the decision process modeling choice-Structured or Unstructured-remains a judgment of the
analyst.
Neural Networks
In this thesis, "neural networks" are used as the main example of automated Unstructured
decision processes. These are based on principles of connectionism versus symbolism, and are
chosen here because they have attributes that make them particularly suitable for comparing to
humans, such as the ability to generalize from experience. Neural networks offer a fundamentally
different approach to automation, and provide potential value in many situations where humans
are traditionally required. Other possible candidates include modem classes of adaptive, self-
organizing, or emergent algorithms, including cellular automata [80], [94] (fuzzy logic is
considered Structured because its classification logic is based on explicit rules).
For this research, it is assumed that neural networks are of the "supervised learning" type.
Unlike a traditional algorithm, in which a human is required to transform his or her knowledge
into an explicit set of rules, a neural net creates-rather, strongly modifies-its rules using data
from previous decisions. This data is selected by a human (supervisor). If successfully trained, a
neural network should be able to operate on different inputs with the appropriate response. That
is, it should be able to "generalize" from training situations to operational situations. The ability
to generalize is dependent on both the internal organization of the neural network (neuron
behavior, interconnection scheme, learning method) as well as the number and choice of input-
output training sets [147].
Neural Networks: Decision-making without Representation
From the description of neural nets, it should be apparent that their decision-making
capabilities can be obtained without a human's explicit understanding of their process. Just as
humans can transfer tacit knowledge without symbolic language, a neural network can obtain the
necessary "knowledge" to make decisions by observing the appropriate data.
Since neural networks are not constructed with an explicit understanding of the decision
process, they tend to be have functional attributes that differ from more traditional algorithms.
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Figure 2-8 illustrates a continuum of Artificial Intelligence computing methods, in which neural
networks lie near the left end, and expert systems near the right (Barker [10] refers to the latter as
"formal judgments"). Although the boundary between the two is unclear, the applications of each
type of decision process has emerged over the years. For example, neural networks tend to be
effective for pattern recognition and when the rule set is unclear, while expert systems are better
when precise solutions are mandatory. Both types are often combined to form "hybrid systems"
to exploit the advantages of each [10], [57], [90]. Hybrid computing systems are examples of
fully automated semi-Structured processes.
parallel distributed
processing
symbolic processing
* pattern recognition from raw * manipulation of abstract
data concepts
* precise solutions are * precise solutions are
impossible mandatory
* inputs are noisy * inputs are accurate
* rule set is unclear, too large, * rule set is clear, and of
or too dynamic manageable size
* sample decisions are * sample decisions are difficult
available to produce
Figure 2-8 Continuum of Artificial Intelligence computing methods (adopted from Barker [10])
When the training process is from human decisions, the neural net can potentially capture
both declarative (Structured) and tacit (Unstructured) aspects of the human's decisions.
However, a neural net will not capture rule-based behavior with precision [83]. For example, it
may generalize from an observed summation process that 2 + 2 = 4.03. Therefore, while the
inferred Structured component of a human decision will not be precise (as the correct traditional
algorithm would be), an advantage of neural networks is that they may be able to generalize to
accommodate the portions of a process that are not understood in a declarative sense. In the
context of decision system design, a system may be less limited by the declarative knowledge of
the designers, reducing the amount of the operational decision process that has to be prescribed
prior to operation.
Limits of Neural Networks
Again, it should be mentioned that neural networks are currently specialized processes that
have been successful in limited situations. While they provide a means for an Unstructured
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process to be allocated to automation, neural networks are not trained with the breadth of
information that humans observe with life experience. In fact, neural networks are essentially
limited to operating in environments that provide at least a subset of the parameters with which
they were trained. Section 2.7 discusses additional reasons why humans may be more appropriate
for executing Unstructured processes.
2.6.5 Some Allocation Implications
The previous sections described how Structured and Unstructured processes are individually
used in human and automated decisions. It is clear that both Structured and Unstructured
processes can exist in human decision-making, and that both can also exist in automated
decision-making. However, Unstructured processes are typically allocated to humans.
In the absence of prescriptive allocation strategies, it is particularly important that a designer
understands the implications of allocation decisions. Some of these implications can be
illustrated with a simple example.
Allocation Example
Consider two allocation decisions of the same semi-Structured process, shown in Figure 2-9.
In Figure 2-9 (a), neither of the two sub-processes are automated, while in Figure 2-9 (b) one sub-
process is allocated to automation. For this semi-Structured process topology, the decision to
allocate sub-process S to automation first implies that a human-machine interface is required: a
display to receive information from the Structured process. A conceptual interface is implied to
exist between the two processes in (a) but this is not represented in the diagram.
human human
/' x ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ display"I x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Iti ~ automation display /
S S'
human~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ I
~~~hum~~an ,~~ sensors /senses ... ___- - ---- I_ _
(a) (b)
Figure 2-9 Information/interface implications of automating within a decision system
In addition to the human-machine interface, there is a difference in the information demands
on the human between Figure 2-9 (a) and (b). In (a), the human accommodates three external
inputs, perceived from his or her senses, while in (b), a single external input is required from the
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display. Similarly, automation has to process three external inputs, which may require sensors.
The implications of automation on information flow and interfaces can be easily observed from
such diagrams.
Adaptation of the Unstructured Process
When making allocation decisions, another important issue to consider is how Unstructured
processes will be affected. It is difficult to comment on how an Unstructured process may depend
on its allocation, since the process is not understood. However, it is important to understand that
it can be affected by the way it is used in the decision system.
Unlike a Structured process, which remains conceptually unchanged despite its allocation to
different to different hosts, an Unstructured process may vary between different humans, and
between humans and machines. This is why the Unstructured process in Figure 2-10 (a) and (b)
is distinguished by U. and U2, respectively.
Furthermore, an Unstructured process may adapt in unpredictable ways to any change in the
environment that is observable. Depending on the nature of the inputs, this may include the form
and content of information, and hence the specific interface. Figure 2-10 illustrates how a
different display-analog versus digital-does not affect the Structured process (as denoted by
the unchanged label, "S"), but may affect the Unstructured process. The implication of this is
that the same decision behavior cannot be expected when the environment changes. This can
have both positive and negative effects. For instance, it may be desirable for a human operator to
adapt to different interfaces. However, it may also be difficult for interface designers to
understand and predict how design changes will affect decision-making.
human human
analog ,, - digital ,
automation display I automation display I
sensors / sensors 
(a) (b)
Figure 2-10 The effect of information form (display) on Unstructured processes (Ul and U2)
Similar issues arise when decision sub-functions are further decomposed or aggregated,
(which may be motivated by allocation issues). Since a Structured process can be reduced to
rules, the rule set can be further decomposed into smaller sets. This property allows for parts of a
Structured process to be distributed among multiple humans and/or machines with (theoretically)
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no change to the process as a whole. The same does not generally hold for Unstructured
processes, since the process itself is not understood. With Unstructured processes, it only makes
sense to discuss functional decomposition, and not process decomposition.
2.6.6 Summary
The previous sections discussed various. issues and implications associated with the
allocation of Structured and Unstructured processes. In review, some of the important points
from the way humans and automation individually use Structured and Unstructured processes are:
* Both Structured and Unstructured processes are common in human decision-
making.
* It appears that humans add value particularly to Unstructured processes.
* Unstructured processes can sometimes be allocated to automation with
algorithms such as neural networks, but these are currently restricted to
special situations (such as when training data exists).
* Procedures are Structured processes that humans execute. These offer
humans potential benefits related to memory/recall, repeatability, and
knowledge transfer. In particular, procedures provide an explicit way to
represent the collected wisdom of multiple people.
* For the same Structured process, automation often is able to execute rules
with greater speed, precision, and reliability than humans. Hence,
automation is recognized as a powerful tool for implementing Structured
processes.
* Unstructured processes may allow tacit, nonverbal knowledge to be
transferred.
* In order to function appropriately during operation, a neural network requires
at least a subset of the parameters with which it was exposed to during
training.
In addition, some implications of allocation were analyzed. The first example illustrated
how the diagrammatic notation of Structured and Unstructured processes can provide some
insight of how the information and interface requirements are affected by allocation. In
particular, human-automation interaction implies the need for a human-automation interface.
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The potentially adaptive property of Unstructured processes should also be considered when
allocating processes. In particular, changes to the environment-including interfaces-can cause
the Unstructured process to adapt such that the resulting behavior is difficult to predict.
In closing, what can be said about allocating functions to humans and machines? Given a
functional requirement, a designer will likely have at least an estimate of whether the function can
be adequately satisfied with a well-defined process. Even if such is the case, the allocation
decision is a design decision, and therefore partly judgmental. This thesis does not provide
design rules about what can or can't be automated; the allocation decision depends on the specific
application. However, there are inherent properties of Structured processes that suggest when
they may not be appropriate. This in turn may suggest the need for humans (or possibly neural
networks) in the decision system.
2.7 REASONS WHY STRUCTURED PROCESSES MAY
NOT BE APPROPRIATE
The purpose of this section is to examine possible reasons why a Structured process may not
be appropriate in a decision system. While Structure/Unstructure design decision ultimately rests
with the judgment of the system designer, the following sections provide an organized list of
reasons to illuminate the implications of this design choice.
The majority of reasons why Structure may be inappropriate are primarily due to an
insufficient understanding prior to operation, but it is sometimes possible to identify why this is
the case. This section groups the list of reasons into four categories: A through D. The first
category (A) addresses "internal" factors that cause an insufficient understanding-factors not
associated with the environment. Category B is primarily associated with characteristics of the
operational environment (e.g., process inputs and outputs, controlled systems), and is thus
considered "external" factors. The third category (C) discusses humanistic requirements.
Finally, Category D addresses practical issues associated with implementing Structured
processes. An overview of the four categories is shown below.
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Category A: Insufficient Understanding
A Structured process may not be appropriate when humans do not sufficiently understand
the situation. Given a function, it can be difficult for people to translate this into a sufficient set
of well-defined rules, regardless of the characteristics of the operational environment (the focus
of Category B). This category addresses complexity, and some miscellaneous reasons that lead to
a lack of understanding.
2.7.1 Complexity
A Structured process may not be appropriate when it is required to be complex. Complexity
is defined here as the difficulty in understanding input-output relationships due to an excessive
number of interacting "parts," which in this context are sub-processes. A complex decision
process is assumed necessary, given a complex decision task [8]. Even when it is possible to
understand portions of a decision as simple, Structured sub-processes-perhaps with a high
degree of certainty-complexity prevents a sufficient understanding of how the desired system
behavior might be synthesized from these. As Figure 2-11 shows, large numbers of inputs and
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Category A: Insufficient Understanding Category B: External Factors
· ambiguity
complexity - ambiguiy
mscelan eous - insufficient information* iscellaneous*unetiy
learning · uncertainty
analogical reasoning * adaptability
* lack of knowledge * miscellaneous
* pattern recognition
* context
Category C: Humanistic Requirements Category D: Implementation Issues
* subjective judgment
* moral judgment * information cost
* creativity * processing resources
responsibiity * errors and robustness
· miscellaneous
* miscellaneous * design, verification,
* understanding goals and maintenance
* understanding intent
outputs may result from a complex process2, but complexity is, fundamentally, an "internal"
issue.
Figure 2-11 A representation of complexity in a Structured process
Reducing Complexity with Formal Methods
Three common ways to formally deal with complexity are through elimination, aggregation,
and functional decomposition. Each method can effectively reduce the order of the decision
process, respectively, by considering only dominant parts, selecting a coarser-grained model, or
focusing on independent functions. The difficulty lies in applying such tools appropriately.
Elimination
One way to reduce the order of a decision process is through elimination, in which sub-
processes and their I/O are selectively ignored (Figure 2-12). The result is a simpler process
because the number of elements is reduced.
Eliminating elements is appropriate when done selectively, based on which are dominant or
important in the system behavior. When considering these issues, a decision-maker needs to
know which parts can be ignored while maintaining the desired functionality. This is essentially
what formal modeling typically accomplishes: an abstraction of a complex physical system in
which the dominant parameters are represented. However, when a process is complex, it may not
be understood sufficiently to selectively eliminate elements.
2 Reducing the order of information assumes that information is decomposable, and not "holistic."
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Figure 2-12 Reducing complexity through sub-process "elimination"
Aggregation
Another way to reduce the order of a decision process is through aggregation-the
combination of constituent parts into a whole (Figure 2-13). In the context of decision processes,
aggregation results in fewer, less-detailed sub-processes, but does so without the explicit removal
of details. Rather, details are hidden implicitly by using higher levels of abstraction. One
implication is that I/O is often more general, implicitly expressing the information it replaces.
This is shown by the bold arrows in Figure 2-13.
Aggregating elements requires that the appropriate level of abstraction be chosen to capture
the desired behavior while still achieving a reasonable reduction in complexity. For example, it
can be appropriate to consider only the speed of an automobile, opposed to engine torque,
transmission loss, wheel slip, road grade, aerodynamics, and wind-these are all factors which
affect speed, but are not fully determined by speed. However, it may be necessary to consider
these details for certain tasks. When a process is complex, it is difficult not only to understand
the relationships between the detailed and general representations, and the conditions in which
aggregation is appropriate for the decision.
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Figure 2-13 Reducing complexity through sub-process aggregation. The bold arrows
represent information at a higher level of abstraction.
Functional Decomposition
A third method of dealing with complexity-functional decomposition 3-is a "top down"
approach that results in simpler sub-functions. Although this approach implies process
decomposition, it is conceptually different from simply decomposing a complex process without
first generating new sub-functions. The value of this approach is primarily that the reduced
complexity of the sub-functions allows a simpler sub-process. However, the decomposition into
sub-functions requires that the wholeness of the task is not sacrificed [85].
Three common functional decomposition strategies are serial, parallel, and hierarchical
decomposition (Figure 2-14). A serial decomposition implies that the output of one function
becomes an input to another. An example is an alerting system, in which raw information is
processed to calculate relevant states that are then fed into alerting logic. A parallel
decomposition may be the steering and throttle controls of an automobile, neither of which
outputs are necessarily required by the other function. Hierarchical decompositions consist of
serial and parallel functions, but these are arranged in a way that has discrete "levels" which are
3 Functional decomposition was discussed earlier as an assumed part of decision system design. Here, it is discussed in the
context of reducing complexity for operational decisions.
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defined by their interaction. When modeled after human organizations, the functions in a single
level are the means for achieving the functions in the level above [92].
serial parallel hierarchical
decomposition decomposition decomposition
Figure 2-14 Three common types of functional decomposition
Reducing complexity through functional decomposition can be difficult without a deep
understanding of the system goals. First, the assumption of truly independent sub-functions can
be inappropriate, particularly because each sub-function is "selfish" or "myopic"--it makes
decisions independently of other functions, and does not consider the system goals in its decision.
It further requires that the collection of sub-functions can be evaluated to satisfy the system
function, which itself an ill-defined task when the function is not explicit.
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
Unstructured processes may be able to accommodate situations that are considered complex
for Structured processes, because the process does not have to be explicitly understood.
"Complexity" itself may not defined in the same way as with a Structured process. Process
elements may not be interpreted as separate components, but as a holistic pattern. By viewing a
process as irreducible, Unstructured decision processes may not suffer from complexity.
Furthermore, experience can provide techniques to effectively circumvent complexity.
Humans are known for their ability to handle complexity. Cognitive psychologists believe
that humans deal with complexity, in part, through three techniques: pattern recognition,
heuristics, and abstraction hierarchies.
First, it is believed that, with experience, humans are able to reduce patterns of otherwise
complex information into simple "chunks" that can be easily recognized [140]. While humans
appear to be limited to about seven chunks of information in short-term memory [93], the size of
these chunks increase with experience within a domain. Experts are believed to have an intuition
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of expected patterns of information, and to detect anomalies in observed patterns based on this
expectation. Hence, humans may not be aware of the large amount of information that is present,
but perhaps only the small amount of information that is not present but expected. This is
believed to be one reason why experts are to be less likely to fall victim to information overload
[72]. Second, humans find means to reduce cognitive load by using biases or heuristics that can
simplify the problem [130]. Heuristics are speculative strategies that are often adequate, but not
guaranteed to work (although humans tend to use them effectively). Third, abstraction
hierarchies allow humans to think in terms of different levels within a hierarchical mental
representation. Details can be avoided, if desired, by crossing to higher levels of abstraction, in
which representations are more general [120]. These simplifying techniques are perhaps
necessary considering that human rationality is bounded [141].
Even when a situation is decomposable, humans are typically required to implement the
formal simplification techniques discussed earlier. In elimination, humans identify the important
or dominant parameters for modeling. In aggregation, humans choose the appropriate level of
detail. In functional decomposition, humans understand the concept of function, and how the
wholeness of the task can be preserved with the appropriate decomposition. Each of these
methods seems to require a deep understanding of the underlying situation, based on learning and
experience, and are therefore difficult to perform using rules. That is, humans appear to be
valuable for their ability to apply formal strategies for reducing complexity.
Neural networks are also known for their ability to generalize correctly from complex sets of
data [147]. When faced with a seemingly complex situation, a neural network may be trained
without the need for humans to ever explicitly understand the process. This can lead to the
discovery of data patterns, particularly in situations where perception cannot be exploited, and/or
short-term memory becomes a bottleneck (e.g., high dimensional data analysis). Unlike humans,
neural networks may not be able to access metaphors and analogies. In addition, it is important
that their internal connectivity is properly matched (through design) to the complexity of the
decision task. Nevertheless, neural networks have clearly demonstrated an ability to
accommodate complexity-usually much faster than humans.
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2.7.2 Miscellaneous Factors for Insufficient Understanding
Learning
A Structured process may not be appropriate when it needs to learn how to improve over
time and experience. The mechanism for human learning is complex, as it involves an
organization of perceived information as knowledge in long-term memory [40]. Experience
provides data and information, but processes are required to use these effectively to store and
recall knowledge, and to access this knowledge constructively for learning. Traditional learning
algorithms (as in adaptive controllers) are limited in their ability, since this typically involves the
explicit language of parametric models. In contrast, neural networks can learn by example-with
little emphasis on representation-and may provide greater potential for incorporating experience
effectively in decisions.
Analogical Reasoning
A Structured process may be inappropriate when it needs to refer to stored information for
analogical reasoning. This ability allows a decision-maker to use previous decisions by
interpreting the current decision situation as analogous to it in some way [68]. Analogues are
useful for generating expectancies, solving problems, and making predictions when there are
many unknown factors [72]. The hardest part is finding a good analogy, such that a previous
decision can be identified and used in the appropriate way. While not inherently humanistic,
analogical reasoning appears to be a difficult to accomplish with traditional algorithms as well as
neural networks.
Lack of Knowledge
It is difficult to articulate a reasonable set of rules for decision-making when there is
insufficient knowledge in a particular domain. This is a general point, but it is important to
separate this from other issues, such as complexity. If one does not understand the fundamentals
of a situation-the relevant issues, constraints, interactions, allowable modifications, etc.-there
is no reasonable basis for a decision, even if the goals are clear. For instance, a child cannot be
expected to perform surgery, let alone articulate how this should occur. A lack of knowledge can
be identified as a general reason for not being able to articulate a set of decision rules, and can
often serve as a broad catchall category after considering the other categories listed here.
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Category B: External Factors
A Structured process may not be appropriate because of "external" factors. In contrast to the
previous section, these are issues associated with the operational environment: inputs, outputs,
and controlled systems. From what is known about the environment, it may be difficult to
articulate a set of rules to satisfy a given function within that environment. In this category, the
following reasons underlying the difficulty with rules are discussed:
* Ambiguity
* Insufficient Information
* Uncertainty
* Adaptability
* Miscellaneous
The brief explanation of why a Structured process may not be appropriate is because humans
do not explicitly understand how to articulate the rules. The above list, which is considered in
detail in the following sections, explains why this is often the case.
2.7.3 Ambiguity
A Structured process may not be appropriate because of ambiguity. This can arise in many
ways-any time language or representation is involved [133]-but is examined here as three
types of representations: ill-defined goals and ill-defined inputs and outputs (I/O). These
ambiguous components are illustrated in Figure 2-15 as gray arrows.
ambiguous
goal
ambiguous ambiguous
input output
Figure 2-15 Ambiguous inputs and outputs (I/O)
Ambiguity can be particularly problematic with Structured processes because rules
manipulate symbols independent of their meaning [33], [162]. When these rules are blindly
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executed by an agent (assumed different from the designer), the ability of the process to satisfy its
intended function may be compromised. It is important to understand that ambiguity is an
interpretation issue, which implies that a description of rules and/or goals is only ambiguous to
humans-such as designers, analysts, or operational decision-makers. Gray arrows in the semi-
Structured process diagrams can be associated with Structured processes, but are a tool for the
human who interprets these diagrams.
Ambiguous Goals
Ambiguous goals are the foundation of ill-defined decision problems. It is not always
possible to define a problem space in which the state of the controlled system can be explicitly
defined. However, Structured search and optimization methods generally require that there exists
a formal way to test if a proposed decision alternative is acceptable-which, according to Minsky
is the definition of a "well-defined problem" [97]. Often, decision situations are characterized by
ill-defined goals and open constraints [109], [123]. In particular, decisions that involve multiple
considerations frequently do not have definable trades among these criteria, and cannot be
aggregated into an overall scalar metric. In fact, the "state" of the controlled system can involve
subjective assessments that cannot be articulated prior to the decision, but often can be easily
assessed during operation (i.e., you know it when you see it).
As an example, the function of a vehicle guidance system may be defined as "minimize fuel
and time." This may initially seem reasonable, but this goal can be ill-defined since minimizing
fuel and minimizing time are often conflicting requirements. It may be possible to minimize fuel
for a specified travel time, to minimize travel time for a specified fuel consumption, or to
minimize some weighted combination of the two parameters. But without such qualifications,
there is no clear basis for decision-making, and judgments may be required to resolve this
ambiguity.
It should be mentioned that a Structured process does not require that a goal be explicitly
defined, as in the "well-defined problem" described by Minsky [97]. Goals are not always an
explicit input to a Structured process, but may be an implicit property of the rules, as determined
prior to operation. This is frequently the case with standard operating procedures, for example.
However, in many operational environments-particularly those that are not well modeled-an
explicit set of rules may not be appropriate when the decision goals are ambiguous.
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Ambiguous Inputs and Outputs
Ambiguity can also affect the function "bottom up" through the definition of the inputs and
outputs (I/O). Even when the function is well-defined, it may not be achieved when the process
interacts with the environment based on I/O that are not well-defined in a certain operational
context. Since a Structured process is a symbolic process, it is important to understand the
difference between I/0 symbols and their meaning [162]. The two are sometimes distinguished
by "data" versus "information," or by the capitalization of the 'T'i" in "information" [33].
While it is typically possible to define the low-level sensory data inputs to a decision process
(e.g., patterns of light), the definition of useful information from this data can be vague. As
mentioned earlier, an indication of an Unstructured decision process is when the inputs cannot be
clearly defined. Furthermore, the actions for altering the state of a controlled system-the
decision outputs-may be easy to do, but not to describe. An example of ambiguous inputs and
outputs is in medical decision-making (Figure 2-16). For instance, patient complaints of
symptoms are often vague and descriptions of treatment can be difficult to describe, such as in
surgery.
patient description
complaints Provide Medical of treatment
Treatment
Figure 2-16 Ambiguous inputs and outputs in a medical decision
A critical factor in the interpretation ofinputs and outputs is the environment in which the
Structured process operates. Information that is well-defined in one environment can be
ambiguous in others. Figure 2-17 illustrates this issue with a rule-based computer guidance and
navigation aid for an automobile. If a rule states for a car to "turn left" at the next intersection,
this interpretation is clear when the streets are arranged in a rectangular grid (Figure 2-17 (a)).
However, the instruction can be ambiguous in other situations, as is shown in Figure 2-17 (b). In
this example, there is ambiguity in the decision output, as represented by a gray arrow. Typically,
though, ambiguity is an input issue, since it is more difficult to understand the information used in
a decision.
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environment A environment ?
navigation computer navigation computer
states states
map Provide 'turn left' . Provide 'turn left'
map Directions map Directions ..
+ +
target destination target destination
(a) (b)
Figure 2-17 Automobile guidance: an example how the environment affects ambiguity
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
Ambiguity is a condition that arises due to representation, and therefore may not be
problematic with Unstructured processes. Humans frequently deal with language imprecisions
(such as in verbal communication), but are able to resort to ill-defined strategies to resolve
ambiguity when it arises. These strategies should not be confused with "fuzzy logic," which
provide a precise, rule-based way of accommodating the imprecise way that humans describe
things, thereby circumventing ambiguity. In contrast, humans handle language imprecision using
processes that are not well understood. For example, in the car guidance example a human can
use context and common sense-a more complex "set of rules"-to resolve which street on
which to turn.
Humans may also handle goal ambiguity, since they often understand the implied goals
when these are not made explicit [123]. Humans share a set of common Goals and values that
can be inferred for guiding operational decisions (the capital "G" denotes the humanistic use of
"Goals"). For example, a pilot whose function is to "minimize fuel and time" may be able to
select a reasonable travel time from which to minimize fuel, based on how the passengers or the
airline values time. Common Goals are also important for safety since it is assumed that humans
have a survival instinct that drives them to access whatever resources possible-beyond any
predefined rules-in order to stay alive. When humans make decisions, such goals do not
necessarily have to be made explicit.
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Neural networks also may not suffer from ambiguous I/O. It may be trained with
information, or patterns of information, that are humans cannot explicitly define. In image
recognition, for example, the attributes of a facial image do not have to be described in terms of
decomposed facial features (although it may seem that these attributes are used in the decision
process). Visual patterns that are difficult to represent, or seemingly hidden, can still be detected
and correlated with a neural network's Unstructured process.
In addition, neural networks may not be affected by goal ambiguity. For example, a neural
network that is trained with input-output information from a human decision-maker does not
require that his or her Goals be articulated. It is not suggested that a neural network construct its
own internal goals (although it may be designed to do so). However, training data from human
Goal-driven decisions can be used by neural networks to produce operational decisions that
appear to have been driven by the same Goals.
2.7.4 Insufficient Information
A Structured process may be inappropriate when there is an insufficient set of inputs or
outputs (I/O). Since rules require certain inputs, a Structured process cannot operate if these are
not provided during operation-such as from failures in sensors or communication. Furthermore,
insufficient I/O may be a condition that is known prior to operation, in which case rules cannot be
articulated due to constraints in the operational environment-such as from imposed hardware.
Both situations are illustrated in Figure 2-18.
predicted (during design) actual (during operation)
what is required what is feasible
Figure 2-18 Insufficient information
The I/O requirements of a decision process can be dynamic or static. Dynamic systems may
require a minimum communication rate or bandwidth. For example, in the controls domain, a
controlled system may have internal dynamics that require a high-bandwidth controller for
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stability. This is likely to impose requirements on feedback information that has to be observed
and processed at a minimum rate. When the information rate is too slow, the decision is
considered under-informed in the dynamic sense.
Insufficient information in the static sense (when temporal characteristics are not
problematic) can also be a limiting factor with rule-based decisions. If the required inputs are not
present during operation, a rule is ineffective. For example, a rule such as, "IF (temperature
exceeds limit) THEN (deactivate heater)" cannot operate if temperature information is not
provided. Hence, a Structured process not only needs to be sufficiently understood in order to be
appropriate, but the operational environment must also provide sufficient information.
Even when the operational environment is well-understood, it may be difficult to articulate a
set of rules based on the available inputs and outputs. For example, in control theory a system
that is theoretically "observable" and "controllable" may be difficult to control with a Structured
process because the inputs and outputs appear insufficient to the analyst. In this case, it may be
possible to articulate a Structured process for other inputs and outputs, but these may be
impractical due to implementation issues. Hence, a situation that appears to be inherently limited
by insufficient I/O (as would actually be the case for an unobservable/uncontrollable system),
may only be due to an insufficient understanding of how to articulate a process based on a certain
I/O set.
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
Unstructured processes may not be limited by the same conditions of insufficient
information, since "insufficient" is defined based on what can be explicitly understood. Both
humans and neural networks demonstrate abilities to make adequate decisions under such
conditions. The "under-informed" case (insufficient inputs) is common since the decisions are
often limited by the available information.
While rules cannot function with insufficient information (by definition), humans are good at
"making do" with incomplete information [130]. Humans can make up decisions when rules
become "stuck." It is believed that experience allows people to utilize tools such as intuition and
analogical reasoning (solving a current problem by relating it to another problem that is reasoned
to be analogous) in order to make decisions under conditions that are insufficient for rules.
Analogues can be helpful when information is good quality, but there is not enough to apply a
more rigorous analysis [72]. Humans are known to use context and experience to understand the
"big picture" that may be associated with the definable information accessible by rules (such as
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recognizing a box from the view of only three of its sides). This is particularly the case with
experts. Furthermore, there often exists useful information that is not well-defined-in the form
of fine patterns or subtle cues-which allow humans to see the "invisible." In short, humans can
often make decisions in under-informed situations, based on processes that are ill-defined.
Neural networks, like humans, are also good at tolerating missing information [83]. They
can often find trends, extrapolate, and fill in states-usually faster than humans. However, neural
networks are limited to operating on the same type of information with which it was trained,
which may be deep in a particular domain, but not nearly as broad as human experience.
2.7.5 Uncertainty
A Structured process may not be appropriate for some types of uncertainty. Uncertainty
relates to the possible knowledge about a situation or over time to any possible outcomes that
derive from actions [166]. The deductive input-output logic of formal rules can produce
erroneous outputs if the inputs are not known with sufficient certainty, even when uncertainty can
be formally characterized. In addition to inputs, uncertainty applies to understanding the
behavior of a controlled system, such that consequences of decisions are uncertain (e.g., financial
investments). In this case, the results of a given action are not known-including probabilities
(the likelihood of an event) and possibilities (an understanding of all possible events). While
formal algorithmic tools exist to handle certain types of uncertainty in decision-making, they
require a specific formulation that may not be appropriate for the problem.
Problems with Classical Decision Theory
Structured decision processes often use probabilistic models and utilities to formally handle
uncertainty. These methods, which were developed for applications in economics, provide a
quantitative basis for decision-making. A popular framework is classical decision theory, which
prescribes how "rational" decisions should be made [35], [46], [71].
In classical decision theory, it is assumed that a plurality of decision consequences is known
(C1, C2, ... , Cnm), and that each possible consequence has an associated probability (pj, P2, ... , p).
When a lottery (a probabilistic trial characterized by a mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive
set of consequences) is presented to a decision-maker, classical decision theory provides a basis
for how a rational person should decide in the presence of uncertainty. An example decision
situation is shown in Figure 2-19, in which two binary lotteries are presented.
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a priori preferences or
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Figure 2-19 Binary lotteries: an example of a formal decision process with uncertainty
Figure 2-19 illustrates that classical decision theory provides an explicit form to model
decision problems. The Structured decision-making logic is prescribed by the axioms of rational
behavior, first introduced by Von Neuman and Morgenstern [153], which includes:
* Preferences and probabilities exist, and can be quantified.
* Preferences are transitive (if A>B and B>C then A>C, where
'5" denotes "is preferred to").
These and other axioms lead to utilitarian decisions, in which rational decisions are those
decisions that maximize the expected value of utility.
There are many reasons why classical decision theory has been criticized [7], [12], [60],
[98], [111]. First, a complete set of possible decision options and their consequences is not
always known. In most decisions, choices are not made from a fixed set of alternatives; they
must be formulated or designed [143]. Second, probabilities are often unknown, or are difficult
to estimate [12]. This problem is often seemingly circumvented by resorting to models that
simplify analysis (such as Gaussian distributions) but are otherwise unjustified. Third, actual
preference behavior has been shown to violate the existence of transitivity and utility [75], [60].
Preference information may be inappropriately transformed, and incommensurate information
aggregated to a common scale in order to apply such decision rules. Decision situations can be
sufficiently complex such that it is impractical to evaluate the utility for each outcome [130].
Fourth, the concept of utility has been shown to often be a poor representation of decision-making
at the extreme values of utility and probability (near 0 or 1) [31]. In short, classical decision
methods are normative, and often are not accurate descriptive models of human decisions. In
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fact, it has been shown that that such methods can degrade human decisions by eliminating
intuition [36], [53], [73].
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
Humans appear to be capable of dealing with uncertainty. Investors make important
financial decisions in the face of uncertain markets. Physicians make health decisions based on
uncertain verbal information, or imperfect test data. Marketing strategists determine
opportunities based on statistical sampling. In the military, potential targets have to be identified
as friend or foe based on imperfect information. In these situations, people may not understand
the situation in a way that allows formal modeling. Instead, they are believed to rely on judgment
and intuition, in which risk is accounted for using ill-defined processes.
Neural networks also tend to be robust to uncertainty, as demonstrated by their tolerance to
imperfect, noisy information [83], [90, [147]. In contrast, rules are precise and tend to be
sensitive to imperfections in information. Neural nets may not offer precision, and (like humans)
are not known to be good at tasks that require precise calculations or repeatability. However,
their tolerance to uncertainty often makes them robust. In fact, noise is often introduced to
training sets in order to improve robustness. Hence, training often provides the necessary
information to allow neural networks to accommodate uncertainty without formal rules.
2.7.6 Adaptability
A Structured process may not be appropriate when it requires adaptive decision-making due
to changes in the environment. Adaptation is defined here as adjusting the decision process to
accommodate changing environments that cannot be handled through passive isolation (low
sensitivity). Structured processes tend to perform well under known conditions, but are not
robust outside of these conditions. It is often difficult to produce adaptive behavior using rules
because humans do not understand the operational environment, and do not understand how to
articulate the rules. Since rules are prescribed prior to operation, based on what designers can
anticipate, any programmed adaptation tends to be limited by a designer's explicit knowledge.
There has been significant research in the development of "adaptive systems," since
adaptation is recognized as an essential function of intelligent behavior [95]. It is often more
important for a system to adapt than to optimize [1]. It is helpful to understand what "adaptive"
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means in the traditional algorithmic context by examining a common application of adaptive
decision-making: the control of dynamic systems.
Limits of ClassicalAdaptive Control
The classical definition of adaptive control often implies the continual measurement of the
controlled system and its subsequent use in the "self-design" of the controller [150]. (This
definition is in contrast to newer classes of automated adaptive processes, which include neural
networks). The essential components of a classical adaptive controller are:
1. Identification - The measurement of the dynamic transfer
characteristics of the controlled system.
2. Actuation - The generation of the appropriate actuating
signal as the input to the controlled system, based on updated
system parameters.
A generic adaptive controller is shown in Figure 2-20. The identifier observes the input-
output behavior of the controlled system and provides these to the controller, which updates its
internal model in order to generate the appropriate actuating signal (precise excitation is often
required). The outer feedback loop is standard to non-adaptive systems.
Controlled System
Figure 2-20 Generic model of adaptive control
For controllers of dynamic systems, adaptive controllers are more flexible than their fixed-
gain predecessors, but can be an imperfect substitution for the extent of adaptability that is
desired. They only adapt to a range of values based on a pre-determined formal model of the
controlled system. Classical adaptive controllers merely accommodate uncertainty in the
controlled system-uncertainty that is limited to a set of prescribed model parameters. In this
sense, adaptation is restricted to the self-adjustment of the model parameters, and is also restricted
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to information that is observed for parameter identification (inputs) and information that is used
for control (outputs).
Adapting to Information
While it is difficult to establish general limitations on the adaptability of Structured
processes based on their internal processes (e.g., the adjustment of model parameters), it is clear
that Structured processes are restricted to the inputs and outputs that are prescribed during design.
Hence, Structured processes are inherently limited in the informational sense, by its interaction
with the environment.
Since rules operate with prescribed inputs and outputs, unanticipated inputs and outputs
cannot be part of the decision. Adaptive controllers, for example, are limited by what information
can be used for identification, and what information can be used to represent control actions. Any
other information that arises during operation, as represented by the detached gray arrows in
Figure 2-21, cannot be part of the decision [128]. Information may also be missing (perhaps due
to a failure) which is illustrated in Figure 2-21 by the detached well-defined feedback. Structured
processes are therefore adaptation-limited at least by the inputs and outputs that are prescribed-
which prevents the use of additional information, and may cause problems with missing
information.
Anticipated /O Anticipated and Unanticipated /O
Figure 2-21 Information available during operation
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
Unstructured processes may be more appropriate for adapting to environmental changes
primarily because they do not require a decision process to be completely prescribed prior to
operation. Both humans and neural networks are often used for their flexibility, and humans are
often used in decision systems for their ability to adapt to unanticipated events.
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Humans have been long recognized for their ability to adapt to unanticipated situations or
cope with contingencies ([43], [67], [165]), and that supporting humans during anomalies is the
most important safety issue in the control of physical systems [152]. For example, it is
understood that automated controllers have a defined envelope of operation, and humans are often
used in a supervisory role in case situations arise that are outside this envelope: such as when
equipment fails, or when the environment is no longer appropriate. First, humans can often
recognize that adaptation is needed, in part due to their ability to incorporate unanticipated
information. In addition, humans are often resourceful, and can devise inventive strategies based
on their understanding of a situation. The drive for finding new strategies is particularly critical
in safety-related operations, in which human's survival instinct provides a natural motivation for
using any possible resource for decision-making.
There is debate, however, to the degree in which humans can adapt to largely unfamiliar
situations. Rasmussen [120] categorizes such "knowledge-based behavior" as different from the
more routine modes of system control in which rules are often sufficient. In knowledge-based
behavior, "Goals have to be explicitly formulated and plans consciously adopted as hypotheses to
be tested." It is believed that humans tend to be successful when the "unfamiliar" situation is, in
fact, reasoned to be analogous in some way to a familiar situation. Reason [121] has argued that
emergencies which occur in complex systems are often beyond the scope of analogical reasoning,
and are therefore largely unfamiliar to the human. In this view, humans may not be valuable for
their adaptive abilities.
Neural networks tend to also be much more adaptive than Structured processes, but, like
humans, appear to be limited by their experience (training). The modem definition of adaptive
systems, in the context of automated information processes, includes the class of self-organizing
emergent algorithms [80]. This differs from the classical definition mainly because human
designers cannot easily predict the results from their self-organizing rules. Neural networks tend
to adapt to information during operation that is a subset of their training (i.e., can tolerate missing
information), but cannot incorporate new types of inputs without additional training. This may be
critical since training information may not reflect unfamiliar situations. Furthermore, neural
networks do not have the breadth of experience that humans have, and may not be able to reason
analogically. Hence, neural networks may be superior to Structured processes for adapting to a
prescribed set of information (or its subset), but may fall short of human adaptation due to the
limited breadth of neural network training.
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2.7.7 Miscellaneous External Factors
Pattern Recognition
A Structured process may not be appropriate for recognizing complex patterns of
information. Even when the all the relevant sensory data is available, useful information may not
be recognized due to the processing required to separate signal from noise, and to otherwise
categorize patterns of inputs as belonging to a set of previously encountered situations. This
information is often based on visual or aural perceptual patterns, which humans are typically
good at recognizing [43]. Simon [141] believes that intuition, which is often described as a
mysterious capability of humans, is merely an act of recognition. Neural networks also are often
good at pattern recognition [83, 90, 147], and many consider this their greatest attribute.
However, they do not yet excel at recognizing perceptual patterns such as faces, spoken language,
etc. In humans and neural networks, greater experience and training often leads to the ability to
recognize larger, more complex patterns.
Contextual Understanding
A Structured process may not be appropriate for interpreting the context of a primary set of
information. The understanding of context involves interpreting information differently, based on
other secondary information-the circumstances in which information is observed. It is often
difficult to understand what this secondary information is, and how it influences the interpretation
of information. In fact, Structured processes always are designed based on assumptions of its
operational context, and since inputs are fixed, any set of rules is inherently limited in this
respect.
Humans use contextual information frequently, and rely strongly on it to accommodate the
ambiguity of such common activities as conversation. In the context of decision systems, humans
are often valuable for monitoring automation to ensure that rules are being operated within its
designed envelope-that is, in the correct context.
Categorv C: Humanistic Requirements
A Structured process may not be appropriate when a decision has functional requirements
that seem inherently humanistic. While automation can perform many tasks that were once
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performed only by humans, there remain functions that appear uniquely human-functions that
are not usually discussed outside of the context of their allocation to humans. Such decisions
often require:
* Subjective Judgment
* Moral Judgment
* Creativity
* Responsibility
As with the previous categories (A and B), the process by which make decisions are poorly
understood. This category specifically addresses decision functions that are humanistic.
2.7.8 Subjective Judgment
A Structured process may not be appropriate when the decision requires subjective
judgment. Subjectivity is a humanistic quality that contributes to the manner in which different
people perceive information, assign preference or value, and incorporate their own Goals to make
decisions. Figure 2-22 illustrates these factors as inputs to an Unstructured decision process
(some originating internally to the human). Unlike decisions made by humans who are involved
in the operational system, a priori rules are based on objective descriptions, which, once
articulated, assume a reality that is independent of the mind. It may be inappropriate to use rules
when decisions involve individual considerations that cannot be represented objectively, such as
aesthetic judgments and personal intentions. In these cases, it is important to have humans
actively involved in the decision process [1], [22], [99], [126].
Information from human senses may be perceived such that different people have different
assessments of the same information. This can be relevant in decision-making for the
interpretation of value. The personal interpretation of things that are tasted, smelled, touched,
heard, and seen often have an associated subjective value (judgment of worth, desirability,
significance, importance, usefulness, etc.), which may lead to preferences that are ill-defined and
variable among people. Since humans cannot clearly articulate the rules that transform perceived
information to value, it may be inappropriate to replace ill-defined subjective judgments with
formal rules.
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subjective
decision
personal values and
preferences 
_____________________
Figure 2-22 Elements of a subjective decision process
Subjectivity can also enter decisions in a "top-down," Goal-oriented manner (capitalization
of "Goal" denotes the humanistic definition). A decision system that involves people may be
influenced by the personal Goals of the decision-maker, or Goals communicated to the decision-
maker by other people. Although the Goals of humans are sometimes well-defined, they are
often influenced or even dominated by internally-generated Goals which cannot be represented.
Dennet [30] describes these generally as "intentional systems" whose behavior is difficult to
explain or predict.
The importance of having humans actively involved in decisions for their subjective value
has been recognized as a missing element of classical decision theory [145] and operations
research [1], [166]. Ackoff claims that objectivity is not the absence of value judgments, but
"...the social product of an open interaction of a wide variety of subjective value judgments." In
this view, Structured processes always have a limited ability to reflect the subjective values of
those affected by the decision. For example, it may not be appropriate for an algorithm to choose
an automobile for a person based on some optimal criteria, without his or her assessments of
interior design and comfort, and the exterior color and shape. These "soft" attributes can be
important in a decision, and often cannot be articulated a priori.
2.7.9 Moral Judgment
A Structured process may not be appropriate when a decision requires moral judgment.
Decisions often need some evaluation or understanding of rightness, fairness, ethics, and equity
even in the absence their formal definitions. A moral obligation can affect decisions from both
personal and societal levels (Figure 2-23). While humans can often provide acceptable solutions
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to such ill-defined problems, rules are often inappropriate because humans do not understand the
complex processes that allow them to make moral judgments in which good and bad are not
clearly defined. Hence, humans are valuable for their ability to effectively consider moral issues
in their decisions.
human
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Figure 2-23 Elements of a moral decision process
Moral judgments involve an evaluation of right and wrong, similar to the way subjective
judgments may involve a personal evaluation of value. Hence, personal ethical beliefs can be
important to factor into a decision. Perhaps more importantly, humans, through social
interaction, have a notion of the moral standards for society. Decisions at the social level may
have to be made by a subset (e.g., managers, politicians) of those who will be affected by a
decision. It may be important for the decision to reflect the moral beliefs of society, rather than
the personal moral beliefs of the decision-maker. For example, juries are expected to discount
their personal biases and use moral judgment in a way that captures the spirit of the formal laws
of the criminal justice system. Although one can argue that human ethical judgments are
arbitrary, rules do not appear to be an effective alternative. In short, the definition of right and
wrong can be difficult to explicitly define, but humans are valuable for incorporating moral issues
in decisions at both personal and social levels.
Structured processes tend to be limited in their ability to incorporate moral issues. It is often
inappropriate to represent moral "cost" in the same way as monetary cost, or other well-defined
information. For example, in deciding where to build an airport, one can optimize based on
quantifiable information such as material costs and wind speeds, but perhaps not based on whose
homes have to be destroyed. Moral issues are important to consider, but tend to be particularly
incommensurate with other information.
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2.7.10 Creativity
A Structured process may be inappropriate when the decision requires creativity. This can
be desired for various purposes: design, discovery, invention, art, music, gaming, etc. Rules,
which tend to be most valuable for rigid, repetitive decisions, are often ill suited for generating
novel decisions. Being original nearly defines being relatively unconstrained, suggesting that the
inherent constraints of rules place limitations on the outputs of a decision process. One manner in
which Structured processes are constrained is through the representation of the decision output,
illustrated by the gray output arrow in Figure 2-24. However, even when the decision space can
be represented a priori, humans do not understand the complex processes that are involved with
creative decision-making.
human
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Figure 2-24 Elements of a creative decision process
Two Views of Creativity
Many believe that creativity is the essential difference between mind and machine;
computers only do what they are programmed to do [19]. In this view, humans can be original,
inventive, and imaginative; they have the natural ingredients for the spark that ignites their
creative powers.
Another view is that creativity is not a special attribute of humans. Creativity is a matter of
effectively searching through a very large decision space- a task that Structured processes can
perform. However, this latter situation seems to require a "well-defined problem."
Creativity as a Search Process
Rules can offer creative value to decision-making when the problem is at least "well-
defined." That is, when a definite criterion exists for testing if a proposed solution is acceptable
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[97]. Furthermore, when a problem space exists in which the initial state, goal state, and
transition states can be represented, decision-making is simply a matter of searching through this
space. The difficulty, of course, lies in the size of the search space [141], [158].
In this section, creativity is discussed as a paradigm for searching among a large set of well-
defined decision options that can be formally tested with rules. Some examples of creative
decision-making in this paradigm are:
* A novel chess move
* A proof of a mathematical theorem
* A non-intuitive combinatorial design
* The discovery of new relationships from observed data
These creative solutions have been found using Structured processes. While searching may
be performed by computers at high speed, random search is often impractical (about 1012° options
for chess), so that the key issue is to search efficiently.
Consider the combinatorial mechanical design of a legged robot from a set of pre-defined
joint modules. Given the appropriate constraints (e.g., kinematic, power), and a method for
formal evaluation (energy consumption, mobility), rules can be used to try different
configurations and evaluate them. For efficiency, evolutionary ("genetic") algorithms, may be
used to weed out unpromising options in early "mutations." After many "generations," superior
designs tend to emerge (although optimal designs cannot be guaranteed). Humans tend to be
good at quickly finding acceptable options, but may overlook configurations that are non-
intuitive. This example illustrates that creativity is not necessarily restricted to humans.
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
It appears that Unstructured processes are most valuable for creative decisions when the
goals and allowable "moves" cannot be explicitly defined. This includes situations when it is not
possible to formally test decision alternatives, as in optimization. However, even when the goals
are well-defined, the means to achieve these goals-that is, the decision outputs-may not be
well-defined. In such cases, the "search" paradigm is not appropriate for considering creative
decision-making.
Ambiguous goals include those that require aesthetic evaluation (music, poetry, fine arts,
fashion, industrial design), moral evaluation, or any situation which does not have a well-defined
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objective. Being creative is not just generating wild options, but generating novel yet reasonable
options. Humans are often needed to evaluate whether a decision is reasonable.
A separate issue from the ability to test a decision alternative is the ability to represent the
decision alternative space. f this space is definable, it is a search constraint in itself. In
determining the robot configurations, for example, the possible options are bounded by the
representation of the problem, such as the design parameters. While decisions typically have
some degree of constraints on the outputs, it may be possible to consider other alternatives
outside of any particular representation. Since an Unstructured process is not constrained by a
representation of its output, it is not inherently limited in this respect.
Humans are often recognized for their creative abilities. It is difficult to imagine computers
writing compelling stories, composing fugues, designing buildings, inventing new products, or
discovering a cure for cancer-at least not without a human involved. It is apparent that the
underlying thought process which provides such enlightenment remains elusive, suggesting that
creativity is the result of a process that is poorly understood and not amenable to rules [79], [100].
Rather, it is suggested that computers are useful tools for exploiting human creativity by means of
human-machine symbiosis [24], [45], [132].
2.7.11 Responsibility
A Structured process may not be appropriate when there are social demands for
responsibility in the decision. When an individual is responsible for a task, he or she given
decision freedom in exchange for an assumed reliability in carrying out that task, and are held
accountable or answerable for the decision. Some believe that responsibility should be the
primary factor governing function allocation [85]. Jordan [67] believed that responsibility is
humanistic, and stated that "...we can never assign (machines) any responsibility for getting the
task done; responsibility can be assigned to (humans) only." Here, responsibility is examined not
only in the context of its human or machine embodiment, but also for its effects on a decision
process independent of its allocation.
While the importance of responsibility in decision-making is known, the process by which
humans incorporate responsibility into decisions is not understood. Minksy distinguishes "local"
and "global" responsibility, the latter being the more difficult to understand [96]. Responsibility
is one way of propagating the values and goals of other people-those not actively involved-
into the decision process. f the decision-maker is held accountable for decisions, there is a social
belief that the decision will be reliably carried through, will not be negligent or selfishly made,
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and will consider the goals of other people. This belief is based in part on an assumption that the
decision-maker understands that future decision consequences will, through societal feedback,
reward or punish him or her accordingly. With this knowledge, illustrated as inputs in Figure
2-25, a decision-maker is believed to act responsibly by making decisions that reflect the interest
of others. In addition, responsibility may be required for placing blame or reward after the
decision consequences are known.
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Figure 2-25 Elements of a responsible decision process
Consider a few examples of how responsibility might affect a decision (moral issues aside).
A physician may take extra care in prescribing medication because of an understanding of a
malpractice lawsuit. A car mechanic will be sure that the brakes function properly because of the
risk of job loss. A politician will attempt to make appropriate decisions in order to be re-elected.
It appears that when people are held responsible for their actions, there is often an associated
collective benefit to certain groups. The concept of responsibility is therefore important to
society because it allows decision-makers to act independently-without monitoring or
supervision-and at the same time creates a mechanism for improving the quality of decisions.
Goals and the Survival Instinct
An important ingredient of responsible decision-making is an understanding of other
people's goals. While rules can be designed to accommodate goals, there is comfort in knowing
that a human decision-maker understands other people's goals, and that these goals will be
considered no matter what situation arises. Hence, if a situation arises that is beyond the
assumptions of the rules, it is desirable that a human will not blindly execute these, but will
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reformulate a new set of decisions based on his or her understanding of the goals and values of
others.
As mentioned earlier, an important common goal is people's survival instinct. This instinct
motivates people to use whatever resources possible, certainly beyond any prescribed rules, in
order to ensure survival. This is perhaps why people feel comfortable knowing a human is "in
charge" of decisions [138], such as piloting aircraft or perforriig surgery-particularly when the
decision-maker's life is at stake.
Part of responsibility is maintaining an understanding of what other people want-an
important goal being the desire to survive-and incorporating this knowledge into decisions in a
constructive manner. This can be difficult to incorporate into Structured processes.
Tracing Responsibility
In addition to the sense of improved decision-making, responsibility is often required due to
a posteriori issues-after decision consequences are known. People are often required to be
legally or morally responsible, to accept blame or reward, or to provide explanations in the event
of an incident such as a catastrophic error. A Structured process-whether allocated to human or
machine-may not be a sufficient process because responsibility can be further traced to those
who articulated the rules (e.g., designers, trainers) or those in charge of their development (e.g.,
managers). When decisions are through a Structured process, even a human decision-maker can
then claim that he or she was just following standard procedures-allowing them to "pass the
buck." Therefore, rules may not be appropriate when decisions require responsibility that cannot
be further traced.
2.7.12 Miscellaneous Humanistic Requirements
Understanding Goals
An important attribute of human decision-makers is their ability to understand the Goals of
others. This is one part of their complex mental model of human behavior. It is particularly
important when unanticipated changes occur during operation, such that the assumptions
governing the rules are no longer valid. In such cases, it is valuable to override rules, formulate
new Goals, and continually determine what parts of a situation are most important. The
understanding of Goals is also fundamental to moral and responsible decision-making, but is
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generally important for all decisions in which the goals are not well-defined, but the decision
affects other people.
Understanding Intent
The understanding of intent is similar to goals, but here refers to a generalization from
observed actions of a decision-maker. An example generalization is the estimate of intended
information desired from a keyword search. Humans can often easily understand what is required
from these keywords, although the mental processes that allow this are not well-understood.
Understanding intent allows people to generate "top down" knowledge of other people's Goals
based on what is often a sparse set of observations, which can be valuable when tasks involve
communication with other people.
Category D: Implementation Issues
A Structured process may not be appropriate when considering the issues for its
implementation. A process that is theoretically sufficient may not be practical due to the physical
resources available for its operation and support. Implementation issues include:
* Information Cost
* Processing Resources
* Errors and Robustness
* Design, Verification, and Maintenance
In the previous categories, operational decision-making issues were addressed by
considering processes in an abstract sense. Here, broader systems issues associated with
implementing a process are considered. The implementation issues discussed here have
relevance to the allocation of Structured processes between humans and machines, but do not
cover general human-automation issues in which a Structured/Unstructured distinction is not
relevant.
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2.7.13 Information Cost
A Structured process may not be practical to implement due to the cost of obtaining
information. "Cost" is discussed in the context of rules, whether allocated to humans or
automation, and can imply allocating resources beyond direct economic costs, such as time,
effort, reliability, safety, etc. Since a Structured process requires a known set of information, the
cost and benefit of obtaining this information can be explicitly considered when determining if a
Structured process is appropriate.
Information may be costly to obtain for many reasons. Classical decision theory relies on a
priori utilities, but these can be costly to elicit. Similarly, knowledge bases in expert systems can
be costly to elicit from experts. Other considerations include the cost of accessing databases, and
hardware issues such as sensors and communications networks. In addition, Structured processes
may also require that information is processed or placed in a specific format, which can require
significant effort.
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
Although Unstructured processes also require certain information, this can be different than
the information required by Structured processes. Adequate decisions can often be made when
information varies or is missing. While Unstructured processes may have an associated set of
information that makes the decision "informed," they do not necessarily require a predefined set,
and may rely on other, less-costly resources. For example, a physician may be able to informally
screen for a skin disease through visual inspection, where a formal diagnosis would require an
expensive biopsy.
2.7.14 Processing Resources
Computer Processing Limits
Due to finite processing resources, it is important to understand that not all Structured
processes may be practical to realize. The solution to a large set of equations, or the exhaustive
search through a large solution space can require impracticably large memory, clock speeds, in
order to arrive at a decision in a reasonable time. Hence, even when a Structured process is
theoretically sufficient, it may not be practical due to processing resource limits.
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To illustrate the criticality of these resource issues on algorithms, consider the growth of
digital signal processing (DSP) in the last few decades. Before the 1960's, frequency domain
analysis was performed on computers using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-a robust, but
inefficient algorithm. For the resources at the time, DFT applications were limited to the post-
processing of data. The invention of the fast Fourier Transform (FF1) allowed the same results to
be calculated with much less effort (for a data array of length n, the number of calculations
required dropped roughly from n2 to n log(n) assuming only minor constraints on the array size).
Suddenly, computer resources were not nearly as limited, allowing DSP to become real-time, and
eventually mainstream technology (e.g., consumer products). This example illustrates that the
physical realization of a Structured process can be strongly dependent on the computing resources
that are available.
Cognitive Processing Limits
Humans also are limited in their ability to process information. While it may not be fitting
to compare cognitive resources to digital computers, research in human information processing
has demonstrated the existence of approximate limits in certain types of problem solving.
Assuming an information-processing model of cognition that is composed of parallel and serial
parts (as in [120]), it appears that these limits apply primarily to the serial parts.
Simon [140] provides a review of the human limits revealed by certain serial processing
tasks. Of particular significance is that attention and short-term memory are limited to about
seven "chunks" (familiar items, like numbers or words) of information [93]. These observations
are important because the execution of rules often requires deliberative thought that may be
limited by attention and short-term memory. For the execution of well-defined rules, computers
are not nearly as limited.
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
When a Structured process requires a prohibitive amount of processing, an Unstructured
process may be able to perform the same function with available resources. For example, an
exhaustive search for an optimal solution may be replaced by a strategy that finds an acceptable
solution with less work, based on ill-defined heuristics.
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2.7.15 Errors and Robustness
While it is recognized that Structured processes tend to be less robust than Unstructured
processes-without considering their allocation-the implementation of these processes has a
further effect on robustness. Specifically, Structured processes are often sensitive, such that noise
and errors associated with the inputs and rules can propagate to large errors at the output [81],
[128]. Therefore, noise and errors that are the result of implementation can be important to
consider. For example, computers have associated quantization errors, bit errors, and
electromagnetic noise, while humans are affected by boredom, fatigue, and emotions.
Advantages of Unstructured Processes
The robustness of Unstructured processes is also influenced by the processing machinery.
For instance, in connectionist systems such as the human brain or artificial neural networks, the
failure of single neuron out of a thousand will not likely affect the output. In contrast, traditional
computer hardware and software is typically optimized for serial operations, such that a single bit
error in a Structured process can easily propagate, and never be absorbed. In such cases, fault
tolerance is often achieved through parallel implementation.
2.7.16 Design, Verification, and Maintenance
A Structured process may not be appropriate when considering the necessary support for its
design, verification, and maintenance. These are broad issues that extend beyond the period of
operation.
Design and Development
For complex tasks, a Structured process may require considerable effort in design. It should
be no surprise that software development is a significant cost of the overall development of
decision systems. Similarly, human decision-makers may require training to learn rules. The
development of complex decision systems further requires that sub-processes that were designed
individually must also work collectively.
In contrast, Unstructured decision processes do not require explicit rules, and might be
developed with less effort. For example, humans can develop their own internal rules with
practice, or may naturally possess the relevant skills (e.g., image recognition). Neural networks
can often be easily trained if the appropriate data is available.
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Verification
It is often important to consider the verification of a Structured decision process for
operational use. Verification is generally a formal evaluation of a decision process in which a
decision process is deemed acceptable for future operation. It cap. be particularly important-and
is often required-in safety-critical systems, such as medical and aircraft decisions.
For reasonably complex traditional software, verification typically requires simulation
and/or prototype testing to generate information for evaluation. Both can be costly, but are
usually necessary. However, it may not be possible to verify highly complex designs with a
reasonable amount of simulation or testing. Hence, advanced algorithms such as those developed
in artificial intelligence may not be used due to verification difficulties, even when designers
intuitively have high confidence. This problem has been discussed extensively in the context of
expert systems [51], [169].
Based on the same logic, it would seem that Unstructured processes would also be difficult
to verify. However, humans are often used in decision-making with much less formal
verification. For instance, they may only require certification in a subset of conditions that
automation would require. There appears to be confidence in human decision-makers, even
though they may not generalize correctly during operation. The same level of confidence does
not generally hold for neural networks.
Maintenance
It is often important to consider the maintenance of a Structured process, particularly when
changes are periodically required. While a simple set of rules can easily be changed with known
implications (e.g., adjusting a threshold or gain), seemingly simple changes to complex processes
can lead to unexpected behavior, especially as modifications are accumulated. Hence, re-
verification is often required. In expert systems, process upgrades may require additional
elicitation of rules from experts, and it is very difficult to understand the implication of changing
rules in a large data base [90], [169]. When Structured processes are implemented by humans,
new procedures have to be learned, which may also require re-verification. Furthermore, rules
and procedures in decision systems often are supported by an extensive amount of documentation
(e.g., operating manuals) which has to be updated when modifications occur.
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Advantages of Unstructured Processes
Unstructured processes may have some advantages for maintenance reasons. Humans tend
to adapt to minor changes without retraining, and can understand changes in functional
requirements without needing to understand how the decision process will be affected. For neural
networks, it may be easier to retrain with new data than to understand and modify code in a
traditional algorithm-particularly when the people responsible for code modification are
different than the original designers. It may be easier for humans to select the data for training,
than to explicitly update rules.
2.8 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter introduced the concept of semi-Structured processes. The semi-Structured
framework, which consists of definitions, diagrammatic notation, and organizing principles, is
intended as a tool for analysis. It provides a way to view decision systems as information
processes in which both well-defined and ill-defined components can be explicitly considered.
An important issue discussed early in this chapter is that a process needs to be appropriately
matched to the environment in which it operates. While simply stated, this is perhaps the greatest
challenge to engineering design-particularly the design of decision systems. The reason for this
is primarily because people do not explicitly understand, during the time period of design, how to
make decisions at a future time: during "operation."
Structured processes provide a means for exploiting what is understood prior to operation.
These processes can be realized by humans, such as with standard operating procedures, but are
often valuable because they can be reliably automated. In the context of decision system design,
Structure represents the part of the operational process that is constrained by the design choices.
While Structure is often desirable because it allows system designers to completely prescribe how
a decision is to be made, rules are always limited based on what is understood at design. Section
2.7 provides a comprehensive list of these limitations.
Given that decision systems are always designed with some degree of uncertainty or lack of
knowledge, it may be desirable to incorporate Unstructured decision process into a system design.
By doing so, it may be possible to account for what is not understood prior to operation by using
decision processes that are determined during operation. It is believed that humans add value to
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Unstructured processes, such as with judgement and intuition. Automated algorithms such as
neural networks also can be considered Unstructured, but these are limited in their "experience"
(training data) and their ability to take into account humanistic requirements such as subjective
judgment.
In decision system design, there are many ways to use humans and automation. In order for
a decision system to be matched to its operational environment, such that decisions are
appropriate, it may be necessary to incorporate Unstructured processes in the design. This may
move the system away from optimality during nominal conditions, and add a degree of
uncertainty in how a decision will be made, but it may also provide robustness in functionality by
allowing the process adapt to meet the goals of the decision system. It is ultimately up to the
judgment of the designers to determine the extent to which a process is Structured; the extent to
which a system is determined prior to operation.
The semi-Structured framework provides a way to understand the implications of design
choices in part by allowing design concepts to be explicitly considered in terms of their
Structured and Unstructured components. In particular, the representation of Unstructured
processes may help prevent designers from overlooking the ill-defined but important aspects of
decision-making. Furthermore, Structure can then be designed in part to support Unstructured
decisions. This insight may improve the way humans and automation are used within a decision
system.
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CHAPTER THREE
ANALYSIS OF EXAMPLE DECISION
SYSTEMS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter applies the theoretical concepts of the previous chapter to example decision
systems. The primary purpose of this chapter is to provide additional insight by analyzing
existing designs within the semi-Structured framework.
The decision systems chosen for analysis here are highly evolved designs. That is, while
their decision process cannot be formally proven to be a priori optimal (due, in part, to the
presence of the Unstructured sub-process), the systems here are assumed to have emerged over
time-based on "survival of the fittest" reasoning-because they are good. With this assumption
it is not necessary to justify that a design is good, but it may be useful to understand why it has
evolved in a certain way.
The choice of examples are primarily based on three issues. First, they are chosen to be
representative of a larger class of systems, so that results can be generalized to other systems.
Second, simple systems were desired because they capture some of the important characteristics
of more complex systems. Third, examples were also chosen based on their semi-Structured
"topology": the order of sub-processes in the primary information path.
3.1.1 Semi-Structured Process Topologies
Figure 3-1 illustrates the four basic topologies used in this chapter for categorizing decision
systems, based on the diagrammatic notation introduced in Chapter Two. Each topology is
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characterized by the sub-process order, such as "Unstructured into Structured or "U-S."
Topologies not only serve as a reasonable basis for classifying decision processes, but they
potentially add another dimension of insight by showing "where" Structure resides in a system.
U-S Topology:
Supervisory Control
* Temperature
* Aircraft
S-U Topology:
Alerts, Decision Aids, etc.
* Aircraft Collision Avoidance
S-U-S Topology:
Diagnosis-Procedure
* Aircraft Engine Fire
* Medical Treatment
Data Analysis
* Multi-attribute Decisions
U-S-U Topology:
* Engineering Design
Figure 3-1 Overview of decision process topologies
The topologies in Figure 3-1 reflect a variety of decision systems. Since these represent
processes, the diagrams do not contain information about functions. However, the location of a
Structured process often indicates its function in a general sense.
When Structure is on the left of the process, or near the beginning of the primary information
path, it is often to act as an "observer" by providing information. When Structure is on the right,
or near the end of the information path, it is often operating as a "controller." Even when the
controlled system is informational vs. physical, these concepts may still apply. In human-
automation systems, automated rules are valuable for both informing humans about the state of
the controlled system, as well as translating commands to perform low-level control. Structure is
used primarily in support of Unstructured processes.
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3.2 TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The temperature control of a closed system is an example of a semi-Structured decision
process. This example is chosen for analysis because it is a highly evolved example of a
"supervisory control" system, which can be modeled as an Unstructured-Structured topology.
This is shown in Figure 3-2 without feedback to illustrate the primary information path.
Supervisory control systems are a common type of decision system in which humans
intermittently program and continually receive information from a computer that itself closes an
autonomous low-level control loop through artificial sensors and actuators [138]. Temperature
control is also chosen because it is simple, yet it can illustrate some of the attributes of more
complex systems.
controlled physical
human automation system
Figure 3-2 Simple model of temperature supervisory control system
Figure 3-3 illustrates the same system at a higher level of detail. The set point represents a
well-defined state--temperature-which automation controls using well-defined rules. Both
human and automation use temperature feedback for making control adjustments, but the human
also uses feedback and other information, some of which is not well-defined. The function of the
human supervisory control process is often ambiguous. In contrast, automation has a well-
defined function: to control temperature to the value represented by the set point. This diagram
shows the variety of inputs and outputs within the system, as well as the important interfaces.
The following sections refer primarily to this diagram.
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Figure 3-3 Detailed model of temperature supervisory control system
3.2.1 The Low-Level Temperature Controller
Automation is believed to be used primarily for off-loading the cognitive and physical work
associated with low-level temperature control. Automation adds value in part because it allows
humans to interact less frequently and more naturally.
Low-level control is an appropriate use for automation in a temperature control system,
primarily because the process can be reduced to a well-defined set of rules. In this simple, single
state example, the rules for controlling temperature about a set point are well established. An
example set of temperature control rules are the following:
IF [(Tt-T) < 0 ]
THEN [ activate heater]
ELSE [ deactivate heater]
where Tet = set point temperature, and Tm, = measured temperature from a thermometer. A
differential signal or temperature error is calculated from the two inputs, which produces an on or
off action based only on the sign of the error. The above algorithm, illustrated in Figure 34, is
very simple, and is used here only to illustrate that low-level temperature control can be satisfied
with well-defined rules.
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Figure 3-4 Decision logic of a simple low-level temperature controller
In order to understand why rules are appropriate for low-level temperature control, consider
the following attributes of this part of the decision system:
* The goal of low-level control is well-defined - The goal is to control the
measured temperature T,.,s to a value represented by the set point T~. 4
* The inputs are well-defined - Both the set point and measured temperature
can be unambiguously represented.
* The outputs are well-defined - The control signal represents an unambiguous
actuator state.
The above properties are consistent with the discussion in section 2.7. Although the semi-
Structured process collectively may have to deal with more complex issues beyond the
capabilities of the low-level controller, such issues can be accommodated by humans.
Supervisory temperature control processes are decomposed such that a human provides a well-
defined temperature set point, Tset, which automation then uses as one of two inputs. The design
of low-level feedback control processes typically assumes the target state parameter is given.
Here, T 1t is explicitly recognized as the output of an Unstructured decision process.
3.2.2 The Supervisory Controller
The human supervisory control function, shown isolated in Figure 3-5, is examined as an
Unstructured decision process. Given the constraint of a required set point by automation, the
human operator must use this parameter to satisfy the system goals-beyond the well-defined
function of automation. To satisfy these goals, the human needs observe a more complex set of
information than the automation observes, and also have the capability to satisfy ill-definmed
4 Systems often use hysteresis to control temperature within a small region about a set point.
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functional requirements-such as considering subjective issues and adapting to unanticipated
conditions. The combination of these functional requirements make the supervisory control
function inappropriate for rules, suggesting that humans are valuable parts of the temperature
control decision process.
human
/ _
I experience
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aupjervIsury \
Control 
Goals 
II II~~~
human se ses- --
nthar
set point, T.,,
set point feedback
L
perceiveX measured
information I temperature T...
temperature feedback
information other feedback
(e.g., broken fan belt)
Figure 3-5 The Unstructured portion of temperature control (from Figure 3-3)
Goals
The human operator is valuable because the goals of the system often cannot be explicitly
represented. Although temperature is a well-defined state, there are a number of other states
affected by the set point decision-some of them ill-defined individually, or when considered
jointly (e.g., trade-offs). The goal of the decision system is more than controlling temperature to
a specified target; Goals may include many other states that are altered by a temperature decision.
The goals of a system can be ill-defined in part because of the need to consider subjective
issues. When the temperature-controlled system affects people-as in building heating
systems-a priority is often placed on comfort, which is an ill-defined, dynamic function of
temperature and perhaps other parameters. Such subjective issues are not considered by the low-
level controller.
Supervisory control Goals also involve other system states that are the result of a set point
decision. One such example is the definition of trade-offs between comfort and its associated
cost. People may find it difficult to explicitly articulate how much money it is worth to increase
the temperature a few degrees, since these attributes are incommensurate. However, humans can
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easily consider these issues to some extent. The ability to consider Goals without their explicit
representation can make humans a valuable part of the operational decision process.
Information
Humans are valuable in the temperature control decision system because of the rich set of
information that they can access. Whereas automation may require well-defined information,
such as from a themometer, humans sense and interpret meaningful information that cannot be
explicitly represented. This information, illustrated in Figure 3-5 as multiple inputs to the
Unstructured process, allows humans to make a more informed decision, particularly with respect
to the ill-defined system goals.
Consider temperature feedback from the controlled process. As Figure 3-5 shows, feedback
is used for both the supervisory control decisions as well as low-level control. Temperature
feedback is not merely redundant. While the measured temperature is available to both processes,
temperature is also directly perceived through the human senses, and is valued subjectively with
respect to the Goals. Perception of temperature is often critical since a display of temperature
through the human-automation interface may not be as meaningful for a given task, such as those
involving subjective judgments.
Humans also observe ill-defined feedback states that are affected by temperature. These
states, while not controllable directly, may also be important to consider in the temperature set
point decision. For example, perceptual processes may be required to recognize relevant states
that are affected by temperature: the sound of a steam engine, the viscosity of a resin, or the
browning of a crust. Such information often has perceptual value beyQnd what can be observed
through formal processes.
Lastly, an important function of automation is to provide additional information to the
human supervisory controller. This information is designed into the system by means of a
human-automation interface.
Adapting
A functional requirement of a supervisory controller is often to adapt to unanticipated
situations. The dynamics of any situation can result in unanticipated changes that are difficult to
accommodate with rules: goals, informnation, and changes to automation and the controlled
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system. It is common for humans to successfully adapt to unanticipated conditions, since the
decision process is not determined until operation.
Humans appear to be valuable because they can easily adapt to available information.
Consider when an input, such as perceived temperature, is missing. While this may make the
decision under-informed, people can rely on other sources of information and experience in order
to make an adequate decision. For example, humans detect a broken fan belt perhaps by adapting
to temperature and noise patterns. Similarly, additional information that is operation-specific can
also be incorporated by humans. In contrast, automation is limited to only the information for
which it is designed.
Humans also adapt to changes in the environment. Consider what happens when a
thermostat drifts out of calibration. Humans do not necessarily recalibrate, but adapt by
compensating with a set point adjustment. This is possible in part because humans perceive
temperature directly, without relying completely on the Structured process of the thermometer
(which changes over time). Whereas the rules of the automated process operate on sensor
information independent of its representation, humans can easily alter their decision process to
accommodate external changes. Furthermore, experience and knowledge can be used in
understanding how to adapt.
3.2.3 The Human-Automation Interface
The purpose of this section is to understand the role of the interface in the semi-Structured
temperature controller, particularly with respect to the human's Unstructured process. The
interface is necessary for providing the temperature set point, but it is also important for
providing the proper form and content of information to the human. The human-automation
interface shown in Figure 3-6 is a common design for the temperature control of buildings, and
will be the baseline example for this section.
Representing Information
The design of the human-automation interface has evolved to accommodate the
communication of three parameters-the current set point (Tset), feedback of the set point, and
feedback of measured temperature (Tn.,). It provides a clear representation of the three
parameters, allowing humans to interact intuitively.
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Figure 3-6 Example human-automation interface for temperature control of buildings
The interface in Figure 3-6 provides a means for adjusting the emperature set point by
rotating the transpareni dial. The position of this dial-the set point value-is displayed by a dial
indicator which is referenced against a fixed, calibrated scale. In addition, measured temperature
is indicated on the same scale with a different arrow. These two feedback indicators provide both
an absolute and relative frame of reference. While this information is not necessarily required, it
is assumed from this highly evolved interface design that set point feedback and measured
temperature feedback add value to the Unstructured decision process by making the decision
more informed.
Set Point Feedback
Feedback of the set point is important for a number of reasons. First, it provides humans
with a reference for understanding the state of automation-an indication of its future behavior.
Without this reference, it is more difficult to understand how control inputs will affect the
temperature. Furthermore, set point feedback allows people to use experience (also illustrated as
an input in Figure 3-3) more effectively by memorizing past settings. Differential input devices,
such as unmarked dials, do not provide this information.
Although the form of set point feedback varies among systems, interfaces often provide a
unique representation of the temperature set point. For example, the representation of colors
(e.g., blue to red), or convenient numerical scales (e.g., 1 to 10) may be appropriate when an
absolute reference is not required. Otherwise, feedback in terms of a standard calibrated scale is
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used, which is the case in Figure 3-6. In either case, it appears valuable to provide the operator
with a unique set point representation.
Measured Temperature Feedback
The display of measured temperature also appears valuable in the set point decision. The
temperature display can be important when monitoring automation, especially when the operator
is physically removed from the closed system. In fact, even when the operator has the ability to
sense temperature naturally, this observation can be inaccurate due to the subjectivity of their
direct perception.
Measured temperature feedback is often represented similarly to set point feedback. Since
both parameters represent temperature, identical forms allow for a more natural comparison. This
can be beneficial when making adjustments relative to current conditions (e.g., "hotter"), as in
differential temperature control.
Closing Remarks
Figure 3-7 summarizes the well-defined information that the interface is designed to
accommodate. Interfaces such as those in provide humans with two parameters, T., and T , to
support their Unstructured decision process. In this case, automation is simple enough that the set
point feedback provides humans with a sufficient understanding of future behavior. This may not
be the case in more complex temperature control systems.
human-
display
Figure 3-7 The interface is designed to support human supervisory decisions
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3.2.4 Implications of Additional Structure
In some cases, it is appropriate to automate a larger portion of the decision process. In these
situations, the human-if used at all-is at an even higher level of supervisory control. More
automation means that more of the decision process is determined prior to operation, which
generally requires additional assumptions about the operational environment. This, in turn, is
reflected by a more complex interface.
Programming a Temperature Profile
A common way to incorporate more automation in the supervisory temperature control
system is to have automation adjust the set point based on well-defined criteria. This criteria is
often the time of day, in which case humans program a temperature profile. A prescribed
temperature profile may not precisely reflect the way humans adjust temperature, but under
certain conditions is a reasonable way to automate over longer intervals.
Figure 3-8 illustrates a possible decision system in which the temperature profile can be
programmed for automation (for simplicity, portions of the system are not shown). For the
temperature control of buildings, a profile might be to decrease the temperature at night. The
automatic mode, which can often be switched off (to the baseline "manual" mode), is considered
a three-level functional hierarchy in which the bottom two levels are automated. In fact, the
lowest level can remain unchanged from the baseline case discussed earlier. However, the
human's Unstructured decision process as a supervisory controller changes to accommodate the
higher level of automation.
Note that even a small increase in automation can substantially change the complexity of
automation and the human-automation interface. Humans are required to choose the mode of
operation, which provides a new opportunity for errors [5]. In addition, "auto" mode requires
profile information, which is more difficult to communicate than a single set point. Lastly, the
complexity of the additional automation is reflected in the feedback of its internal states. Mode,
time, and profile are among the information that people need to make an informed decision,
resulting in a more complex interface.
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Figure 3-8 Highly automated temperature controller
The assumptions that allow temperature profiles to be automated are more constraining.
During these automated periods, it is not possible to incorporate new information, subjective
judgments, or modified goals without human intervention. Furthermore, since humans interact
less frequently, they may have less understanding about the behavior of automation-a problem
that is amplified by the additional complexity.
Full Automation: Automobile Temperature Control
"Fully automated" temperature controllers require even more assumptions in order for rules
to be appropriate. As an example, automobile engine temperature controllers are a Structured
process: when the coolant temperature exceeds a threshold, a fan draws cool air through a
radiator. Humans are essentially not functional in the operational decision system. Assumptions
for automated control include stable thermal properties (e.g., coolant properties, water pump flow
rate, radiator performance) and a prescribed range of environmental conditions (e.g., ambient air
temperature, altitude, towing load). Automated temperature control need not deal with ambiguity
or require humanistic considerations. In short, a fully Structured process is appropriate here
because temperature control in these environments are well-understood.
In a broader view, automobile engine temperature controllers use humans in the decision
loop. Most cars provide a display of engine temperature, or at least an overheat warning light to
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inform the operator of anomalous conditions. Human operators may not be able to alter the
controller's decision logic, but are able to modify operation by driving slower, turning off the
engine, or filling the radiator reservoir. When the assumptions of the rules are overrun-perhaps
due to neglected maintenance or failed components-human actions can prevent dangerous or
costly consequences from excessive overheating. While such actions can be rule based, they may
be costly to implement (a critical issue with automobile), and may require judgment for their
proper use. For example, it can be dangerous to automatically shut down a car in the middle of
traffic; humans can understand the broader issues and risks, and can shut down the engine at a
more appropriate time. In this sense, systems that seem "fully automated" can benefit from
humans in the decision system. However, some systems are designed to prevent human
intervention even at these broad levels.
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3.3 AIRCRAFT CONTROL
The control of a modern, highly automated aircraft is an example of a semi-Structured
decision process. Like temperature control, aircraft control is chosen for analysis because it is a
highly evolved example of supervisory control that is also an Unstructured into Structured
process topology. However, aircraft control is more complex, less subjective, and is dominated
by issues such as safety.
automation:
Figure 3-9 Simple model of aircraft control system
Figure 3-9 illustrates a simplified model of a two-level supervisory aircraft control system.
As with temperature control, the human issues a well-defined target state-such as heading or
altitude-which automation controls using well-defined rules. As is typical in supervisory
control systems, the lower level is associated with shorter time and space horizons, allowing the
human to provide commands less frequently.
Automating lower-level control tasks provides numerous benefits, but also introduces new
problems. Since the flight crew has more time and attention available for other tasks, automation
has allowed the crew size in some commercial aircraft to decrease from three to two, providing
economic value. In fact, automated flight control can sometimes provide superior performance,
such as optimum-fuel trajectories. However, while automation has generally improved the safety
and efficiency of flight operations, new difficulties have emerged with human-automation
interaction. Of particular concern is the loss of situation awareness and familiarity associated
with higher levels of control and more-complex automation.
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Figure 3-10 Detailed model of aircraft control system (multiple modes shown)
Figure 3-10 illustrates the aircraft decision system at a higher level of detail. Three primary
modes of control are shown, any of which can be selected by the pilot. This strategy is known as
dynamic allocation, since functions are allocated between humans and automation during
operation, rather than during design. Despite that flight decisions are largely proceduralized
[112], the pilot remains in charge of mode selection and all flight control decisions, and is
ultimately responsible for passenger safety. These control decisions are supported with a variety
of information from interfaces and natural senses. The following sections discuss cockpit
decision making in both emergency and nominal flight conditions.
3.3.1 Cockpit Decisions During Emergencies
The most important function of the flight crew is to ensure passenger safety under all
operational situations. Since designer's cannot account for all possible situations, humans are
important in decision systems particularly during flight anomalies or emergencies, when
prescribed processes no longer appropriate.
Responsibility and Control Authority
An important reason for having a human as a supervisory controller is that they can accept
the responsibility for in-flight decisions. Responsibility is a way of propagating societal goals to
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a human decision-maker (represented as "experience" in Figure 3-10) such that he or she will
make decisions that reflect the interest of others. Humans are believed to make better decisions
than programmed rules during most unanticipated situations. Billings [15] cites part 91.3 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations in this context:
1. The pilot in command of an aircraft is directly responsible for, and is the final
authority as to, the operation of the aircraft.
2. In an in-flight emergency requiring immediate action, the pilot in command may
deviate from any rule of this part to the extent required to meet that emergency.
In order to be responsible for decisions, the pilot needs to have control authority for
decisions [88]. This is generally the case with aircraft. Other than the lowest flight control loops,
which are essentially hardwired to the actuators, the pilot usually has the complete authority to
intervene at any level. By at least providing the pilot with control authority and, hence, decision
freedom, he or she is given the opportunity for responsible decision-making.
A responsible decision-maker needs to have an understanding of other people's goals in
order to act in their best interest, and to understand the longer-term social consequences of
ignoring these interests. The understanding of goals is perhaps the most logical argument for
giving human pilots control authority. For example, there is little question that a human pilot will
access whatever resources available to preserve the safety of the passengers because humans
share common Goals-in particular the instinct to survive. In fact, one can argue that the pilot
can even act selfishly for his or her own survival because decision consequences (in terms of
human safety) apply equivalently to everyone on board. In any case, the Goal of survival is an
inherent human trait that cannot be applied to machines, providing justification for the belief that
a human pilot will act responsibly to ensure a safe flight.
Adaptability
During flight emergencies, it is also believed that humans can use resources effectively to
make situation-specific decisions that cannot be preprogrammed. In other words, humans appear
to be able to effectively adapt to unanticipated events.
Although some researchers debate whether humans are, in fact, effective at adapting to truly
novel situations [121], there is a general consensus that humans are more flexible and adaptive
than their machine counterparts [14], [138]. Billings [15] states that "...pilots and air traffic
controllers are essential because they are able to make good decisions in difficult situations. We
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have not yet devised a computer that can cope with the variability inherent in the flight and air
traffic environment." This view is similar to that of Fitts over fifty years ago [43].
The adaptability of humans can certainly be attributed, in part, to their broad experience in
professional training and, more generally in life. The breadth of knowledge from experience is an
important resource for adapting to new problems. Experts such as pilots are often able to easily
detect differences from their expectations (recognize a problem exists), and formulate novel
strategies based on analogies from previously-solved problems [72].
As in the case with responsibility, the ability to adapt can be positively influenced by an
understanding of the system goals. For unanticipated situations, it is good that pilots do not
follow a scripted set of rules. The ability to deviate from these rules, to deal with contingencies
in whatever manner seems fit, is a valuable human resource.
At the very least, the Unstructured process allows humans to access information during
operation that extend beyond the inputs that are designed into Structured processes. Consider the
inputs to the Unstructured process in Figure 3-10. Humans can view, through displays, any
information that is accessible to automation-such as from sensors and databases. In addition,
humans perceive information that is naturally sensed. This provides an additional, sometimes
redundant, source of information that can be critical for both recognizing that a problem exists,
and for determining corrective actions. For example, a pilot may be able to diagnose a problem
from the complex pattern of aircraft symptoms that are unique to a particular failure-in part
because they do not have to understand the recognition process. "Other information" (Figure
3-10) can be incorporated during operation, even if actively sought, without a prescribed process
for obtaining it. Since an implication of rule-based decisions is that their inputs are prescribed
prior to flight, Unstructured decisions have an advantage in their ability to access information that
is not anticipated. In this informational sense, the belief that humans can effectively adapt to
aircraft emergencies can be reasonably justified.
Closing Remarks on Flight Emergencies
Since safety is a primary driver in aircraft decision systems, humans appear to be valuable
primarily for their responsibility and adaptability during anomalous in-flight emergencies. Both
attributes are strongly influenced by an understanding of the system goals during emergencies. In
addition, the ability to adapt can be justified by the additional information that humans can
access.
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It is relevant to ask whether the above traits are unique to humans, or to Unstructured
decision processes. The concept of responsibility and the understanding of goals may provide a
reasonabie basis for arguing against rule-based machines as a supervisory controller. However,
"human error" has been identified as the reason behind many accidents with complex automation
[61]. As Reason [121] has argued, a "catch-22" in the control of complex systems is that, while
humans are often placed in systems for their adaptive abilities, "each incident is a truly novel
event in which past experience counts for little." For some situations, the value of humans is
merely perceived: human operators make peoplefeel safe and comfortable [15], [138].
Neural networks are subject to similar limitations as humans with respect to experience in
novel situations. That is, they are not likely to effectively adapt to a single event in which a
reasonable database for training does not exist. "Common" events such as engine failures may
have available data for training neural networks in diagnosis and response, but humans, too, are
trained for these emergencies. Hence, neural networks may not offer any clear advantage in
novel decision-making. However, as aircraft systems become more complex, even anticipated
failure modes may become increasingly difficult for operators to identify, in which case neural
networks and traditional rule-based algorithms can be valuable.
3.3.2 The Aircraft Control Hierarchy
As supervisory controllers of a complex system, the flight crew issues control commands
and monitors automated tasks. Automation can be selected to operate in a variety of control
modes, which here represent distinct levels in a control hierarchy. In this section, the decision
processes associated with the different control levels are analyzed in order to understand the
requirements of the highest level: the human supervisory controller.
A Spectrum of Structured Controllers
It is useful to view control automation as a spectrum of Structure, as shown in Figure 3-11.
Although the criteria for a "degree of automation" is not precisely defined, the five instantiations
in Figure 3-11 serve as discrete levels within a continuous spectrum. In this diagram, more
Structure (automation) is represented as a larger rectangle-and hence a correspondingly smaller
oval (human). As the automation increases, the function of the semi-Structured process remains
unchanged (same system function), but the role of the human supervisor shifts from a controller
to more of a manager of automation.
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Figure 3-11 Spectrum of semi-Structured aircraft controllers
The lowest level of automation in Figure 3-11 is artificial damping, in which automation
augments human control inputs to attenuate certain frequencies or to augment stability. This is
often a permanent "hardwired" aircraft element, as is attitude/thrust control. In the latter, control
inputs are translated to actuator states, such as control surface positions or thrust, sometimes with
closed-loop capability. At the state level, automation controls states that are associated prinarily
with the flight path-heading, sink rate, altitude, etc.-based on mathematical integration of the
lower level attitude/thrust states. At the trajectory level, automation coordinates state modes for
piecing together a flight trajectory. Finally, although not common, the auto-override function
allows automation to seize control of the aircraft (usually for safety reasons), based on well-
defined criteria.
Analysis of Attitude, State, and Trajectory Controllers
The following paragraphs discuss three of the five levels of automation shown in the control
spectrum of Figure 3-11. These three levels-attitude/thrust, state, and trajectory control-
represent selectable modes in the detailed diagram of Figure 3-12. (This three-tier representation
is a simplification, since aircraft often have dozens of modes within each level). Each controller
is selectable by the pilot, and can mutually interact hierarchically to form the aircraft "autoflight"
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system. That is, the trajectory controller provides goals to the state controller (e.g., heading),
which can then provide goals to the attitude/thrust controller (e.g., roll), which produces actuator
commands. The hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 3-12 as nested control loops.
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Figure 3-12 Control hierarchy of the autoflight system
Attitude Control
At the attitude level of control, which was one of the first forms of automated flight control,
the rules are designed using standard techniques from control theory. The mapping from an
attitude command to an actuator state is based on a set of differential equations that represent the
aircraft dynamics. These equations, along with a model of environmental noise and disturbances
(e.g., air turbulence), provide a complete framework for control analysis and the evaluation of
performance (e.g., stability, robustness, response time). Feedback is not necessarily required
since control actions are primitive and well understood at this level. Hence, a single control
input-an attitude goal-may be sufficient for attitude control decisions or outputs: the signals
for actuators.
c,=o Control
At the state level of control, the design techniques are similar to those at the attitude level.
Again, control theory provides the necessary tools for decision rules, based on models of the
aircraft dynamics. However, states such as heading or altitude are higher level and more general
than attitude, since they can be calculated from the integration of attitude and thrust over time.
Also, there is a greater dependence on feedback, since the uncertainties in the mathematical
model accumulate errors over time, particularly as the result of integration. Uncertainties in the
environment are still considered noise-as is the case with attitude control-but the controller is
robust to this noise by using sensor feedback that measures states, such as with air velocity and
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radar altimetry. Hence, state commands (target states) and sensor feedback (measured states) are
the two primary pieces of information required by the controller, other information is considered
noise or disturbance. From these two inputs, state control decisions calculate an error that is then
minimized in some sense over the course of that trajectory.
Trajectory Control
The trajectory controller, which is the highest automated control mode in Figure 3-12, differs
from state and attitude controllers. Its function is more of a manager than a controller: to
coordinate a series of target states in order to construct a trajectory that satisfies the primary flight
goals. Target states, when achieved, serve as transitions to new target states, continually pulling
the aircraft towards its final destination by means of the state controller. Hence, target states at
the trajectory level exist merely to decompose a trajectory into a series of temporary sub-goals
that are simpler to articulate, control, and monitor. The trajectory controller is not like standard
feedback controllers, whose goal is often to continually drive the target state error to zero.
For background, a typical scenario for trajectory control is to translate a series of waypoints
into state control targets. The combination of radio ground beacons and inertial sensors provides
three-dimensional measurements that are sufficiently accurate for defining targets as positions.
This has allowed automation to reliably execute a sequence of flight paths based on well-defined
criteria. Furthermore, automation can factor wind, time constraints, and other goals to calculate
the most efficient state profiles for a particular aircraft. Hence, waypoints can also be considered
trajectory constraints, in which the goals are to optimize fuel/time efficiency within these
constraints.
Trajectory control differs from lower levels of control in the amount and type of information
required for the decision. In addition to the target states (waypoints) and present states (measured
position), the trajectory control decision uses additional information . Much of this additional
information characterizes the environment for planning the state profile: the variation of altitude,
speed, etc. that achieves the optimum performance. Information such as wind replaces what
would be considered "noise" in the lower levels. Here environmental information is obtained
during operation and explicitly factored into the decision.
Lastly, a trajectory controller needs to anticipate future states in addition to its more
immediate states. For example, when climbing to a certain altitude the trajectory controller
anticipates what lies ahead, and begins to transition before the target altitude is reached. As with
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the anticipation of environmental features like wind, the anticipation of longer-term goals reflects
the strategic versus tactical nature of trajectory decisions.
Summary: The Autoflight Control Hierarchy
The three modes of automation analyzed in this section-attitude, state, and trajectory
control--illustrate a pattern associated with the level within a hierarchical control system. Lower
levels are simpler-in terms of their goals and information requirements-and theory exists from
which to generate the rules for decision-making. The information required for lower-level
decision-making does not include measurements of the environment; these uncertainties are
accommodated with feedback and robustness [161]. As the trajectory controller illustrates, higher
levels require not only feedback of present information, but additional information for planning
and management-information for feedforward control. Simply, analysis of automation shows
that decisions at higher levels are more complex.
The Human Supervisory Controller
The previous section indicated a trend in complexity associated with higher levels within an
automated controller hierarchy. This trend can be extended to help explain why humans-more
importantly, why Unstructured processes-are at the highest level: the supervisory controller.
Consider the generation of waypoints for trajectory control. As might be expected, the pilot
has some freedom to determine these during flight: to shape the trajectory based on new
information that is acquired about the environment. This is an important ingredient for strategic
decision making. Humans observe air traffic, weather systems, terrain maps, and other
information (Figure 3-13). Some of this may be perceived directly (e.g., through window), but
the majority of information for navigation is supplied through the Flight Management System
(FMS) via an interface. Although automation has access to the same information, the manner in
which it is incorporated into a decision is ill-defined, and hence inappropriate for rules.
Therefore, humans may be able to incorporate more information than automated controllers-a
characteristic that is consistent with the observations of levels within the autoflight system.
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Figure 3-13 Humans are at the highest level in the aircraft control hierarchy
The decision to alter the flight trajectory is ill-defined for multiple reasons. It is believed
that experienced pilots rely strongly on their judgment and intuition to determine the necessary
trajectory adjustments. Dangerous situations are recognized, and judgments of safety are made,
based on the interpretation of weather systems and other potential hazards-particularly in the
presence of uncertainty. At the same time, tradeoffs are made based on the goals of the airline
and passengers regarding fuel use and arrival delays. Training and experience are valuable
resources for such judgments, as well as the perception of complex patterns of information.
Another important attribute of humans is their knowledge of the world [14]. The
information that is gathered during flight is interpreted in the context of a "bigger picture" of
which experience has provided [135]. This essentially is equivalent to observing additional
information about the environment, and seeing further into the future, both of which have been
shown to be characteristics of the strategic planning required by high-level decision-making.
Knowledge of the world is also important in understanding when the environment is appropriate
for automation, and when human intervention is necessary.
Closing Remarks on the Aircraft Control Hierarchy
Humans appear to be valuable as supervisory controllers because they can accommodate the
requirements associated with high-level control. In the previous section, it was observed that
higher-levels of control appears to require:
* more-complex information
* more-complex goals
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* information about the environment, opposed to just the controlled system
* information that supports long term strategic versus tactical decisions
These characteristics are also associated with human supervisory decisions n aircraft
control, sometimes in an extreme sense. The human's Unstructured decision process can perhaps
be viewed as the decision process that emerges as an "upper limit" in a hierarchical control
system.
Humans complement automation by their ability to understand the bigger picture associated
with the information observed during flight. Their knowledge of the world acts as a supplement
to displayed data, and a buffer to missing data. They can understand when the environment is
appropriate for automation, and can make periodic adjustments using simple well-defined
parameters to extend automation's envelope of operation. It appears that many of the decisions
made by humans as a supervisory controller are ill-defined, so that Unstructured processes add
value to the high level control of complex systems.
3.3.3 Displays for Aircraft Control: Informing the Human
As a supervisory controller of a complex system, humans benefit from information to
support the multiple levels of control and management. Some of this information is sensed
naturally, without the aid of automation. Other information is obtained from designed
information channels through human-automation interfaces. In this section, information obtained
through interfaces is analyzed and compared for the three modes of control.
Displayfor Attitude and State Control
The human-automation interface for observing information for attitude and state control is
assumed to be a "glass" (cathode ray tube) monitor known as the "primary flight display" (PFD).
As discussed in the previous section, these two levels of control are similar in their time and
space horizons. The integration of multiple parameters into the PFD) (older aircraft are through
individual electromechanical instruments) facilitates visual scanning of control information that is
frequently accessed.
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Figure 3-14 Air speed display: one of many in the primary flight display (PFD) that
indicates both target and measured states
The information provided by the PFD for inputs to humans is nearly identical to the
information provided to automation (for attitude and state control). Attitude feedback parameters
are roll, pitch, and yaw, and state feedback parameters are airspeed, altitude, and vertical speed.
All six feedback elements are displayed in an unambiguous form relative to a target stat- and/or
other important reference points. An example state within the PFD is airspeed, shown in Figure
3-14. Note the similarities to the traditional temperature "dial" thermostat from Figure 3-6. Two
parameters-the target state and measured feedback-on a calibrated scale appear fundamental to
feedback control. Here, they provide both absolute and relative indications of the aircraft's
current state and future state, with the advantages of both analog and digital formats. In addition
to PFD information, humans also sense commands and state feedback naturally, providing
potentially new information, redundancy, and/or an added dimension of meaning.
Due to the complexity of highly automated aircraft, it has also become important to provide
information pertaining to the states of automation, in addition to the states of the aircraft. This is
accomplished through an indication of the mode of the autoflight system. Autopilots, for
instance, often have a mode annunciation panel to display to the flight crew a clear indication of
these states. Mode awareness has been identified as a factor in recent accidents involving modern
aircraft [61], particularly since the number of possible modes and sub-modes is large.
In summary, the PFD is a display that provides the flight crew with three types of
information. Two of these-the target state and the current measured state-are provided for
each of the six control variables (although target states for attitude are fed back through stick
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positions: a separate interface). This information pair is common to automated feedback
controllers in general, and is the case with attitude and state controllers. In addition, the mode of
automation is another state that the interface displays-one that is not provided in simpler
systems. This information set is shown in Figure 3-15, which is simplified to show generic
display information. The three pieces of information provide the operator with a sufficient sense
of the big picture: the curvnit aircraft state, the future state, and, with mode feedback, an
indication how this state transition will occur.
human automation aircraft
Display
(PFD)
Figure 3-15 Information designed to support attitude and state decisions
Displayfor Trajectory Control
The information provided to the human for trajectory control builds upon the basic
information set used in attitude and state control. As mentioned earlier, trajectory control is more
of a management function than a control function, and its strategic requirements demand a more
complex information set, particularly for long-term planning. Automation has been critical in
integrating many sources information into a single graphical display, referred to as the NAV
(Figure 3-16). For horizontal navigation, this display provides an intuitive planview map of the
local environment, and allows pilots to visualize trajectories, even before they are officially
entered.
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Figure 3-16 Navigation display (NAV): the interface for trajectory control
The NAV provides a graphical display of the aircraft's current position relative to its target
states: the programmed trajectory. Predictors can also be used to indicate how state transitions
are expected to occur. This information set is similar to simpler controllers, as discussed in the
previous section with state and attitude control. In this case, the "big picture" requirement
associated with trajectory control is literal, and in fact the image in the NAV can be zoomed to
meet the dynamic needs of the operator.
The NAV also displays potential hazards, such as weather systems from radar, terrain maps
from an onboard database, and air traffic from collision avoidance systems. As mentioned, these
are features of the environment that cannot be treated as noise such as light turbulence; they need
to be observed well in advance and avoided. The NAV provides a way to quickly visualize this
information.
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Figure 3-17 Information designed to support trajectory control decisions,
which includes environmental information
Figure 3-17 shows the generic information flow for supervising an automated trajectory
controller. Note that, although the information content is different than in state and attitude
control, the diagram is similar in a generic sense. Mode, target states, and current states are
displayed. However, an important difference is the addition of environmental information to the
NAV display, which the human incorporates in an ill-defined manner. This information has been
identified to make navigation decisions more informed.
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3.4 AIRCRAFT COLLISION AVOIDANCE
This section describes the use of automation as front-end processing for informing human
decisions. The resulting decision system has a Structured into Unstructured process topology.
"Information automation"-in which computers are used to generate inputs to humans rather than
to process human outputs-is similar to control automation in that it has different "levels," which
here includes data filters, graphical displays, alerts, and decision aids. These are sometimes
generically referred to as "observers" instead of "controllers." An example from aircraft collision
avoidance is used to illustrate some of these functions-in particular alerts and decision aids.
Figure 3-18 illustrates information automation for aircraft control (control automation is not
shown).
automation human aircraft
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Figure 3-18 Simple model of information automation in aircraft control
Assuming that a human is involved in a decision, there is value to processing information
with well-defined rules for providing inputs. Simply put, the purpose of Structure in this situation
is to make the human informed. Informing humans-increasing their "situation awareness"
[39]--means more than simply providing information about anything he or she may possibly
want to know, since humans have a limited capacity for serial processing apd attention [140].
Informing the human can mean different things for different decision-makers, tasks,
environments, workloads, etc. However, when these issues are sufficiently understood, Structure
is often designed into decision systems as a prescribed front-end process.
Information automation performs work that is analogous to human subordinates in
managerial decision-making (this analogy is also used in supervisory control). Managers rely on
their staff to perform cognitive work for information tasks, opposed to physical work for control
tasks. Employees filter phone calls, provide executive summaries, take minutes, interrupt
meetings during emnergencies, and provide expert advice. Managers then use their judgment and
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incorporate this "processed" information appropriately. Similarly, automation performs
information tasks using prescribed rules and procedures, which the human decision-maker then
uses in an ill-defined manner.
3.4.1 Spectrum of Structure
It is useful to consider information automation on a spectrum. Figure 3-19 shows five
instantiations along this spectrum, along with a similar diagram from control automation (from
Figure 3-11). For comparison, automation used in this manner can be considered "observers"
opposed to "controllers." Note the semi-Structured symmetry as automation is increased top to
bottom.
Spectrum of Automated Controllers
Artificial Damping
Attitude/Thrust
Control
State Control
Trajectory Control
Auto-override
Spectrum of Automated 'Observers'
Data Filtering
Graphical Display
Alerts
Decision Aids
'I 
Auto-override
Figure 3-19 Spectrum of semi-Structured controllers and "observers"
(information automation) in aircraft decision processes
The progression within the right column in Figure 3-19 is based on the function of
automation within the decision system. At one extreme (top), functions such as filtering provide
minor processing, and can even be considered part of the interface. Near the other extreme,
functions such as decision aids can potentially be used as a replacement for humans, which is in
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fact the case when automation overrides humans, temporarily removing them from the decision
system. Note that both columns culminate in auto-override.
Filtering
Filters are an example of a low level of Structured observers. Consider reading a digital
value from a DC voltmeter. Anyone who has recorded such data has likely encountered
difficulties when the numerical value fluctuates. When fluctuations are slow enough to read
successive values, people often make an estimate of the DC value based on a "mental averaging"
of some sort. A similar mental averaging might be used when people weigh produce at a market,
since the scale mechanism often damps slowly. In both cases, the process of reducing a time
sequence of data into a single number can be reduced to well-defined rules, such as a simple
mathematical average. Figure 3-20 shows two decision process, one of which a the Structured
averaging process is allocated to automation (Figure 3-20(b)). In Figure 3-20(a), the human is
performing a similar filtering process in an unknown manner. The rules in Figure 3-20(b) may be
valuable for their repeatability, accuracy, speed, or perhaps simply to save humans from the
mental work of averaging.
x(t1 ) human x(t) automation human
'~t2 generic Xt. 5 X( t) generic
x2) decision 2 math n dcso
x(t 3 ) x (t 3 ) -- 'average
x(t 4 ) x(t 4 )
x(t 5 ) x(t 5)
(a) (b)
Figure 3-20 Supporting human decisions by automating a filtering process
Graphical Transformations
The representation of information can affect a decision process. Graphics are a particular
type of representation that allows people to use their natural perceptive abilities to see features or
patterns differently from symbolic representations. The relevance here is that graphical
transformations are almost exclusively through a Structured process. For example, the spatial
mapping of numerical data to a position on a plot is through formal rules.
It is clear that a Structured graphical process can add value to human decision-making,
particularly when the process is automated. New representations can provide a deeper insight
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into patterns and relationships, or be better suited to a particular task [106]. Sometimes, as with
filtering, a formal process may be a substitute for an existing mental transformation. For
example, Dehaene [29] has found that people describe numbers as having particular shapes,
colors, etc., and that humans appear to have an innate (but approximate) mental "number line."
In any case, human decisions (Figure 3-21(a)) are often better-informed with a Structured
graphical transformation, as in Figure 3-21(b). Of course, automated graphics require a human-
automation graphical interface.
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Figure 3-21 Supporting human decisions by automating a graphical transformation process
It should be mentioned that humans do not necessarily process graphical information in an
ill-defined manner. For example, a simple control task may be to change gears when the RPM
needle passes the vertical position. In this case, the operator uses a rule: "IF needle passes
threshold, THEN change gears." It is not even necessary that the operator understands what the
needle position represents-only that its position serves as a conditional input to a rule.
Graphical information used without an attached meaning is called a "signal" or "sign" [120].
This technique can be used to easily solve problems in a certain representation. For example, the
optimization of a scalar function can be to simply find the highest point on a curve. As Simon
[141] has noted, a well-represented problem is almost nearly solved. Graphical representations
often provide an intuitive representation for decision-making, even when the decision process is
Structured.
A more interesting issue is how people use Structured graphical transformations of
information as inputs to Unstructured decisions. The representation of information is known to
affect the decision process [106], [130], and this characteristic is sometimes exploited to elicit
perceptual, intuitive decisions [53]. In data exploration, patterns may be discovered
unpredictably. It is difficult to understand precisely how this mechanism occurs, particularly
prior to data analysis. Even when displays are fixed, as in an automobile speedometer, Structure
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is imposed by the system designers without a full understanding of how this representation will
affect operational decisions.
Alerts and Decision Aids
Alerts and decision aids are further along in the spectrum of Figure 3-19. These functions
will be discussed in depth for a specific application in the next section. Here, alerts and decision
aids are briefly discussed in a more generic sense.
Alerts
Just as filters and graphics transform information with formal rule-based processes, alerts
also operate on well-defined information to yield a new representation that adds value to human
decisions. Typically, the new representation is of the form of an unambiguous hazard state,
through interfaces such as warning lights or aural tones. Multi-state alerts provide added
resolution of hazards. Their primary benefit is to call attention to a situation that may otherwise
not be recognized. Failure to recognize or have sufficient situation awareness can be due to
complexity (e.g., the fusion of multiple data sources), unobservable data, or workload/attention.
Although issues such trust and false alarms can be problematic [138], alerts generally improve a
decision-maker's situation awareness about a hazard. However, alerts do not provide information
about how to resolve a hazard.
Decision Aids
Decision aids use observed data to propose one or more decision options to a human.
Computer-generated advice can apply towards any situation, including providing options for
resolving hazards, as in the following aircraft example.
Decision aids typically generate advice using standard production rules. Aids can be of
particular benefit when a decision-maker is not in the position to make good decisions, whether
due to inexperience, time pressure, or other factors. Decision aids can also reduce the effort
involved in searching for alternatives, allowing humans to focus on a more manageable set.
In general, however, decision aids are only used as aids because humans are believed to add
value to rule-based decisions, which operate on a fixed set of information in a context-free
manner. In contrast, humans are able to incorporate additional information, ignore information,
interpret the operational context, use creativity, apply judgment, etc. It should be mentioned that
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decision aids have also been known de-skill humans or cause misplaced trust [138]. In these
cases, humans sometimes use decision aids in a Structured manner-such as by selecting the
"best" option as determined by the computer. Typically, though, the manner in which humans
incorporate advice into decisions is often ill-defined, resulting in a decision system that is semi-
Structured, as in Figure 3-18.
Summary of Information Automation Spectrum
Filtering, graphical transformations, alerts, and decision aids are four examples of Structured
processes that are used "upstream" in the information path, providing inputs to human decision
processes. People generally do not require these inputs, for they can rely on other resources-
including their experience and ability to access a different set of information than that designed
into automation. However, these automated processes are designed to improve decisions by
making a person's decision process more informed.
3.4.2 Aircraft Collision Avoidance: Ground Proximity Warning
System
This section analyzes a specific system for illustrating alerts and decision aids: aircraft
Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS). A detailed diagram is shown in Figure 3-22, which
identifies relevant information flow and interfaces.
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Figure 3-22 Detailed aircraft collision avoidance decision process
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The GPWS was introduced in 1974 to prevent "controlled flight into terrain" accidents for
civil transports. It consists of an alerting and decision aid system that informs the flight crew of a
potentially hazardous situation, based on aircraft sensor measurements such as radar altimetry.
Sensor information-primarily altitude and altitude rate-is processed by automation using well-
defined rules, which then leads to alerts based on fixed thresholds. The alert is, in practice, two-
stage, providing "cautions" for the first stage, and "warnings" for the second-the latter of which
is accompanied by decision aid advice for hazard resolution. GPWS is designed to improve the
flight crew's situation awareness about the environment, and to provide advice if immediate
action is required. Both inputs support human decisions, adding to the rich set of information that
can be used during operation.
Alert Logic
The rules for GPWS alerts are a function of its altitude and altitude rate. Other information
(e.g., aircraft configuration) is also used, but these are ignored here for simplicity. Altitude
information comes from two sources:
1. barometric altitude, hb - derived from air pressure
2. radar "above ground level" altitude, hr - derived from the time-of-flight of
electromagnetic pulses between aircraft and terrain
*-
Altitude rates, hb and hr, are also available. Since GPWS uses primarily altitude
information, and does not observe lateral states or intended path information. Figure 3-23
illustrates the observable states. Despite this somewhat limited observability, GPWS has played a
part in reducing "controlled flight into terrain" accidents [11].
hbljhr, 'r *hb
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Figure 3-23 Observable states used by GPWS alerting logic (based on Kuchar & Hansman [78])
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Since measurements are downward-looking, alerts are based on assumptions of terrain
variations. Radar measurements from directly below the aircraft are extrapolated to project the
terrain ahead of the aircraft, in the direction of its flight. This projection is required to provide
advanced warnings to the flight crew due to the momentum of the aircraft, and latency in their
response. The tunnel vision of GPWS is prone to errors-false alarms and missed detections-
depending on the terrain profile, as in Figure 3-24 (a) and (b), respectively. Since these errors are
generally in conflict, they form a common tradeoff in threshold-based alerts.
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Figure 3-24 Illustration detection errors. In (a), alert logic based on terrain closure rate produces
false alarms, opposed to missed detections in (b) (based on Kuchar & Hansman [78])
The alerting logic depends on the aircraft: more responsive aircraft generally require less
warning time. Combinations of altitude and altitude rate (or terrain closure rate) define a two-
dimensional state space in which near-hazardous regions can be defined. Intuitively, dangerous
regions in the state space should exist at low altitudes, high barometric descent rates, and/or high
terrain closure rates. Figure 3-25 shows example alerting threshold diagrams for a Boeing 767
aircraft (Boeing 1983). These diagrams, which define the alert space, are similar, but based on
different hazard assumptions. Each defines two main regions that define the severity of the
situation: a caution region (light gray) and a warning region (dark gray). The caution regions are
considered alerts: they call attention to the situation ("sink rate" or "terrain"). The warning
regions are also decision aids: they provide advice on how to resolve a hazard ("pull up").
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Approximate alert and decision-aid logic for Boeing 767
GPWS system (based on Kuchar & Hansman [78] )
Both alert threshold diagrams illustrate the Structured process that automation uses to inform
the flight crew. Alerting logic is based on a simple, well-defined set of information. This logic is
not likely to be identical to what human operators use. However, given the contraints of well-
defined rules, GPWS provides value to a broader, more-complex decision process, in which
humans are actively involved.
Human-Automation Interface
Displays for alerts are both visual and aural. Amber lights are used for cautions, and red
lights for warnings. These lights include descriptive information: "GND PROX" for cautions,
and "PULL UP" for warnings. These are accompanied by aural descriptions: "Sink rate" or
"Terrain" for cautions, and "Pull up" for warnings. Interface information is summarized in Table
I. Note that cautions describe reasoning for the alert, and warnings describe actions for resolving
the crisis. If the situations were not time-critical, warnings perhaps may have also included
information about the nature of the hazard.
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Table 1 Visual and aural information from the GPWS interface
Human Response to Alerts
Upon receiving an alert or decision aid, members of the flight crew often resort to an ill-
defined process as part of a more complex situation assessment and flight control decision (Figure
3-22). These processes are examined to understand the value that humans add to the decision
system.
Humans and automation comprise a semi-Structured decision system that is synergistic for
collision hazard diagnosis and control decisions. GPWS alerts provide value to humans by
calling attention to hazards that may not be recognized by the flight crew, particularly during poor
visibility. Situation awareness tends to degrade particularly during periods of very high or very
low workload, for reasons such as limited attention resources, fatigue, boredom, complacency, etc
[138]. GPWS is clearly valuable, but it may not be sufficient for reliable situation assessment due
to errors previously discussed.
Ground Proximity Detection
One of the ways humans add value to ground proximity detection is through their access to
more information. Whereas GPWS alerts use sensor measurements from views directly beneath
the aircraft, humans can often observe images whose field-of-view covers laterally-in particular
the forward direction. This information may not be as precise as artificial sensors, but it provides
broad information about the "big picture": the current state of the aircraft relative to where it has
been and where it is going. This information can be especially important for verifying alerts,
since good visibility can be sufficient for almost instant confirmation or falsification of a terrain
hazard. The flight crew can also access on board navigation maps for obtaining a similar broad
terrain view. In addition, humans have access to the same sensor information as GPWS. As
Figure 3-22 shows, humans have access to a rich set of information, including GPWS and its
supporting information, direct visual images, and an array of standard flight control feedback.
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Humans rely on experience also. Familiar trajectories can build an expectation of terrain, so
that the flight crew can be more vigilant in dangerous areas, perhaps even accommodating missed
detections. Similarly, they can learn to predict regions of false alarms. Experience can help to
understand and predict GPWS behavior, which can potentially improve pilot conformance and
trust in automation [117], [138].
Flight Response Decisions
The pilot response to a GPWS alert depends on its severity. During a caution ("sink rate" or
"terrain" in Figure 3-25), the pilot is at liberty to devote resources to assessing the potential
problem. This is because the alert space for cautions is conservative, allowing time for
verification even in the event of a correct detection. However, the pilot is instructed to
immediately perfonn a wings-level pull-up if visual contact with the terrain is not made when
GPWS issues a warning: the more severe of the two-stage alert [28]. Automation augments this
training with decision aid information: a visual and aural "pull up" instruction.
Despite training and decision aids, it has been observed that pilots do not always conform to
GPWS warnings, leading to delayed or variable flight responses. In early GPWS systems with
simpler logic, the high rate of false alarms resulted in pilots ignoring or disabling alerts-some
resulting in accidents [15]. False alarm rates continue to be a factor, even in modern GPWS.
Pilot responses and their motivation are not fully understood: the decision process appears
Unstructured despite that training calls for a Structured response (procedure). Hence, in addition
to hazard diagnosis, it appears that pilot control response to GPWS alerts can also be ill-defined.
There are potentially many contributing factors to Unstructured response behavior. These
include a lack of trust in automation-which is affected by previous experience of false alarms-
and/or a mismatch between the automation and the pilot's current expectation [117]. As with
many alert response decisions, the decision to pull up seems to consider the consequences
associated with automation error: the positive consequence of not conforming in the event of a
false alarm. This may at first seem irrational, considering the grave potential consequences.
However, studies have shown that human behavior under high risk is not modeled well by
classical decision theory [31].
The concept of an Unstructured process not only provides a framework with which to view
response decisions to GPWS alerts, but also helps to understand why it is difficult to improve
pilot conformance. For example, one solution is to provide more information about a GPWS
decision- identifying its inputs and revealing its internal logic. A lack of supporting information
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is thought to contribute to delayed responses [78]. Supporting information may include a
representation of the GPWS hazard states relative to alert thresholds, or a predictive display of the
future flight trajectory superimposed with terrain. However, it is difficult to say how inputs affect
an Unstructured decision. Adding inputs to a process potentially makes a decision more
informed, but this comes at the cost of attention resources, which is particularly important in
time-critical decisions such as collision avoidance. This may negate one of the benefits of alerts:
to hide complexity by providing an unambiguous, low-resolution signal. In summary, there
appears to be a tendency by humans to use Unstructured decision processes in aircraft collision
avoidance. While this can be beneficial, Unstructured processes can also be viewed as a
departure from the Structured pilot conformance process that is determined prior to operation.
3.4.3 Auto-Overriding Human Control
At the extreme end of the information automation spectrum in Figure 3-19 is "auto-
override," which is typically a transient mode in which the human is temporarily removed from
the information path. Auto-override is a Structured process that can be viewed as an extension of
a decision aid, as illustrated in Figure 3-26. In this model, it is assumed that the same information
used by the decision aid is also sufficient for determining the criteria to override human control.
control decision
Figure 3-26 Auto-overriding human aircraft control
Viewing auto-override as an automated extension of a decision aid follows naturally from
Sheridan and Verplank's scale of "degrees of automation" [138], shown in Table 2. Their
spectrum of automation focuses on the functions of decision aiding and controlling, which is a
subset of the functions shown earlier in Figure 3-19. Most of the options in Table 2 are true
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decision-aids, because they keep the human operator in the decision loop. However, designs have
emerged which intentionally bypass humans (shown as the 101 item below).
Table 2 Degrees of automation for decision-aid (from Sheridan [138])
1. The computer offers no assistance, human must do it all
2. The computer offers a complete set of action altemrnatives, and
3. Narrows the selection down to a few, or
4. Suggests one, and
5. Executes that suggestion if the human approves, or
6. Allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic execution, or
7. Executes automatically, then necessarily informs the human, or
8. Informs him after execution only if he asks, or
9. Informs him after execution if it, the computer, decides to.
10. The computer decides everything and acts autonomously, ignoring the human.
Decision systems that incorporate an auto-override function are not highly evolved systems.
Debates persist over the degree to which automation is involved in a system, and issues on
control authority are often the most difficult. However, there is a strong motivation to use auto-
override in complex systems, particularly when these systems are intolerant to human errors.
Auto-override in Flight Envelope Protection
While not common, the auto-override function has emerged in some modem aircraft to
protect a system from exceeding its safety envelope. For example, the Airbus A320 uses a fly-by-
wire system with a "hard" speed envelope protection and a 2.5g limit. This automation is
designed to prevent a pilot from stalling the aircraft, and from exceeding structural limits in an
emergency. In the former case, the aircraft directly applies maximum thrust to prevent stall,
without the pilot's consent. Whereas a decision aid would suggest that the pilot apply full
throttle, "hard" protection systems temporarily disconnect the human. An auto-override function
for speed envelope protection is shown in Figure 3-27.
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maximum thrust
Figure 3-27 "Hard" auto-override for aircraft speed envelope protection
Airbus Industrie officials believe that if the technology exists to automate a function that
would prevent a pilot from inadvertently exceeding safety limits, this should be done 61]. This
belief inherently assumes that the decision process to override humans is sufficiently understood,
and that this information is readily available. The conditions at which aircraft stall occurs
certainly fits these criteria, since the aerodynamic characteristics as a function of attitude and
speed are well modeled. Of course, it is assumed that these rules apply regardless of the specific
context.
In contrast, the traditional view of supervisory control systems has the human in charge at all
times. As discussed in Section Z.3, there are reasons to believe that the human is better suited to
being "in charge."
Each side of the control authority debate has a reasonable argument. For example, on one
side, the flight crew is ultimately responsible for flight controls, and responsibility logically
requires control authority. Other arguments against auto-override includes issues associated with
mode awareness, control transitions in both directions, and physical struggles for control. On the
other side, humans also make errors-particularly under time pressure-sometimes with grave
consequences. In fact, in nuclear power plants, humans are often prohibited from intervening
because of potential human error. For flight control, "who" is best may only be objectively
determined a posteriori, but this is of little help rare events.
"Soft"Auto-Override
Alternate approaches to auto-override represent a different human-automation design
philosophy. Boeing Corporation, for example, believes that automation is a tool to aid pilots and
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should not be given authority to override pilot inputs. The Boeing 777 uses a "soft" approach to
speed envelope protection. If the aircraft is decelerating near the minimum speed, automation
requires that the pilot apply more force on the yoke through a force actuator. In this case,
automation only informs pilots of a hazardous situation, similar to an alert, but does so intuitively
through the same interface used for control. The critical design feature is that automation informs
the human by "fighting" his or her entry of control information.
Traditional Alert I Decision Aid Auto-override ("Hard Approach)
maximum thrust
automation human aircraft
suggestion:
'reduce pitch
attitude' T 
Lspeed and attitude _speed and attitude
Intuitive Alert I Decision Aid (Soft' Approach)
artificial force feedback
Figure 3-28 "Soft" auto-override for aircraft speed envelope protection
The "soft" approach, shown in Figure 3-28, can be viewed as a compromise between
traditional alert and decision aid designs, as in GPWS, and the "hard" approach of auto-overrides.
Note that the "soft" approach reduces to the others at each extreme of force feedback: for
negligible forces automation acts similarly to traditional displays, while for very large forces
automation acts similarly to auto-override mode, preventing humans from entering control inputs.
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Both "hard" and "soft" auto-override designs represent different ways of "voting" between
conflicting decisions. This issue is further discussed in Section 3.8.3.
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3.5 DIAGNOSTICS AND PROCEDURES IN AIRCRAFT
AND MEDICINE
This section analyzes standard operating procedures and the information processes that
initiate them. A procedure is a Structured decision process that is often executed by humans, but
which typically follows a diagnostic process that determines its initiation. Examples are chosen
from aircraft (engine fire) and medicine. Each i modeled by a Structured-Unstructured-
Structured topology, as shown in Figure 3-29. Unlike in supervisory control, here the
Unstructured process does not provide high level target states, but instead determines when the
conditions are appropriate for the procedure.
human
hamn nr controlled
l I
diagnosis / situation assessment
Figure 3-29 Standard operating procedure and its conditional information processes
Since the initiation of a procedure is conditional on an appropriate assessment of a situation,
the first two processes in Figure 3-29 provide this function. The information processes prior to
procedure execution can include alerts, but collectively perform what can be called "diagnosis" or
"situation assessment." While diagnosis is not well-defined, it often benefits from some "front
end" processing with rules, such that Structure also appears at the front of the information path.
Despite the ill-defined nature of diagnosis, the result is often a simple, well-defined
classification that is used to select and initiate a procedure. The procedure provides the
operational decision-maker with a clear set of rules or actions that have been determined prior to
operation-sometimes through evolution over considerable time and/or effort [17], [107], 130].
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3.5.1 Aircraft Engine Fire Procedure
This section analyzes a procedural decision made during an aircraft emergency-an engine
fire-as part of a semi-Structured decision process. Figure 3-30 is a detailed representation of the
diagnosis-procedure decision system for an aircraft engine fire. As is typically the case, diagnosis
relies on a rich set of information that is processed in an ill-defined manner. In contrast, the
procedure requires a simpler set of well-defined information: primarily the diagnosis. Feedback
from the aircraft is continually required to monitor the situation as the procedure is executed.
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Figure 3.30 Engine fire decision process: Structured-Unstructured diagnosis
followed by a Structured procedure for resolving hazard
Engine Fire Diagnosis
The diagnosis of an engine fire is a semi-Structured decision process. Pilots are trained to
recognize the signs through experience and instruction. While alerts are used to call attention to
these hazards via temperature sensors in the engine, alerting logic is based on simple sensing and
logic, and one or more members of the flight crew is generally required to verify a fire. Humans
can be valuable for incorporating additional information into the diagnostic decision, such as
changes in aircraft dynamics, visual and aural information, etc., which are reflected in Figure
3-30 by the inputs to the Unstructured process. In the context of real time information
processing, these inputs-including experience-allow humans to accommodate alert errors,
potentially improving engine fire diagnosis.
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Since the flight crew may not have access to visual information, their contribution to the
diagnostic function is not necessarily in improving accuracy. Rather, since they are responsible
for the safety of the flight, humans require final authority in assessing the situation. This is
similar to the arguments for control authority. In this case, the authority is in information
processing, rather than in providing corrective actions (the latter is implied by a correct situation
assessment). Final authority in situation assessment is reflected in Figure 3-30 by the human as
the right-most process prior to the procedure.
Humans also appear to be valuable for assessing a situation in a broad context. Procedures
are designed to be used under certain conditions, but these may have to be interpreted during
operation based on other "big picture" information. There are occasions, although rare, in which
the immediate execution of an engine fire procedure is not appropriate. By incorporating other
information and knowledge about the situation in which an engine fire occurs, and understanding
higher level goals, a procedure can be applied more appropriately.
Engine Fire Procedure
The procedure for an engine fire is an example of a standardized decision process for
resolving a hazard in a timely manner. In the following paragraphs, an engine fire procedure is
described. This particular procedure is not universal, since engine fire procedures depend on the
specific aircraft model, and, in fact, on the specific airline. The following is from American
Airline, for a Boeing 767 aircraft:
ENGINE FIRE I Damage I Shutdown
Any crewmember noting the engine fire or severe damage shall verbally identify the
affected engine. Another crewmember shall verbally verify the affected engine.
AUTOTHROTTLE .................... ...................... DISCONNECT
The pilot-flying will disconnect the autothrottle.
_THROTTLE .......................................................... CLOSE
The pilot-flying will retard the throttle to idle.
FUEL CONTROL SWITCH ...................................... CUTOFF
The pilot-not-flying will actuate associated Fuel Control Switch and verify
shutdown by checking decay of EGT, N2 and fuel flow.
_ENGINE FIRE HANDLE .......................................... PULL
The pilot-not-flying will pull Engine Fire Handle.
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The above procedure has been pre-determined to be an adequate means for resolving engine
fires (assuming it is applied in the appropriate context). It consists of four primitive operations',
executed by two members of the flight crew. As Figure 3-30 illustrates, the information required
for procedure initiation also includes identification of the affected engine. Hence, the procedure
operates on a simple set of well-defined information, and results in well-defined actions-both
being typical characteristic of Structured processes.
Engine fire procedures provide pilots with a quick way to make effective decisions during an
aircraft emergency, and serve as memory aids to supplement training [17], [107]. Given its
appropriate initiation, the engine fire procedure can be executed without the need for deliberation
or other efforts that require considerable time and attention. Standard operating procedures are
also valuable in aircraft decision-making during nominal conditions, providing memory-aiding
checklists for aircraft configurations, and providing predictable behavior for air traffic
management.
3.5.2 Medical Treatment Procedures
The field of medicine also uses standard operating procedures as part of a semi-Structured
decision process. As with engine fire diagnosis, medical procedures are frequently initiated after
a semi-Structured diagnosis. However, in this case the diagnostic sub-processes are less
redundant: the "alert" provides a clear indication of a problem, but this information is used only
to direct a search for a diagnosis via a complex process. Also, human physicians generally
execute all decision processes, including the alerting process. A typical medical diagnosis-
procedure decision process is shown in Figure 3-31.
Temperature "Alert"
Although patient diagnosis is generally complex, there are often simple indicators that
narrow the search space. An example is a temperature "alert," indicates that the patient's body
temperature is out of normal range (Figure 3-31). The temperature alert process is not automated,
but serves as a well-defined method for calling attention to an important health state.
5 More instructions are provided in case the four steps in the primary procedure are unsuccessful in extinguishing the fire.
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Figure 3-31 Medical decision process involving a standard procedure
A patient typically visits a physician with symptomatic complaints that are verbally
communicated-often ambiguously. Due to the complexity of human anatomy, it is important
that diagnosis is efficiently performed. By classifying body temperature as out of normal range,
this coarse information helps the physician determine a likely set of ailments on which to focus.
Diagnosis of Ailment
Following the recognition of a high temperature, a physician considers additional
information to support or falsify a working hypothesis of the ailment. The information required
for diagnosis is generally complex and ill-defined, including verbal descriptions, visual
inspections, and aural patterns such as the sound of lungs during deep breaths. Physicians may
also have to deal with inaccurate information that is intentionally provided. Well-defined
information other than temperature is also incorporated, such as weight and blood pressure-
some of which are obtained with medical instruments. Information for diagnosis is often
collected adaptively, based on an exploratory process-although this inner loop is not shown in
Figure 3-31 for simplicity.
At some point, a physician judges that a diagnosis is correct with sufficient certainty. This
judgment appears to reflect "satisficing" rather than "optimizing" [141], and may consider issues
other than diagnosis accuracy. For example, physicians consider the cost of obtaining
information and balance this with the risk involved with misdiagnosis and its associated
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procedures. Diagnosis certainty can always be improved with additional tests, but this is not
practical. In short, physicians have to make judgments that consider issues outside of diagnosis
accuracy, which involves ambiguity, complexity, insufficient information, uncertainty, and
humanistic issues such as subjective judgment, moral judgment, and responsibility. Physicians
also understand the associated procedure, and use information other than diagnosis to determine if
the situation is appropriate.
Medical Procedure
The resulting diagnosis is often an unambiguous classification of a malady, leading to a
well-defined procedure for treating the patient. For example, if a patient is diagnosed with the
virus, the physician is not likely to create an ad hoc treatment, but will instead use standard
treatments such as established doses of prescription medication. Since diagnosis and patient
responses have inherent uncertainty, it may be necessary to observe the effects of a procedure (the
outer loop in Figure 3-31). Nevertheless, medical procedures provide a prescribed baseline
treatment that for treating patients, such that the value of physicians is often in assessing the
situation opposed to determining the treatment.
3.5.3 Closing Remarks on Diagnosis
Diagnosis typically leads to decision actions, and can therefore be viewed as the initial part
of production rule: the "IF' in "IF...THEN." In the skill-rule-knowledge classification of human
behavior, Rasmussen [120] mentions that in rule-based behavior-the use of a sequence of
subroutines in a familiar work situation-"the rules can be reported by the person, although the
cues releasing a rule may be difficult to describe." That is, although a procedure can be
articulated, its conditional information process-the "IF' or diagnosis-is not always definable.
The Reductionist View of Diagnosis
The diagnosis-procedure paradigm suggests the portion of decision-making that is poorly
understood resides at the front of the information path: assessing a situation. That is, the complex
and ill-defined portion is associated with the inputs, and not the decision outputs. By some
means, information is reduced to a lower order. This "reductionist" view of decision-making is
illustrated in Figure 3-32.
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Figure 3-32 The reductionist view of diagnosis
Decision processes are often information-rich, while outputs tend to be simpler and more
definable. Consider the prevalence of binary decisions: the simplest possible decision output.
Example decisions include guilty vs. innocent, take-off vs. hold, etc. These are all simple options,
but the decision process may have any level of complexity.
The reductionist paradigm suggests that diagnosis requires an information set that is large in
comparison to its output. In familiar situations, humans appear to perform situation assessment
perceptually or intuitively, with little difficulty [72]. However, this may change as systems
become complex and less familiar.
Diagnosis with Neural Networks
Automated Unstructured processes such as neural networks may be good candidates for ill-
defined diagnosis. The reductionist model is, in fact, a good model of actual neuron behavior-
biological or computational. A neuron reduces enormous streams of information into a single bit,
by either firing or not firing [80]. Although information is destroyed in the process, this approach
can be successful only if the destruction is selective-which is what learning/training provides.
Reductionism at the individual neuron level often emerges at the network or system level,
resulting in a low-order system decision output.
Some of the more successful applications of neural networks are in pattern recognition and
failure diagnosis [83], [90], [147]. Both functions are similar in their reductionist nature.
Applications continue to grow. Diagnostic systems are being used to monitor factory operations,
and are even designed into photocopiers to reduce service calls [156]. In manufacturing plants,
visual image processing is often employed using neural networks to perform rapid identification
of defective parts. In these examples, the correlation of complex patterns of information to well-
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defined states is not understood sufficiently to perform with rules. Through supervised learning,
however, neural networks can often excel at pattern recognition and diagnosis. Of course, neural
networks tend to be successful in domains in which the relevant data is known, and in which
training data is available.
As systems such as aircraft become more complex, it is likely that even experienced humans
will need to rely on automation for diagnostic assistance. This assistance can be from both
Structured (e.g., model-based) and Unstructured (e.g., neural network) algorithms, since each
offers unique value, based in part on the extent to which a system is explicitly understood. These
automated processes may even surpass the abilities of humans. However, if the diagnostic
process leads to a well-defined procedure. humans will likely remain valuable during operation
for understanding broader issues that are associated with the procedure's execution.
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3.6 MULTI-ATTRIBUTE DECISIONS
The selection from a given set of discrete alternatives with multiple attributes is an example
of a semi-Structured decision process with a Structured-Unstructured-Structured topology, as
shown in Figure 3-33. Humans are actively involved in the selection process because formal a
priori decision models tend to be inadequate for replacing judgment and holistic evaluation of
multi-dimensional data [74], [99], [124], [168]. However, since data analysis is both exploratory
and complex, the user relies on a set of Structured software tools to manipulate and observe the
data with rapid feedback.
initial database
Figure 3-33 Simple model of multi-attribute decision process
The topology shown in Figure 3-33 is similar to that discussed in the previous section on
diagnosis-procedure decision-making. However, the application here has characteristics that are
more similar to supervisory control and information automation since the human issues goals to
automation, and the results are observed via automation. An important change from previous
examples is that the "controlled system" here is informational: a computer database. One
implication of this is that altering the state of the controlled system does not have associated
dynamics or environmental disturbances. Furthermore, the purpose of the decision process is not
to ultimately alter the controlled system; observing and altering the data serves only as a means to
the selection of an alternative.
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Figure 3-34 Detailed model of multi-attribute decision process
Figure 3-34 shows a more detailed diagram of the multi-attribute decision process. The
decision-maker is assumed to enter the situation with a set of Goals, requirements, and constraints
regarding the selection. It is unlikely that these can be defined a priori to accurately reflect a
decision-maker's behavior for all possible data sets. Instead, one must understand the options
that are available from a new data set-during "operation"-and make the appropriate trade-offs
based on ambiguously defined goals.
Analysis tools such as normalizing, ranking, filtering, and data aggregation (through a
decision model) assist by performing calculations that are initiated by simple user commands.
Humans also enter additional data, such as subjective weights, preferences, etc. The results of
these actions are stored in a working database that is fed back and observed through display logic
such as graphics. A separate inner feedback loop allows for display adjustments, which provides
an added dimension of data exploration freedom. The exploration cycle can continue indefinitely
until an ill-defined stopping criterion is met, and a "most preferred" (versus optimum) selection is
made [74].
3.6.1 Data Assumptions
The "database" in Figure 3-34 is assumed to contain information for decision alternatives Dn
(n = 1 to N), each with associated attributes Am (m = 1 to A). As Figure 3-35 shows, the data can
be represented as an N x M (5 x 6) matrix, which is the typical form for spreadsheets. The
function of the decision system is to ultimately select a single row from this matrix.
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Figure 3-35 Multi-attribute data represented as a matrix or spreadsheet
For this analysis, it is also assumed that the data for the matrix is numerical. This allows all
data to be transformed through mathematical and logical operations. Qualitative information is
assumed to come from other sources. For example, in selecting an electric motor (the example
used throughout this section) a catalog database may contain numerical attributes such as cost,
weight, speed, torque, and operating voltage, and not qualitative information such as pictures.
Although multi-attribute data is not limited to products from a catalog, this will be the example
used in the remainder of this section.
3.6.2 The Problem of Order Reduction
The multi-attribute selection problem is one that is fundamental to decision-making: how to
integrate multiple pieces of information into a single decision. It is a problem of order reduction,
(as discussed in Section 3.5.3). Since each alternative D, is a vector of attributes, in which each
element is an attribute value, alternatives seemingly have to be compared in multi-dimensional
space, and their order reduced through techniques such as elimination and aggregation (Section
2.7.1). The issue of reductionism is certainly not unique to multi-attribute decision-making, but is
apparent here since the information components are elements a vector.
The fundamental problem with multi-attribute decision-making is determining how to
operate on individual attributes-the "parts" of the decision alternative-without sacrificing the
"wholeness" of the decision task [85].
3.6.3 The Value of Humans in Multi-attribute Decisions
Humans are valuable as a functional component of a multi-attribute decision for many
reasons. In particular, it appears that they can incorporate multi-dimensional data holistically-
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without explicitly considering how each attribute individually affects the overall value of a
decision alternative. This is believed to be a product of experience and familiarity, as in the
pattern recognizing abilities of experts. While holistic decision-making is not always possible
(which will be discussed shortly), it is valuable because it does not force the human to follow a
deliberative, analytical process, which has been shown to sometimes reduce the quality of
decisions [36], [53], [72].
Additional Information
Humans are also able to incorporate other information into the decision, beyond the
attributes that are available from the database. For example, it may be important to consider a
company's reputation on delivery time and technical support, or information about aesthetics-
qualities that are not likely to be found in a catalog database [62]. Since any decision model is
based on a limited set of information, it may be important to perform "sanity checks" on its
choice by incorporating additional information.
Adapting to Data
The ability to adapt to the data is also an important characteristic of human decision-makers.
Adaptation can be required in different ways, such as the following:
* Missing data - When elements or columns of data are missing from a matrix,
a selection may need to be made despite that the decision-maker is under-
informed.
* Additional data - When additional attributes are available in a catalog, it may
be beneficial to incorporate this into a decision.
* Tightening goals and constraints - Given a set of data for which there are a
greater selection of options than expected, one may want to consider
adjusting goals and constraints to further improve the quality of the selection.
* Relaxing goals and constraints - Given a set of data for which there are few
or no alternatives that meet an initial set of criteria, it may be necessary to
adjust the goals and constraints so that a reasonable selection can still be
made.
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Whereas humans can often accommodate the above situations, the rules underlying such
adaptive behavior are not well understood [134]. These are some of the reasons why a priori
decision models are inappropriate for multi-attribute decisions.
3.6.4 Multi-attribute Decision Tools
Some of the techniques that have evolved in multi-attribute decision-making (also called
multi-criteria decision-making) are labeled in Figure 3-34, such as ranking and functions. In the
broader scope of decision support systems, which according to Simon [145] assist in four phases
of a decision process (intelligence, design, choice, and review), these tools address the choice
phase [115]. Within this phase, decision tools can be viewed as assisting the decision-maker
through one of the following general functions:
* Reducing complexity - As mentioned, the mult.-attribute decision problem is
one of order reduction. When the size of a matrix is large, cognitive
limitations in short term memory and information processing may emerge.
The size of the matrix is reduced in many ways, such as through graphical
operations [47], or more directly by deleting rows (alternatives) and/or
columns (attributes). In addition, scalar utility functions also reduce
complexity through aggregation.
* Changing the representation - The manner in which data is represented can
help people "see" different aspects of the data. Insight can be improved
through representations that exploit perceptual pattern recognition,
experience, etc. Representational tools are not only for visual display, but
also for altering numerical data (e.g., normalization).
The following describes some of the highly evolved tools that perform the above general
functions.
Filtering
"Filtering" is a term used to describe the adding or deleting of alternatives based on well-
defined criteria. The size of the data can be reduced directly by deleting rows (decision
alternatives) or columns (attributes) of the matrix. The elimination of attributes is generally a
manual task, since one has to judge which attributes are not relevant or important for the task.
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However, the elimination of decision alternatives can be accomplished by specifying acceptable
numerical ranges on attributes, which can be automatically applied to all rows in the matrix.
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Figure 3-36 Attribute criteria can be used to "filter" decision alternatives
by defining an acceptable region (unshaded)
Figure 3-36 graphically illustrates how filtering can be used to reduce the number of
alternatives from 23 to 6 through a logical ("AND") combination of individual attribute
thresholds K and K2. The decision-maker can then focus only on the small number of
"acceptable" alternatives. However, in Figure 3-36 the acceptable region is constrained to be
rectangular, which may not reflect actual choice behavior. The decision-maker may desire to
adjust these constraints to better adapt these simple filtering rules to the data set and the ill-
defined selection goals.
Ranking
Ranking or ordering is fundamentally a reductionist action because it represents a single
dimension of evaluation. This is true whether the ordering is cardinal (with a numerical scale) or
ordinal [27].
Unless ranking is done subjectively, it generally requires a numerical order [167]. Rankings
that are based on a single attribute obviously do not reflect the values of other atiributes. At the
other extreme, rankings that are based on utility functions (which may incorporate all attributes in
the data set) may not reflect the complex, multi-dimensional considerations that a decision-maker
may have. In addition, the single dimension of ranks cannot reflect the intransitive behavior that
people often demonstrate [75]. Nevertheless, the order-reducing characteristics of ranks provide
humans with an estimate of good and bad alternatives, whose position in the order can be easy to
track during the exploration process.
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Multi-attribute Utility Functions
Utility functions are analytical models, which are a special use of Structured processes.
With models, not only are the inputs and outputs symbolic representations, but the process itself
is a representation-in this case a representation of a decision-maker's value or "utility" of a
decision alternative [27].
As with ranks, utility functions are beneficial because they provide a representation of the
overall (scalar) value of an alternative, which helps a decision-maker separate good and bad
alternatives. Utilities for individual or coupled attributes are elicited from the decision-maker
prior to decision-making. A multi-attribute utility function is typically an expression that
aggregates subjectively "weighted" utilities. These weights abstractly reflect the relative
importance of attributes. Figure 3-37 shows a simple additive multi-attribute utility function, in
which wi are the weights, and U(Ai) are the individual utilities-both of which are elicited prior to
decision-making.
attribute U(A) = W1U(A 1) + w2U(A 2) + w3U(A3 ) + ** utilitydata '"
Figure 3-37 Example of a multi-attribute utility function
Utility functions provide an approximation to actual (holistic) value, which can be valuable
even in the simplest models [27]. However, they are often insufficient for reflecting actual choice
behavior, particularly when the model is explicitly articulated prior to operation [38], [18], [60],
[74], [111].
Normalization
Normalization is an example of a more general action that changes the representation of
data, and does not necessarily reduce its order. Typical normalizing actions are dividing a
number by a reference (e.g., transform to a percentage) or subtracting off a reference to yield a
difference. For example, in selecting an electric motor, one may choose to normalize all values
of stall torque by the value corresponding to the motor that is most familiar. The "best"
representation, if it exists, depends on the user and the task. More generally, each representation
offers different insight.
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Graphics
As discussed in Section 3.4.1, graphical transformations provide a representation that allows
humans to exploit their natural perceptual abilities. When users interact with graphical tools-
through the inner loop in Figure 3-34- it is not necessary to make explicit what is being sought.
Rather, analysts can make discoveries by adjusting well-defined display parameters and
observing ill-defined patterns.
In multi-attribute decision-making, graphics are a powerful tool particularly for navigating
large data sets. The same data presented numerically can be more difficult to observe due to
limitations in symbolic processing [141] and short-term memory [93]. While humans tend to be
good at recognizing data trends, patterns, clusters, and outliers, they are limited to viewing data in
low dimensions. Various graphical transformations have been developed to help navigate
through high-dimensional space [41], [47], [48], [157]. Many tools have evolved which combine
the Unstructured perceptual pattern recognition abilities of humans with Structured graphical
transformations for displaying revealing views of low-dimensional data.
One manner for displaying high-dimensional data is through "scatterplot matrices." In this
technique, three-dimensional data (which here is considered "high" for simplicity) is displayed as
a matrix of two-dimensional subplots, in which a data point represents two attributes of a three-
attribute decision alternative. Although the scatterplot matrix does not hide any data, only two-
dimensional patterns can be perceptually recognized. It becomes more difficult to "see" three-
dimensional patterns because this requires a non-intuitive correlation between subplots.
Regardless of the data size, the graphical representation of data can make patterns and
relationships salient, and more fitting to the user and task. The rules graphics are always
determined a priori, to a certain extent. However, it may be beneficial to add more flexibility by
allowing the user to adjust parameters that are normally fixed prior to operation.
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Figure 3-38 A scatterplot matrix is one graphical tool for observing high dimensional data
3.6.5 Highly Interactive Tools
The tools for data analysis and display offer an added degree of value when they are "highly
interactive." While any of the previous tools can be considered interactive based on the feedback
loop in Figure 3-34, highly interactive tools allow the user to modify parameters that are
traditionally determined prior to analysis. This adds Unstructure to the operational decision
process. In addition, highly interactive tools exploit the computer's ability to perform rapid
calculations for cause-effect exploration, which may allow another type of learning due to the
perception of dynamic patterns.
Since multi-attribute selection is an exploratory task with ill-defined goals, the Unstructured
decision process cannot have associated rules that are defined to be a priori optimal for the
system. However, interactive rules can be better matched to the data, the task, and the user,
allowing the "best" rules to be determined during operation through an adaptive learning process.
The tools described in the previous section can each be designed to be highly interactive.
This section discusses two of these tools in this respect: interactive utility functions, and
interactive graphics.
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Highly Interactive Utility Functions
Earlier it was mentioned that humans can find it difficult to select subjective weights in a
utility function to accurately reflect their actual choice behavior. Although all models are an
abstraction, and thus prone to errors, the "errors" in utility functions cannot be measured in a
formal sense when the goals are ill-defined. However, the user can compare the results of the
decision model (utility function) with evaluation during operation. By observing the results of
parameter changes (e.g., weight adjustments), utility functions can evolve during operation to
reflect actual choice behavior more accurately than with static models [6], [11], [13], [74], [99],
[148]. Also, by making parameters such as weights explicit, people are forced to clearly
articulate information about goals and constraints that previously may have been vague.
attribute U(A) = w#U(A1) + w2U(A2) + W3U(A3) + -F utilitydata "
static utility function
interactive utility function
attribute
data
Figure 3-39 Static and interactive utility functions
In short, deferring the complete determination of the utility function until operation (e.g.,
through interactive weights) appears to add value to the multi-attribute decision process.
Interactive utility functions may improve multi-attribute decisions by allowing the human to
refine the model during operation. This not only can improve the accuracy of the model for a
particular data set, but it also forces decision-makers to articulate model parameters such that
their preferences are understood more explicitly.
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Highly Interactive Graphics
Highly interactive graphics allow the user to adjust parameters whose value may have little
significance in a static sense. While traditional graphical tools provide representations that have
static value (e.g., pie charts), highly interactive graphical tools add features to perceive data
patterns through high-frequency interaction [89]. For this reason, "highly interactive" graphics is
sometimes used interchangeably with "dynamic graphics."
Highly interactive graphics can be especially powerful for exploring high-dimensional data
(greater than two or three dimensions). An example of a semi-Structured approach for navigating
high-dimensional data is through "brushing"[23]. The same scatterplot display of the attributes of
an electric motor from Figure 3-38 is shown again in Figure 3-40. However, in order to
understand data relationships across these subplots, a technique called "brushing" is employed.
In brushing, the same decision alternatives corresponding to the selected points in one subplot are
visually identified in the other subplots (e.g., through shading or coloring). As the brush is
moved-perhaps identifying clusters in one subplot-high-dimensional patterns may become
apparent by observing its effects in the other two subplots. Other highly interactive graphical
techniques, such as those based on animation, are discussed in [23], [34], [76].
Figure 3-40 "Brushed" scatterplot matrix: an example of highly interactive graphics
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Interactive graphical transformations such as brushed scatterplot matrices also illustrate why
multi-attribute decision-making has an ill-defined stopping criterion for exploration. For
Unstructured decisions, the concept of satisficing may apply, which states that a decision-maker
does not optimize, but seeks a "good enough" alternative with a reasonable amount of effort. The
efforts involved in exploration are a "cost" compared to the "benefits" of understanding data, yet
neither cost nor benefit is clearly definable. At some point during analysis-perhaps when a
perceptual pattern of data is discovered-the user is "satisficed," and judges that further analysis
is not required. In multi-attribute decisions, this is the point when a selection is made.
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3.7 ENGINEERING DESIGN
3.7.1 Introduction
The engineering design of reasonably complex artifacts can be modeled as a semi-Structured
decision process with an Unstructured-Structured-Unstructured topology, as shown in Figure
3-41. When a product is complex, design occurs in phases, beginning with conceptualization.
After this creative, ill-defined process, design concepts are analyzed using formal models and
analytical techniques-typically with CAD (computer aided design) tools. Finally, since design
problems are typically open-ended, evaluation of a concept requires human judgment. The three
processes in Figure 3-41 are common in most engineering design activities [146].
human computer human
Figure 3-41 Simple model of engineering design process
Engineering design differs from industrial design in part because of the formal analysis that
is involved. "In the middle" of the design process, there are parts that are well understood to the
extent that they can be prescribed with rules. For example, a Structured process can be used to
predict the deflection of a steel beam through engineering models. The calculations were
historically executed by human analysts, but today are executed by computers. In order to do so,
humans must generate designs and evaluate design concepts through a human-computer interface.
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computer-aided design (CAD) tools
I modeling eomnutar analysis 
human I tools . tools humanhuman I models
Figure 3-42 Detailed model of engineering design process
Figure 3-42 illustrates the design process in more detail. Engineering design begins with a
definition of requirements, which are then translated into initial concepts using ill-defined
processes. The conceptualization process not only requires creativity and other humanistic
qualities, but its output must have a representation that is appropriate for formal analysis.
Modem engineering design is therefore constrained by the ability to generate this representation.
In fact, many of the CAD tools are dedicated to assisting humans in building the model, such as a
geometric representation of an engine component. Once this is done, the computer model is
analyzed by applying simulated scenarios such as environmental loads, manufacturing
constraints-often with separate tools. The results of this analysis are then evaluated with respect
to formal requirements (e.g., manufacturing cost, weight) and informal human Goals (e.g.,
aesthetics, ergonomics, moral judgment), eventually resulting in a design selection.
The Unstructured-Structured-Unstructured paradigm for design is a model that illustrates
the semi-Structured components at one level of abstraction. In practice, design can involve many
sub-loops and hierarchies within each of the phases. For example, designers may iterate on a
computer model before any formal analysis is performed, or may progress in more detail during
each iteration to reduce cost in early cycles. Also, some Structure can often be useful within the
conceptualization and evaluation phases. Nevertheless, the semi-Structured process in Figure
3-42 illustrates where the majority of Structure has evolved within human-computer systems for
engineering design.
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3.7.2 Translating '"WVhats" to "Hows"
Design starts with a definition of the functional requirements of a desired product. As
mentioned in 1.3.4, these are a description of "what" is needed-the design task is ultimately to
produce an unambiguous description of "how" to achieve these goals [86], [146]. In the case of
engineering product design, the "how" is ultimately a detailed representation of the product (e.g.,
geometry, materials) and often broader information associated with its manufacture, assembly,
operation, recycling, etc. Design can therefore be considered a process whose primary inputs are
functional requirements (the "whats"), and whose outputs are a set of primitive, unambiguous
representations (the "hows"). This is illustrated in Figure 3-43, in which the type of process is
not distinguished.
functional requirements engineering concept
* Goals design process selection
Figure 343 General input-output model of the engineering design process
The input-output mapping is, in some sense, no different than any other processes described
in this chapter. Simon [141] uses the term "design" to refer to a broad class of non-trivial
decision-making, and believes that there is nothing inherently humanistic about the process: its
complexity is a merely a consequence of a very large search space. Nevertheless, it is evident
that the decision processes that humans use to make the leap from high-level requirements to
detailed design concepts are poorly understood.
Design Goals
One of the reasons why design cannot be sufficiently accomplished with only Structured
processes is because of the characteristics of the design goals [21]. While the functional
requirements of engineering products typically include explicit, objective performance metrics,
these alone are inadequate in part because:
* Some requirements are ambiguous - Attributes related to "customer
satisfaction" and aesthetics can be critical in design, but are difficult to
explicitly represent.
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· Some requirements are uncertain - Goals may be prescribed as "hard"
constraints early in the design process, but these may change unpredictably
during the design process as more information is obtained from initial
concept analysis, marketing, etc.
* Requirements are insufficient - Any finite set of requirements is a simplified
abstraction :of an actual set, and it is the designer's responsibility to make this
abstraction. However, in engineering design this can be particularly
problematic due to the breadth of issues that are involved. Many of the
design goals are implied, but never articulated [42].
Human designers are observed to accommodate these characteristics of design goals. They
have an inherent understanding of implicit goals, which can supplement any articulated set of
design requirements. This includes qualitative goals such as aesthetics and style. Perhaps the
most valued characteristic of humans is their ability to not only understand design requirements,
but to translate these inputs into reasonable designs concepts.
3.7.3 Design Conceptualization
The first phase within the engineering design process in Figure 3-42 is conceptualization.
This is the portion most often associated with the term "design," as it typically requires
creativity-both in the sense of finding novel solutions within a very large search space, and also
in the aesthetic sense (Section 2.7.10). The lack of understanding associated with creative
decision-making is perhaps the primary reason why the generation of good design concepts is
difficult to accomplish with rules.
Structured Conceptualization
The generation of creative concepts with rules is difficult in part because of the ambiguity
and large size of the search space. Ambiguity originates with the design goals, which involve
qualitative and subjective descriptions. When the goals cannot be made explicit, the basis for
generating concepts is ill-defined. However, even when design goals can be made explicit, it may
still be difficult to search the parameter space with reasonable efforts, since random trial-and-
error is impractical [96], [141].
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The Value of Humans
Humans appear to generate good design concepts using a combination of top-down and
bottom-up reasoning. By understanding functional requirements top-down, they can potentially
generate novel designs without biases from previous designs. Yet they also use experience to
generate concepts bottom-up---considering practical constraints such as materials and
manufacturing. Although experience generally imposes design biases, it is valuable for providing
the necessary heuristics in order to search for reasonable concepts.
One of the most valued characteristics of humans is their ability to generate design concepts
that involve aesthetic and other subjective judgments. Since humans have a good sense of
implicit design goals, they are not constrained by what can be explicitly represented-one does
not have to know precisely what is being sought in order to "find" it. Humans appear to rely
strongly on nonverbal thinking and intuition for generating creative designs [42].
CAD systems have not replaced the human conceptualization of engineering designs, but
have enhanced many aspects of the process through modeling tools [45]. The most common
example is solid geometric modeling, which helps provide an intuitive, visual representation of a
design concept. These may enhance creativity by providing a quick means of translating a vague
idea into a concrete model that can then be explored in detail. The computer can also be viewed
as a creativity constraint, limiting representations to surfaces and shapes that can be generated
through CAD modeling tools. However, this representation constraint also allows the computer
to be exploited for formal analysis.
3.7.4 Computer Modeling and Analysis
Given an appropriate model of a design, the digital computer provides a powerful medium
for analysis. For domains that are understood sufficiently well (which may be the case for only a
subset of the relevant domains), explicit models can generate valuable data that may be difficult
to understand intuitively. For example, computer models can quickly calculate the oscillatory
behavior of a complex steel frame-a possible but tedious task for humans. A variety of CAD
analysis tools exist for different domains, each of which may require a model specific to the tool.
Computer models allow a designer to understand more information associated with a
particular concept. They not only provide a way to generate the consequences of uncertainty in
design parameters, but also provide a way to easily explore parameter space through "what-if'
analysis. In either case, models do not determine good or bad designs, but generate more
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information that is useful for evaluating a design. Models can be viewed as a type of "observer"
because they transform one set of data (e.g., external loads) into another set (e.g., internal stress'
that does not represent a decision output, but has added value to a decision-maker. Computer
models are a special application of rules that are intended to make design evaluation more
informed.
Of course, every model is an abstraction, and therefore has errors. Rouse [128] provides a
categorization of these errors and their impact in decision-makldng. Modeling errors should be
taken into account during evaluation, even when errors cannot be characterized, in which case
human judgment may be required to use the results of computer models appropriately.
3.7.5 Design Concept Evaluation
The evaluation cf a design concept involves both formal and informal techniques. Design
specifications or functional requirements are often in the form of explicit performance objectives
that can be easily checked with formal rules-such as if a steel beam meets the load
requirements. However, there are many other attributes of a design that are qualitative, open-
ended, and whose system implications are not definable through trade-offs. In addition,
engineering design often requires humanistic considerations such as moral judgment and
responsibility.
Qualitative Attributes
Qualitative attributes such as aesthetics and style can be important factors in engineering
design. These attributes may be in conflict with performance-oriented attributes, but any design
must consider a product as a system. Although humans cannot articulate what is required
aesthetically from a design concept, they can know beauty when they see it, for example, and are
therefore necessary in the evaluation process.
Information Integration
Since engineering design involves so many considerations-performance, cost, ergonomics,
manufacturing, assembly, aesthetics, etc.-the evaluation of a concept involves the integration of
information from many different domains (Figure 3-44). While CAD tools for modeling and
analysis tend to be domain-specific, the information they produce has to ultimately be integrated
at the system level. Humans appear to do this without defining explicit trade-offs. Furthermore,
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humans can use other information that is not directly available from formal analysis, and can
incorporate a lifetime of experience into their judgment. Just as design goals are broad and
complex, the evaluation of a design with respect to these goals requires the integration of many
design attributes in a way that is poorly understood.
example modeling and analysis tools
Figure 3-44 Evaluation of a design requires integrating data from multiple domains (right)
Moral Judgment and Responsibility
Engineering design (unlike industrial design) often involves ethical issues, such that moral
judgment is needed in evaluation. For example, engineers have an obligation to society for
choosing safe designs, and need to judge when a concept is "safe enough"--since added safety is
in often conflict with other design goals such cost or performance. Also, when people are legally
responsible for a concept selection, there is an incentive to ensure the design is satisfactory.
Feedback in the Design Cycle
Humans can be important in the design cycle for understanding what is needed in order to
support the efficient generation of new concepts. Part of evaluation is not only determining if a
concept is insufficient, but also determining what types of changes are required.
When evaluation and conceptualization are performed by different people, information about
design iteration (the feedback in Figure 3-42) has to be explicitly communicated. This
information may not only include the results of formal evaluation (e.g., percentage short of an
objective performance requirement), but also less formal information such as subjective
judgments of why a design concept is inadequate. In fact, design evaluation may bring the
functional requirements themselves into question, in which case the next design iteration will
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have a modified set of goals. The closed-loop design process, while similar in a sense to
feedback control, is too complex to simply measure or even define an "error" between a desired
and modeled design concept. Ill-defined design goals-which are inhzrent to any open-ended
design problem-require not only an ill-defined evaluation, but also require an ill-defined process
for determining the type of information required to support the next design iteration.
3.7.6 Comparison of Design to Multi-attribute Decision-making
This section makes comparisons between engineering design and multi-attribute decision-
making in order to recognize the factors that contribute to Unstructured processes. Multi-attribute
decisions and engineering design decisions share the following characteristics:
Both are exploratory - Design is iterative in part because of its exploratory
nature. Many of the implications of design decisions are not initially
understood-one cannot "see" so far ahead in the process to immediately
understand the effects of a design concept. CAD tools enhance a user's
exploration of designs by quickly generating results from engineering
models. Similarly, multi-attribute decision tools are used to understand
existing data. In both cases, the evaluation of a set of data and the
modifications to the Structured tools are based on an ill-defined decision
process. Also, exploration is feasible because the "controlled system" (the
triangle in the diagrams) is informational, not physical.
* Both involve adapting - The initial goals and requirements may be defined
without a sufficient understanding of their ability to be fulfilled. As
information is obtained during exploration, the goals may have to adapt to
accommodate this information. For example, in multi-attribute decision-
making, the initial constraints may need to be relaxed in order to yield a
reasonable set of alternatives.
* Both involve complex data integration - While CAD tools generate data
from multiple domains (e.g., thermal, manufacturing, environmental),
humans are required to integrate these often-incommensurate "pieces" as part
of evaluation. This requirement was also evident in multi-attribute decision-
making, in which each piece is a quantitative attribute belonging to a
particular decision alternative. Design decisions need to also consider
qualitative attributes such as aesthetics. Human judgment is often required to
make the appropriate trades without sacrificing the wholeness of the task.
* Both use formal models - Rules can be used as a model of some of object or
concept. In multi-attribute decisions a utility function is a model of the
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human decision-maker's value within a specific situation. In engineering
design the model represents something more objective, such as a physical
product that can be manufactured. In both cases, models provide useful
information, but are not used as the sole basis for evaluation.
* Both involve "satisficing" - The exploratory nature of design and multi-
attribute decisions means that it is difficult to determine the amount of effort
that will be required in arriving at a satisfactory selection. More iterations
generally improve decision-making, but this comes at a cost. However,
neither situation is characterized by a well-defined stopping criteria.
Exploration stops when the user is satisficed.
The above characteristics are common to both engineering design and multi-attribute
decision-making, despite differences in their semi-Structured topology. Other decision systems
that have the above characteristics tend to also have ill-defined aspects to their operational
decision process.
3.7.7 Implications for Future CAD Tools
The paradigm for engineering design discussed in this section suggests that humans are most
valuable for design conceptualization and evaluation-at each "end" of the decision process.
Existing CAD systems use automation primarily in the "middle" of the decision process. In order
to improve design through more automation, future CAD systems may push Structure outward
towards each end. This is illustrated in Figure 3-45.
In design research, algorithms are currently being developed to enhance conceptualization
and evaluation, which, although difficult, seems to be the appropriate use of additional Structure
within the design process. For example, recent CAD research includes the generation of design
concepts based upon ergonomic and aesthetic considerations, and the integration of data from
multiple sources under a common design environment [112], [155]. Genetic algorithms can
search huge (but well-defined) parameter spaces based on a priori fitness criteria [154] to
produce, through evolution, a set of concepts that is of manageable size for applying human
judgment. Semi-formal evaluation techniques such as Pugh charts, Quality Functional
Deployment (QFD), and the Analytic Hierarchy Process, assist humans in system evaluation, but
require subjective assessments at the component level. Axiomatic Design Theory goes so far as
to provide a formal methodology for selecting "optimum" designs [146]. All of these techniques
add Structure to the two "ends" of the design process, but appear to be most appropriately used as
prosthetic tools rather than as human replacements.
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computer
more
Structure
Figure 345 Future CAD may include more Structure in the "middle"
As research in engineering design continues, it is perhaps most important to recognize that
ill-defined design goals and tacit knowledge form the fundamental problem in understanding
conceptualization and evaluation. By ignoring this observation, efforts to improve engineering
design through excessive use of Structure at each "end" of the decision process will often be
misguided and, in fact, can be harmful.
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3.8 CLOSING REMARKS ON EXAMPLE SYSTEMS
This chapter analyzed a variety of highly evolved decision systems-classified by their
semi-Structured topology-that are representative of many other systems. It is assumed that
these designs are "good" because they have evolved.
When a decision system is designed using the semi-Structured framework, there is a degree
of freedom associated with how much of the decision process is Structured (versus Unstructured).
The purpose of this chapter was to illustrate some of the manifestations of successful designs in
order to provide insight, such as by identifying the parts of the operational decision process-the
Unstructured parts-that are not fully determined at design time.
The purpose of this closing section is primarily to make some general observations from the
collection of examples that were analyzed in this chapter. The discussion that follows includes a
summary of why humans appear to be valuable in systems, a generalization of the information
that is exchanged between Structured and Unstructured sub-processes, and a subsequent
discussion on a fundamental dilemma in decision systems: resolving conflicts between multiple
decision-makers.
3.8.1 The Value of Humans in Decision Systems
It appears from the examples that humans add value to Unstructured processes within a
decision system. More specifically, the functions of humans reflect those discussed in section
2.7: "Reasons Why Structured Processes May Not Be Appropriate." Some of these are briefly
reviewed:
* Temperature Control - Humans make subjective judgments, and transform
a complex set of goals and information into a simple, well-defined goal: the
temperature set point.
* Aircraft Control - Humans observe and integrate a complex set of
environmental information as part of strategic, high-level control, and
produce well-defined target states such as way points, altitude, and roll angle.
Outside of nominal conditions humans are adaptive, and in safety-threatening
situations will naturally use their survival instinct to find any means for
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maintaining a safe flight. Humans are also responsible, and are thus held
accountable for their decisions.
* Diagnostics and Procedures - Even when humans execute Structured
processes in the form of standard operating procedures, Unstructured
processes are used to initiate these rules. In the aircraft engine fire scenario,
humans consider other information beyond engine temperature to
verify/falsify the alert. In medical decisions, humans use complex pattern
recognition skills to diagnose a malady, and consider the treatment procedure
in a broad context before initiating it.
* Multi-Attribute Decisions - Humans are valuable in the decision loop for
dynamic adjustments of goals and constraints based on the data set. They
also are needed to make ill-defined trades and holistic evaluation of a set of
distinct quantitative attributes.
* Engineering Design - Humans are valuable for understanding the design
requirements, generating creative design concepts, and evaluating designs
with respect to ambiguous goals. Evaluation requires integrating a complex
set of information, and includes subjective judgment (e.g., aesthetics), moral
judgment (e.g., economic-safety trades), and responsibility to society.
None of the examples in this chapter illustrated automated Unstructured processes such as
neural networks. One reason is that these tend to be used in restricted domains, and are not
common in highly evolved decision systems. Neural networks may offer value to some of the
Unstructured elements in the above examples. In fact, fully automated semi-Structured
processes, such as the marriage of neural networks and expert systems (sometimes referred to as
"hybrid systems"), are well-known for their synergy [10], [57], [90]. Hence, Unstructured and
semi-Structured processes can be valuable without humans. However, humans bring additional
dimensions of value to decision-making, as they appear to be unmatched by their breadth of
experience and their ability to incorporate "humanistic" requirements such as moral judgment.
3.8.2 Generalizing the Interaction Between Sub-processes
Some common characteristics of sub-process interaction can be identified from the variety of
examples in this chapter. Specifically, while there are no limits to the detailed purpose of a sub-
process, it is observed that decision systems often use sub-processes-Structured or
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Unstructured-to generate well-defined information for other sub-processes in one of the
following generalized ways:
1. Provide Representation of System Goals - Information that represents some
component of the system goals is communicated to lower levels in a hierarchical
decomposition, providing desired states for the controlled system. The
transformation results in information that is simpler and less ambiguous than the
actual system goals.
2. Provide "Situation Assessment" Information - Information that makes a decision
process more informed, which includes observations of the environment,
constraints on the solution process, models of decision consequences, etc. This
includes any information that can affect the system decision outputs.
3. Provide Representation of the System Decision - Information that represents
outputs of the process. That is, how to alter the controlled system. This
information may be the result of a search process.
system goals/constraints
system decision system decision
process -(process outputs)
'situation awareness .... 
* environment information
* process constraints
* model of decision consequences
* etc.
Figure 3-46 Generalized system inputs and outputs
The above information represents three fundamental types of inputs/outputs in a decision
system, as shown in Figure 3-46. In other words, any designed system has a set of goals, a set of
information that it processes during operation, and decision outputs. What is important to
recognize here is that sub-processes are used within a system to provide information inputs to
other processes that reflect these three categories-producing a representation that is well-
defined. Hence, while the specific purpose of sub-processes within a system may vary greatly,
their generalized purpose is limited in this sense.
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Figure 3-47 Generalized sub-process interaction (observed from example systems)
Figure 3-47 shows the example systems in this chapter, and identifies information between
sub-processes as falling in one of the above three categories. The reasoning for these is explained
as follows:
* Aircraft Control - Humans provide a well-defined goal to automation (e.g.,
altitude), which can be viewed as a formal representation of a more complex,
ill-defined system goal.
* Aircraft Collision Avoidance: Alert - Automation provides situation
assessment information for the Unstructured decision process. Computers
process aircraft and environmental data and provide various representations
of this data (e.g., graphical displays and alerts) to make the human's decision
more informed.
* Aircraft Collision Avoidance: Decision Aid - Further along the spectrum
of information automation, decision aids generate information that represent
the system decision (and in the case of "auto-overrides" act execute this
decision).
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* Aircraft Engine Fire Procedure - Automation provides an alert for the
human, who then considers other issues in an ill-defined manner before
classifying the situation as an engine fire for the procedure. Both stages
provide situation assessment for the following stage.
* Multi-Attribute Decisions - Three categories can be illustrated here. Data
display provides situation assessment to the human. Humans provide
attribute constraints and subjective weights that reflect the system goals.
Also, not shown, the utility function represents a system decision.
* Engineering Design - Of the three sub-processes, "conceptualization"
provides a representation of the system decision for the "evaluation" sub-
process, but provides situation assessment information for the "analysis"
sub-process. Furthermore, the "analysis" sub-process provides situation
assessment information for "evaluation." This example shows that the
classification of information depends on the process that receives the
information.
It is observed from the examples in this chapter that, within a decomposed decision process,
both Structured and Unstructured processes can provide information in the three categories:
system goals, situation assessment, and system decision. These appear to be fundamental
elements of designed decision systems that involve humans, and are not a direct result of a semi-
Structured topology. However, it may be insightful to understand how Structure and Unstructure
can both be used in support of other existing processes.
3.8.3 Resolving Conflicts in "System Decisions"
In the previous section, it was noted that the information communicated between sub-
processes can sometimes be categorized as a system decision. In these cases, the information can
potentially be used directly for decision-making, without further processing. The most common
examples are decision aids. In decision aids, it is generally up to the human to determine how
computer suggestions are used, particularly when the human is not in agreement with the decision
aid. Outside the context of decision aids, a more fundamental question arises:
How can conflicts in system decision inputs be resolved?
That is, when multiple sub-processes within a system produce system decision information that
are not identical, what is the basis for determining the actual system decision?
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The conflict resolution problem is particularly critical in semi-Structured processes when
system decisions are made by both the Structured and Unstructured sub-process. Since a semi-
Structured decision does not have an objective a priori basis (such as an objective function), it is
not possible to formally define which of the two is "better." The classical approach is to defer the
conflict resolution decision to operation, in which case humans can use their judgment. In these
cases, the information is used as a decision aid.
Aircraft Control Authority Revisited
Another approach is to resolve conflicts through a prescribed process. This was already seen
in aircraft as an "auto-override," (Section 3.4.3) in which case automation seizes control of the
aircraft in time-critical events for safety reasons (e.g., avoid wing stall). In the diagram of this
process, the change in control authority was illustrated as a two-position switch, although the
process that determined the switch position was not made explicit (Figure 348(a)). Figure
3-48(b) also shows the same decision process that illustrates the control authority decision
process explicitly. The latter representation illustrates the fact that the decision of "who's in
charge" is prescribed prior to operation.
automation
automation
AutomatIon human aircraft
ZIJ0t~V~~~\ ~ human vote
(a) (b)
Figure 348 Implicit and explicit representations of the control authority decision process
The example in Figure 348 is a specific case of Structured conflict resolution, which can be
labeled more simply as "voting." In the control authority example, voting was accomplished by
ignoring the human based on a threshold condition. Voting can also be accomplished using other
methods.
Other Structured Voting Examples
Figure 349 illustrates two other applications of Structured voting. In "mechanical voting,"
(Figure 3-49(a)) control authority is determined by the "strongest" actuator: human or machine.
This method was used in early aircraft to allow humans to maintain control in the event of an
actuator failure by designing the linkages between actuator and control surface to structurally fail
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based on an opposing human force. It illustrates a simple case of a more general hierarchical
voting process, in which the rules determine which voter takes precedence.
In government elections or group decision making (Figure 3-49(b)), voting rules are
typically not hierarchical, but collective. People use ill-defined processes to produce well-defined
individual decisions (e.g., candidate choice), which are then integrated using a well-defined set of
rules (e.g., majority vote) to produce a collective decision. The decision process of each
individual is one sub-process within a larger system decision process, just as a decision-aid is one
component in a larger human-automation system.
humans
automation a
automation
human vote v
mechanical voting government elections
(a) (b)
Figure 3-49 Other examples of Structured voting
All three cases in Figure 348 and Figure 3-49 resolve decision conflicts through rules, and
produce an output that is identical to at least one of the inputs. Other Structured processes might
instead combine inputs (if this is possible) using methods such as averaging. Whatever the
specific method, resolving system decision conflicts from among multiple "voters" is frequently
done through well-defined rules. However, a reasonable basis for Structured group decision-
making is often elusive [7], [56].
Structured vs. Unstructured Conflict Resolution
The purpose of this section was not to answer the question of whether a Structured or
Unstructured process is "better" at conflict resolution of system decisions from sub-processes.
Rather, the point was to recognize that system decisions are an important category of information
whose propagation to the system output ultimately has to be resolved through a dedicated
decision process. It is up to the system designers to determine whether system decision conflict
resolution is designed into the system as a prescribed process, or deferred to the operator. This
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design decision-Structured versus Unstructured-remains one of the most challenging in the
design of human-automation decision systems.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE DESIGN OF A DECISION SYSTEM
FOR A MOBILE ROBOT
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter illustrates how the semi-Structured framework might be applied to the design of
a decision system. While the framework does not provide a design methodology, it is useful to
designers of decision systems because it provides a way to understand the implications of design
choices, such as the allocation of functions between humans and automation. n particular, the
framework forces designers to consider those parts of an operational decision process that are not
completely determined at design.
A remotely operated mobile robot is chosen as a design example, in which decision system
concepts are proposed and analyzed based on an assumed set of functional requirements.
Emphasis is on identifying design trades rather than selecting a final concept.
4.2 USING THE SEMI-STRUCTURED FRAMEWORK IN
THE DESIGN PROCESS
4.2.1 The Atypical Property of Decision System Design
Within the broad scope of engineering design, the design of decision systems is atypical. As
discussed in Section 3.7, the engineering design process often terminates with a complete, explicit
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representation of the designed artifact. That is, before a design is manufactured and put to use, its
form is fully determined. In contrast, the design of decision systems may be only partially
determined prior to operation. The semi-Structured framework provides a way to consider the
degree to which a decision system is determined prior to operation-that is, the degree to which a
process is Unstructured.
4.2.2 Review of Decision System Design
As mentioned in Section 1.3.4, system-level design begins with a set of high-level sub-
functions (the "whats"), which ultimately are translated into design concepts of decision
processes (the "hows"). Since multiple processes can satisfy the same function, there are multiple
ways to use humans and automation in a system. A system designer requires judgment to
propose and evaluate design concepts as a set of interacting sub-processes. During the early
stages in design, these concepts of decision processes are not yet in the detail of, say, computer
code. However, the designer usually has sufficient knowledge to consider which of these sub-
processes should perhaps be prescribed prior to operation, and which are better left determined
until operation. The semi-Structured framework can help the designer better-understand the
implications of design choices by helping to address questions such as:
* What is the purpose of sub-process interaction?
* What information is required by the different sub-processes?
* What are the interface requirements?
· What are the reasons why rules would not be appropriate?
* What value would the human bring to the system?
* How can Structure be used to support the Unstructured parts of a process?
In order to illustrate the application of the semi-Structured framework in a design problem,
the following section considers the design of mobile robot decision system. Unlike in Chapter
Three, this example system is not highly evolved. The purpose here is not to determine a "best"
system design, but primarily to analyze the trades associated with different design concepts.
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4.3 MOBILE ROBOT DESIGN PROBLEM
4.3.1 Mission Scenario
The primary mission is to perform remote situation assessment of an urban environment that
may be occupied by enemy personnel. It is therefore primarily a scouting or reconnaissance
mission-for providing information as to the presence and whereabouts of enemy personnel
before sending in troops. Table 3 summarizes some of the key mission requirements. The
mission is similar to other teleoperation scenarios such as planetary exploration, nuclear/chemical
site inspection, or land mine detection, in that it is desirable to scout an area before ultimately
sending in humans. In all of these cases, the operational environment is assumed to be complex,
obstacle-rich, and not well known prior to operation.
Table 3 Key Mission Requirements
Primary mission Remotely scout urban area for the presence ofPrimary mission
enemy personnel
Command/control range 10 kilometers
Area of scouting 0.1 square kilometers
The robot is assumed to be an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV). For this mission, the robot
requires at least a camera for observing the local environment. Other sensors may also be needed,
depending on the degree of autonomy chosen. At one end of the design spectrum, "manual"
operation uses the human to perform all but the most trivial of functions on the robot, via a radio
communications link-a situation that is similar to that of a toy remote-control car. However, a
direct line-of-sight may not be possible, thereby requiring feedback to the remote human operator
from artificial sensors. On the other end of the spectrum, "autonomous" operation requires that
the robot have more-complex sensors and processing on board. Figure 4-1 illustrates a robot
design concept for highly autonomous operation, in which some of its sensors are identified.
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Figure 4-1 Example of highly autonomous robot hardware
Although the mission goals (system function) for the problem are well-defined, the means
(operational decision process) for achieving these goals are difficult to prescribe prior to
operation. A main reason for this is that the mission is exploratory, so that learning and adapting
are inherent to decision-making. Furthermore, the operational environment can be difficult to
interpret without human perception.
4.3.2 Functional Requirements
The requirements for this mission involve six primary sub-functions: situation assessment of
a region within the larger area of interest, low-level motor control, terrain hazard detection,
navigation, path planning, and system health monitoring. These are shown in Figure 4-2.
Mission Requirement
Remotely scout an urban environment
for the presence of enemy personnel
Functional
Requirements
4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
visuali ual . hazard health
situation motor control navigation avoidance path planning monitoring
assessment
Figure 4-2 Robot functional requirements
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Given the mission requirements and some initial assumptions of the robot configuration, the
six sub-functions provide a framework for high-level system design. The sub-functions at this
level allow a designer to consider the "whats" before diving into the "hows." The next section
discusses design concepts-the "hows"--for each of the above sub-functions.
4.4 DESIGN CONCEPTS
This section analyzes different design concepts for satisfying the robot system function.
"Designs" here refer to the high-level system concepts of operational decision processes and
their allocation between humans and machines-not mechanical design, software design, etc. In
order to facilitate the analysis, designs are discussed by considering each sub-function separately.
Within each sub-function (numbered 1 through 6), different concepts are labeled alphabetically
(e.g., I-A, I-B, etc.).
4.4.1 Visual Situation Assessment
The sub-function that is most closely related to mission requirement is the visual situation
assessment of a local scene through a camera. The information available for this decision process
is a series of images from the vantagepoint of the robot. For a given field of view, it is necessary
to evaluate the scene for the presence of enemy personnel, and to determine their approximate
location before sending in troops.
Concept I-A: Autonomous Situation Assessment
The first design concept is to consider autonomous situation assessment. In this concept, an
onboard camera can provide digital data for on board image processing.
Although the task does not fundamentally require humans, situation assessment is difficult in
complex, exploratory environments. It remains difficult for machine vision to recognize other
humans in these environments, particularly when they are not precisely known prior to operation.
Unstructured approaches such as pattern matching with neural networks are not likely to work
due to the lack of relevant training data.
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Concept I-B: Human Situation Assessment
Another design concept is to transmit raw video to the remote location of the human
operator, allowing him or her to evaluate the scene perceptually (Figure 4-3). This design
concept uses humans for image recognition, at what they naturally excel, but this comes at a cost
in communications: on the order of 10 Mbits/second for video data rates. Such rates are
considerably more than what is nominally required for command/control data.
human
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Igoals " experience
images of u
environment situation
monitor asses
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Figure 4-3 Human situation assessment (Concept I-B)
The "RF interface-shown in Figure 44 as a radio antenna and transmitter/receiver-
between the control station and the robot is explicitly represented because it is a potentially
critical element for operational decision-making. RF links are more susceptible to noise and
interference than their hardwired equivalent, and more limited in the data rates they can support.
It may be difficult to obtain a frequency band that is suitable for video data rates-particularly
when line-of-sight communications is required.
transmitter/receiver
(RF')
Figure 4-4 Radio "RF communications link between operator and robot
An important reason for off-loading visual situation assessment to the human is because
humans are good at recognizing familiar objects-including people--even within "noisy"
environments. Because of their evolved perceptual processes and experience, such tasks are often
trivial for people, despite the difficulty with machine vision. Furthermore, operators can easily
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learn from earlier parts of the mission (e.g., what typical backgrounds look like) and can improve
as the mission progresses. Learning can be particularly important in exploratory environments, in
which the terrain is unfamiliar.
Another important issue in situation assessment is responsibility. When a human is
responsible for detecting enemy personnel, there is reason to believe that the task will be
accomplished satisfactorily-which is critical due to the safety implications of the mission.
Overlooking a well-camouflaged enemy may be difficult, but is not acceptable. By being held
accountable for the task, humans may be motivated to perform situation assessment more
thoroughly.
Concept l-C: Visual and Infrared Image Fusion
Given the baseline design in which the human performs situation assessment, Structure can
be added to enhance the image. For example, identical views from two cameras, each of which
has a different spectrum of responsivity-visual and infrared-can be fused for enhanced
observability in low-light conditions. This is illustrated in Figure 4-5.
situation human
assessmAnt
cameras:
visual and infrared
Figure 4-5 Structured image fusion to enhance human situation assessment (Concept 1-C)
While two sets of separate images may also be beneficial, image fusion integrates these into
a single image based on well-defined rules. For example, the passive infrared detection of a
human subject against a uniformly cold background does not provide references for location.
This problem is eliminated when the subject is superimposed on the visual image. This concept
illustrates that there is often some aspect of an Unstructured decision process that is sufficiently
understood prior to operation such that Structure can be used to support the decision.
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4.4.2 Motor Control
The function of motor control is to translate commands such as speed and heading into the
appropriate actuator states (e.g., wheel torque, steeing position). These decisions must provide
stable, efficient control under varying terrain conditions. Assuming that the robot is a ground
vehicle that is limited to a speed of 1 meter/second, the actuators and their controllers can be
limited to a bandwidth of only about 20 Hertz.
Since the environment is not explicitly incorporated into low-level control decisions during
operation, the information required for motor control typically includes only target states and
their associated feedback.
Concept 2-A: Autonomous Motor Control
Autonomous motor control (Figure 4-6) designs are highly evolved. There is little need to
include the human in these operational decision processes, since the rules articulated in design
have been shown to be robust over a large range of operational environments. Furthermore, if a
human were in the loop, low-level control data would need to be transmitted in both directions in
real time, adding to the communications requirements. Offloading low-level control-in which
decisions are essentially continuous-to a remote operator can also introduce latency into the
system, most likely from human information processing, but also potentially from some portion
of the communications link.
computer robot
from higher-level
decision process
optical encoder
Figure 4-6 Autonomous low-level motor control (Concept 2-A)
Concept 2-B: Human Modification of Control Parameters
A modification of the standard design concept is to allow the human operator to adjust
control gains during operation (Figure 4-7). Rather than develop a complex adaptive algorithm,
humans can observe the operational environment from video images, and tune the robot's
controllers based on expected and observed performance.
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Figure 4-7 Modifying motor control parameters during operation (Concept 2-B)
By including a human in the operational decision process, the range of the motor controller
can be extended. For example, controllers do not have to be compromised in order to be robust to
all the conditions that may be expected. Instead, the operator can estimate parameter values that
allow the controller to match the specific environment. The operator performs the complex role
of understanding an image, and providing well-defined parameters for the Structured process.
4.4.3 Navigation
The function of navigation is to determine primarily the horizontal position of the robot
within the area of interest-in this case the hostile urban environment. Requirements for this
mission are a navigation accuracy of 3 meters, updated at one-second intervals. Position
resolution is required to be 10 centimeters (a fraction of the robot size), updated at a rate of about
5 Hertz.
The information required for navigation is the robot position-or its derivatives-relative to
some known reference. Since the reference of interest may be difficult to measure, intermediate
references are often chosen, such as beacons, inertial frames, etc. This intermediate information
must then be mapped to the appropriate frame.
It is assumed that the environment does not have a local navigation infrastructure, such as
radio beacons or underground guide wires. Nor does the robot have access to a stored map or
aerial image of the area. Therefore, local navigation references need to be obtained from other
less-observable sources, or obtained from global references such as satellites.
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Concept 3-A: Manual Navigation
One design concept is to determine the robot position within the urban environment by
observing successive images from transmitted video. One benefit of this approach is that the
robot does not require sensor hardware. However, as the robot's only source for position data, a
human would be required to generate position updates at the required rate of 5 Hertz (assuming
that humans are not controlling the robot manually, in which case navigation states can be
implicit). Furthermore, humans may lose track of where they have been and where they are,
particularly when visual cues are not sufficient.
Concept 3-B: Autonomous Navigation
A second design concept is to perform navigation autonomously. Autonomous navigation
relies completely on onboard sensors after an initial reference near the beginning of the mission.
The task of autonomously determining the position of the robot within its environment has
become much more practical in recent years due to the decrease in cost, size, and power
consumption of sensors whose data must be mathematically integrated in order to determine
position. The onboard calculation of position can accommodate the required position update
rates. However, the errors associated with these sensors can grow unbounded without a means
for periodic calibration from references in the environment that provide a more direct means of
obtaining position.
The operation of calculating position (relative to an arbitrary reference point) by
mathematically integrating data is known as "dead reckoning." Sensors that provide dead
reckoning data include wheel odometers and accelerometers. When these are "strapped down" to
the robot (fixed relative to the robot), it is necessary to also provide orientation information-in
this case heading-from sensors such as gyroscopes (which have to be integrated for angular
position), magnetic compasses, star/sun detectors, etc. Hence, both translation and orientation
sensors are required.
Dead reckoning sensors provide a means for calculating position using well-defined rules.
However, the errors associated with measurements from intermediate references cause small
errors to translate into potentially large position errors. For example, accelerometer bias errors
result in robot position errors that grow quadratically with time. In practice, ground vehicles
(opposed to air or sea vehicles) do not typically rely on the integration of accelerometers, since
they have the advantage of another stable reference: the terrain. However, odometry is also error-
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prone when its variations are not known prior to the mission. Due to dead-reckoning errors, it is
therefore necessary to periodically calibrate robot position during the course of a mission.
Periodic calibration during a mission is hard to achieve autonomously without a local
navigation infrastructure. Global infrastructures such as the Global Position System (GPS) do not
provide the necessary accuracy of 3 meters, and are not designed to work indoors-a situation
that may arise during a mission. Furthermore, the recognition of landmarks through machine
vision is difficult. In short, autonomous navigation can be performed through dead reckoning,
but is limited in this mission scenario due to the need for periodic position calibration. This
limitation can be overcome by including humans in the navigation decision process.
Concept 3-C: Manual Calibration
A third design concept for the navigation process exploits advantages of each of the above
concepts. This uses the human for periodically calibrating the robot position and orientation
using images of the environment, and retains automation for continuous position calculations
through dead reckoning. The human operator essentially acts as an Unstructured observer of
navigation references that are otherwise ambiguous. This is illustrated in Figure 4-8, in which
dead reckoning is performed autonomously based on data from a heading gyro and odometer.
Figure 4-8 Manual calibration of navigation states (Concept 3-C)
One of the reasons why humans are able to use visual images for calibration is because of
their familiarity with objects in the environment. Not only can they recognize objects from
different vantage points, but they know the typical sizes of cars, sidewalks, buildings, trees, etc.,
and can gage their distance partly based on their size. These abilities allow humans to estimate
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position without explicit calculations. At the very least, far away objects may be used to calibrate
the robot's heading.
Since humans are not required to calibrate frequently, this design strategy is more practical
than a fully manual approach. However, a critical design issue is determining the representation
of the calibration data, since a transformation is required between the ill-defined perceptual
domain of the human and the precise mathematical coordinate frame of the robot.
4.4.4 Hazard Avoidance
The function of hazard avoidance is to detect and avoid mobility hazards in the environment.
This involves local, temporary trajectory modifications based on current or projected hazardous
states.
A mobility hazard can take many forms. The most common hazard is an obstacle that
cannot be surmounted. Other hazards include drop-offs, craters, soft soil or mud, water, etc.
When a robot encounters these, there is an increased chance of mission failure from decreased
mobility. Depending on the environment, hazards may be ambiguously defined. For example, an
area cannot typically be clearly decomposed into only "hazardous" and "safe" areas.
While it is often desirable to detect hazards before they are directly encountered, it is
sometimes possible to also deal with hazards upon contact. These two situations are reflected by
the basic information required for hazard-avoidance decisions: terrain profiling (e.g., range
measurements) and the current mobility hazard state of the robot (e.g., collision, tilt).
In addition to observing hazards, the hazard avoidance decision system must also make
trajectory modifications to circumvent them. This level of maneuvering is considered lower level
than "path planning," since the avoidance maneuver is a temporary deviation from the primary
path.
Concept 4-A: Manual Hazard Avoidance
The first design concept utilizes the human for detecting and avoiding hazards based on
sensor feedback from video, tactile, and tilt sensors. Like manual navigation, evaluation of data
must be performed at a remote location at the cost of communications.
The advantage of this concept is that humans can accommodate the ambiguity of hazards,
and can exploit their perceptual processes and experience for detecting them. Given sufficient
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information, humans can use their broad knowledge to make a more accurate assessment of a
hazard, particularly when hazards are ambiguously defined.
The remote evaluation of hazards can also be difficult for humans. Sensory feedback that
would otherwise be perceived directly must now be perceived through artificial sensors. Video is
perhaps the most natural representation of information, but is limited in its field-of-view and is a
medium from which it is difficult to extract depth (without stereo imagery). Other sensor data
may be difficult to monitor remotely because of the non-intuitive form relative to direct
perception (e.g., tactile). Lastly, hazards such as collisions cannot afford the delays associated
with offboard sensor processing and control responses.
Concept 4-B: Autonomous Hazard Avoidance
A second design concept is to perform all hazard avoidance decisions onboard the robot.
This eliminates communications and latency issues, but generally requires more-elaborate sensors
and processing.
At the simpler levels of hazard avoidance, threshold-based hazard detection from tactile and
tilt sensors are used to generate simple control maneuvers. For example, when a collision is
detected through single-threshold tactile sensors, a typical maneuver is to immediately stop-
which is designed to prevent the condition from worsening-and then to travel in reverse or
retrace its previous path a short distance, followed by an alternate forward route to the left or
right. These actions may not be "optimal" in all conditions-like an alarm, their simple logic can
produce false alarms and missed detections. However, these rules allow the robot to potentially
circumvent hazards without human assessment.
Autonomous hazard detection within a complex environment requires sensors to explicitly
measure portions of the terrain before its contact with the robot (refer to Figure 4-1). This is
required primarily because terrain mapping is difficult to perform with machine vision. Active
range finding is used to calculate the distance to the terrain based on emitted energy in the form
of light (e.g., laser) or sound (e.g., sonar) in a narrow field of view. Because of the emitter's
narrow field-of-view, scanning is required to map the robot's surroundings. Laser range finding
has the advantage of providing a detailed map, but the mechanical scanner adds considerable
complexity. A low-cost alternative is to use a static array of ultrasonic range finders, which
provide broad coverage at a cost of resolution in terrain mapping.
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One of the drawbacks to autonomous hazard avoidance is the sensor suite that may be
required to provide adequate observability. More fundamentally, the effective fusion of data
from multiple sensors remains difficult. In fact, humans or neural networks may be a better
choice in these situations since the relevant information is available, but the rules for detection
and avoidance do not have to be explicitly articulated.
Concept 4-C: Human Modification of Hazard Data
A third design concept is to use humans as an Unstructured observer for automation,
identifying ambiguous areas as safe or hazardous, or overriding the robot's observations. This
design augments the autonomy, extending its range of operation. Figure 4-9 illustrates this
concept.
human
hazard I add/delete
avoidance I experience I hazard datagoals "/-, , ,_ icomputer robotgoals~~~~
RF RF video camera
Figure 4-9 Modification of hazard data (Concept 4-C)
As an example, sonar suffers from "specular" (opposed to "diffuse") reflections when the
ultrasonic beam hits walls at grazing angles. Due to the relatively large wavelength of ultrasonic
energy-on the order of a millimeter, versus a micrometer for light-many surfaces appear
mirror-like. Humans can identify these surfaces from video, and provide inputs to automation
about their location. Other hazards within the environment such as water, mud, and energy-
absorbing material (e.g., flat black surfaces absorb light) may be easily perceived from video
images, enhancing the system's situation awareness. Even collisions that are missed by bumpers
(it is difficult to cover a significant portion of the robot with tactile sensors) may be observable
from video. Similarly, humans can identify non-hazards such as tall grass, empty boxes, or other
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objects whose presence is detectable through range finding, but does not pose a hazard to the
robot.
This design concept requires a means for the teleoperator to add or delete hazard data that is
detected by automation. Although the objects may be easily apparent to the human, the
information needs to be transformed to the appropriate representation for automation. For
example, if an object is selected by outlining a portion of the image on the monitor-which is
intuitive-software is needed to translate this area to the robot's three-dimensional map. A
simpler but less-intuitive approach is to force the human to specify the objects in the robot's
coordinate frame. In either case, the interface at the control station needs to allow the human to
communicate this information.
Concept 4-D: Fusion of Video and Range Data
Another design concept that builds upon the previous design is to use automation as an
interface: to provide a more-natural representation for both observing hazard information, and for
communicating hazard information to the robot's computer. This is shown in Figure 4-10.
hazard human
video camera
Figure 4-10 Structured data fusion for observing and modifying hazard data (Concept 4-D)
The primary change from Figure 4-9 is the addition of the Structured process at the left. By
fusing video with range data using well-defined rules, the operator can better understand the local
environment. Furthermore, when objects in the enhanced image need to be modified (added or
deleted), the display can provide an intuitive graphical representation for the human to identify
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objects. This information can then be transformed to the coordinate frame used by autonomous
hazard avoidance using well-defined rules.
4.4.5 Path Planning
The function of path planning is to generate a long-term route for the robot. However, due
to the exploratory nature of the mission, the path cannot be completely prescribed prior to
operation, and will likely require modifications during operation. Aside from temporary
deviations due to hazard avoidance maneuvers, a path represents the highest-level mobility goal
for the robot. The information for path planning includes the mission goal, a representation of the
area, a terrain profile, and information from situation assessment-which evolves as the mission
progresses.
Since path planning is high-level, it can typically be commanded hierarchically in an under-
constrained representation. In other words, the path can be specified generally at one level, and
determined in detail at lower levels. One way to accomplish this is through waypoints, which
constrain a path to discrete locations, but do not determine the path outside of these constraints.
Waypoints represent intermediate goals which collectively "pull" the robot across the terrain in
the desired manner.
Concept S-A: Autonomous Path Planning
One design concept is for the robot to plan its path autonomously. Autonomous path
planning has been the focus of mobile robot research for years, and many algorithms have been
developed with varying degrees of success. However, it is often the difficulty of this task that has
limited the autonomy of robots in uncertain, ambiguous operational environments, which is the
case here.
Autonomous path planning for mobile robots has been successful primarily in laboratories
and other well-defined environments, in which obstacles are clearly represented and known with
certainty prior to operation. In most of these cases, regions of the environment can be represented
as one of two states: obstructed or clear. Figure 4-11 illustrates this situation for two waypoints.
In this representation, paths can be generated based on techniques such as constrained
optimization (e.g., minimize fuel), in which obstacles are incorporated into the decision process
as constraints.
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Figure 4-11 Path planning in a well-defined environment
In urban environments, the representation in Figure 4-11 may not be appropriate for path
planning. The terrain has properties-both geometric and mechanical-that lead to ambiguous
hazard states. That is, hazards cannot be adequately represented with one bit of information, and
may be difficult to represent at all. However, even with a more-complex representation of the
environment, the exploratory nature of the mission prevents the environment from being known
with a high degree of certainty. In order to plan strategically, waypoints need to be generated
based on incomplete, ambiguous, and uncertain information about the environment and the
people within.
Concept 5-B: Human Supervisory Path Planning
Another design concept is to use the human in the role of a supervisor. In this strategy, the
operator issues waypoints, but lets automation determine the remainder of the path. Also, the
human monitors path execution as it unfolds, and can intervene to seize control at all times. An
illustration of this concept is shown in Figure 4-12.
Again, the human relies on video for the ill-defined observation of the environment.
Humans are often good at long range planning based on limited short-term information. That is,
they can infer larger portions of the environment from what is directly observed (e.g., understand
that a room lies behind a door). Since high-level path planning requires a bigger picture view of
the environment, local observations without such inference are insufficient. Humans are valuable
because these judgments are made using ill-defined processes.
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Figure 4-12 Human supervisory path planning with manual override (Concept 5-B)
In this design, humans do not specify the entire path, but only issue waypoints (in nominal
conditions). The generation of these waypoints may consider a host of complex, ill-defined goals
and information, but the waypoints themselves are simple and well-defined. Automation then
uses these as constraints from which to calculate optimal paths based on criteria such as fuel or
distance. If necessary, humans can also have direct control of this path through manual
overriding the low-level path planner. This gives the operator the means by which to have
complete control authority and therefore responsibility of the robot.
4.4.6 Health Monitoring
The purpose of health monitoring is to observe various robot states for maintaining system
functionality. When anomalies such as failures are detected, the system may be reconfigurable in
a way that allows the mission to continue. For example, if a drive motor fails and is detected, a
reconfiguration may be to disconnect that motor from the drive train, allowing it to spin freely.
Without at least observing a threatening health condition, the success of the mission can be
jeopardized. This is why health monitoring is a critical function.
The information required for health monitoring can include any robot state, from low-level
internal states (e.g., motor current) to high-level performance states (vehicle speed). Since the
definition and number of "states" is arbitrary to a certain extent, "good coverage" is more
practical than theoretical. That is, since a system is never completely observed (even the addition
of a health monitoring system creates more states to observe) design choices must be made to
determine which states are to be explicitly measured. Fortunately, since some failures propagate
or emerge in predictable ways, it is not always necessary to measure states directly, but to infer
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them from observed symptoms. This reduces the complexity of the health monitoring hardware,
but it relies on a stricter set of assumptions.
Concept 6-A: Automated Decision Aids
One design concept is to use automation primarily as decision aids, and the human for
making the ultimate health diagnosis. When failures are not well-modeled, humans can use
reasoning to estimate internal states from observed symptoms-some of which may not be
explicitly measured. Unmanned ground vehicles have the advantage of being able to temporarily
shut down systems-including the drive motors-while offline diagnosis is performed. This may
not be possible in other missions, due to the immediate need to reconfigure (for example,
communications satellites cannot afford to have downtime, and unstable aircraft cannot afford to
lose flight control temporarily).
Given that the system can afford temporary downtime, humans are used for remote diagnosis
primarily because of the limited amount of onboard sensing. The symptoms that emerge from
anomalies can be used to infer possible internal states when these states are not explicitly
measured, as in medical diagnosis. However, alerts and decision aids can assist humans, using
formal inference rules (e.g., expert systems), neural network pattern recognition, and simpler
logic from direct sensing. These are illustrated in Figure 4-13. The diagnosis algorithms can be
more complex if the executed at the control station. However, this requires that raw sensor data
be transmitted. Offboard diagnosis may also introduce latency.
auto override: robot control or reconfiguration
health monitoring
sensors
Figure 4-13 Automated health monitoring and reconfiguration (Concept 6-A)
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Despite the complexity of a robotic system, some portions are understood sufficiently to
warrant immediate autonomous action. For example, when a temperature sensor indicates that a
drive motor is overheating, the robot can be automatically shut down to avoid permanent damage.
Since damage can occur rapidly, and since there is little cost associated with temporarily shutting
down, auto-override is justified. Due to the chance of a communications failure, decisions such
as these should be implemented onboard the robot.
4.5 ROBOT DESIGN SUMMARY
This section examined design strategies for a robotic mission in a hostile urban environment.
These designs represent the operational decision process for the human-automation system.
Although the mission has relatively well-defined goals, there are many aspects of the operational
decision that are not understood during design, such that portions of the decision process are
deferred to operation. The semi-Structured framework was used to help guide design-to
understand the limitations of a priori rules, thereby using humans and automation appropriately
within the operational decision process.
In nearly all six sub-functions, the human is critical in the decision process. An
understanding of the ill-defined aspects of the goals, as well as experience, are important "inputs"
for operational decisions. Video feedback from the robot provides images of the robot's
environment to support these decisions. Data from other robot sensors is also valuable. Since the
operator is at a remote location, all operational data observed by the human is obtained through
communication from the robot, and therefore available to automation as well. Despite that
automation has access to the same robot data, many of the tasks are inappropriate for automating.
Table 4 summarizes the tasks of the human operator and automation within the robot's
operational decision system. In some of the sub-functions-situation assessment, path planning,
and health monitoring-the human plays a dominant or supervisory role. For these, automation
enhances human decision making by providing information (Structured into Unstructured), or
acting in a subservient manner based on well-defined goals from the human (Unstructured into
Structured). In other sub-functions-motor control, navigation, and hazard avoidance-
automation plays a more dominant role. In these cases, the human acts primarily as an observer
for automation by providing valuable information that cannot be obtained directly from onboard
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sensors. Since the cost of information from sensors onboard the robot can be high, using the
human in the decision loop can potentially reduce this cost.
Table 4 Summary of operational tasks for human operator and system computers (robot and
control station)
In this design scenario, the distribution of work between humans and automation has
considerable implications on the communications system. The design decision to offload work to
the human operator translates to the need for a radio link to provide the necessary information for
the task decision. Hence, the cost of the interface-power, packaging, noise, bandwidth, etc.-is
of particular concern here. Compared to missions such as planetary exploration, in which
communications are more of a design driver, this mission can make ample use of humans in the
operational decision process. Otherwise, emphasis would likely shift towards more automation
onboard the robot. Adding more Structure to the decision system must be done carefully,
however, since removing the human from the operational decision process requires more
assumptions about the mission goals and the operational environment.
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Sub-function Human Task(s) Automation Task(s)
Visual Situation Evaluate video for presence of enemy Image fusion of visual and infrared dataImage fusion of visual and infrared dataAssessment personnel
Motor Control Modify control parameters Low-level feedback control
Navigation Periodically calibrate navigation Continuous adead reckoning" position
states for the position estimator estimation
Hazard Add/delete hazards for automation Sensor-based hazard avoidance; video/range
Avoidance data fusion
Path Planning Issue waypoints; override robot path Optimal path control based on waypoint
control constraints
Health Robot system diagnosis Diagnostic decision aids; auto-override of
Monitoring control or reconfiguration.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis introduced a novel framework for analyzing human-automation decision systems,
based on the concept of the "semi-Structured" process. The purpose of this framework is to
provide insight into decision systems, and ultimately improve their designs-in particular the
allocation of functions between humans and automation.
5.1 DECISION SYSTEM DESIGN ISSUES
In this thesis, an important distinction is made between two time periods: the period of
design, and the period of operation. This distinction is important because physical artifacts are
often completely specified during design. Hence, any inaccurate or missing information during
design regarding the operation of the artifact (e.g., system goals, assumptions about the
environment) can compromise functionality.
The design of decision systems differs from most general engineering design because parts
of the designed system do not have to be completely specified during design. These parts (sub-
processes) can be deferred to operation. This property of decision systems can be advantageous
to the designer because design assumptions made about operation can be relaxed, but it adds
uncertainty to how operational decisions will be made.
An important design choice is determining the extent to which a decision system is specified
prior to operation. A primary goal of this thesis was to provide a way to understand the issues
associated with this design choice.
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5.2 REVIEW OF APPROACH
The approach taken in this thesis was to consider operational decision systems as
information processes. Given a system function, which describes the "whats," a process
describes "how" this function might be achieved. The "semi-Structured" process was introduced
as a way to consider both the well-defined and ill-defined parts of a decision system prior to
operation. This is defined as follows:
Semi-Structured process - A system of Structured and
Unstructured sub-processes
* Structured process - A process that can be reduced
to well-defined rules
* Unstructured process - A process that cannot be
reduced to well-defined rules
These simple definitions are intended as conceptual tools to help understand decision
systems. They reflect the extent to which a decision process is explicitly understood. Structured
processes (such as traditional algorithms and procedures) capture the declarative knowledge of
precisely how a decision is to be made, while Unstructured processes reflect where this type of
knowledge is missing. While some non-traditional algorithms such as neural networks can be
considered Unstructured, it is believed that humans primarily add value to Unstructured
processes, while Structured processes can often be reliably automated.
In the context of decision system design, Structured sub-processes are the parts that are
completely prescribed prior to operation, while Unstructured sub-processes are the parts that are
left undetermined until operation. In other words, the Structured parts of a process are where the
designer has removed decision-making authority from the operator, while the Unstructured parts
are where the operator is given authority in determining how the decision is to be made.
Structured processes provide a way for designers to exploit what is explicitly understood prior to
operation, but they are also limited by what is not understood. While Unstructured processes may
move the system away from optimality during nominal conditions, and add a degree of
uncertainty to how a decision will be made, they may also add flexibility and robustness. It is
ultimately up to the judgment of the designers to determine the extent to which a process is
Structured-the extent to which a system is determined prior to operation.
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5.3 CONCLUSIONS
One of the main contributions of this thesis was to elicit a way for people to think about the
ill-defined "Unstructured" parts of a decision process in addition to the well-defined "Structured"
parts. The semi-Structured framework includes consists of definitions, diagrammatic notation,
and organizing principles. The goal was not to provide a methodology for design, but was
primarily to provide insight into decision systems, and to improve upon ad hoc design
approaches.
The semi-Structured framework is particularly valuable for explicitly identifying those parts
of the operational decision process that are not understood prior to operation. That is, the
framework provides a way to explicitly consider, to a certain extent, those parts of the process
that are to be fully considered at a later time-typically with human operators. Without this
analytical tool, the ill-defined components of a decision process may be overlooked or not
incorporated effectively into a system design. By considering parts of the decision process as
Unstructured, the system may then be designed more appropriately-such as by adding Structure
to support rather than replace these ill-defined components.
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